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GEORGE T. HOFER,^ EDITHA L.
QUINTE and LUCIA T.PALANG
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X

X

PEOPLE OF THE PHILIPPINES,
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MODAPIL

and

FHADZRAMA A. MODAPIL,^
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X
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and
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X

X
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^ Case dismissed due to death which extinguished his criminal liability per Resolution dated May 27,2019;
Notice of Death dated February 18,2019, Records, Vol. 8, pp. 216-217,327 •
^ At large
^ At large
_
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-versus-

EDGAR

C.

GONZALES

and

JUANITO C. TARIPE,JR.,
Accused.
X

X

PEOPLE OF THE PHILIPPINES,
Plaintiff,

Case Nos. SB-lO-CRM-0216 to 0217

Present:

-versus-

GEORGE C. CASTILLO and

Gomez-Estoesta, J.,Chairperson

FEB.PONTANAR,'*

Trespeses, J,, and
Accused.

Hidalgo, J.
Promulgated:

OKlo(}fr lit .
X

X

CONSOLIDATED DECISION
GOMEZ-ESTOESTA, J.:

The Aid to the Poor Program was a project ofthe then-nascent Province
ofZamboanga Sibugay, aimed at giving aid to its people in need. Alleged to
have put to fraudulent use the noble objective of this project through their
irregular disbursement ofpublic funds for the benefit offictitious persons,the
following accused have been charged with Violation of Section 3(e) of R.A.
3019 and Malversation through Falsification of Public Document in the
following cases, which were ultimately tried jointly and raffled to this
Division for resolution:
Accused

Violation of Sec. 3(e),

Malversation through

Disbursement

R.A.3019

Falsification of Public

Voucher No.

Document

George T. Hofer, et al.
Ares A. Modapil, et al.

SB-lO-CRM-0144

SB-lO-CRM-0145

101-0109-523

SB-lO-CRM-0146

SB-lO-CRM-0147

101-0110-1645
101-0201-407

SB-lO-CRM-0176

SB-lO-CRM-0177

SB-lO-CRM-0178

SB-lO-CRM-0179

101-0201-52

SB-lO-CRM-0180

SB-lO-CRM-0181

101-0108-1110

SB-lO-CRM-0182

SB-lO-CRM-0183

101-0109-615

SB-lO-CRM-0184

SB-lO-CRM-0185

101-0112-3428

'^Case dismissed due to death which extinguished her criminal liability per Resolution dated July 6, 2015;
Records, People v. Castillo, et al.. Vol. 3, p. 153
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Edgar C. Gonzales. et al.

George C. Castillo, et at.

SB-lO-CRM-0198

SB-lO-CRM-0199

SB-lO-CRM-0200

SB-lO-CRM-0201

101-0110-1680

SB-lO-CRM-0202

SB-lO-CRM-0203

101-0110-1737

SB-lO-CRM-0216

SB-lO-CRM-0217

101-0110-1141

101-0110-1679

The principal accused in Crim. Case Nos. SB-IO-CRM 144 to 147 is
George T. Hofer, then Provincial Governor ofZamboanga Sibugay, while the
principal accused for the rest of the cases are members of the Sangguniang
Panlalawigan of Zamboanga Sibugay, i.e., Ares A. Modapil, Edgar C.
Gonzales, and George C. Castillo.

The Informations against accused Hofer,et al. for Violation ofSec.3(e)
of R.A. 3019 and Malversation through Falsification ofPublic Documents in
SB-lO-CRM-0144 and 0145, respectively, alleged:
SB-lO-CRM-0144 for Violation ofSec. 3(e) ofR.A. 3019

That on or about September 2001 or sometime prior or subsequent thereto, in

Zamboanga Sibugay and within the jurisdiction ofthis Honorable Court,^e above named
accused, namely GEORGE T. HOFER, a high ranking public official being the
[P]rovincial [Gjovemor of Zamboanga Sibugay, EDITHA L. QUINTE and LUCIA T.

PALANG, both employees of the [Pjrovincial [Gjovemment ofZamboanga Sibugay, all
while in the performance of their official duties, taking advantage of their positions,
conspiring together and committing the crime in relation to their offices, did then and there,

willflilly, unlawfully and criminally cause undue injury to the Government through evident
bad faith by collecting and appropriating the amount of ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND
PESOS (PI00,000.00), Philippine Currency, which they claimed under DVNo. 101-0109-

523 and received under Check No.59623 dated 10 September 2001 by making it appear in
the documents supporting said voucher that the said amount was paid to the beneficiaries

of the Aid to the Poor Program when in truth and in fact, as the accused very well knew,
the beneficiaries under the said program were non-existent or fictitious and that no such
payments were actually made,to the damage and injury ofthe Government in the aforesaid
amount.

CONTRARY TO LAW.^

SB'lO-CRM-0145 for

Malversation

throush

Falsification

of Public

Documents

That on or about September 2001 or sometime prior or subsequent thereto in the
province of Zamboanga Sibugay and within the jurisdiction of this Honorable Court, the
above named accused GEORGE T. HOFER, a public officer being the Governor of
Zamboanga Sibugay, hence accountable for public funds that comes into his possession
and the disbursement of which he takes part in, in connivance and in conspiracy with
EDITHA L. QUINTE and LUCIA T. PALANG, both employees of the [Pjrovincial
[Gjovemment ofZamboanga Sibugay while in the performance oftheir respective official
functions and comm itting the offense in relation to their respective offices with gross abuse
ofconfidence, did then and there willfully unlawfully and feloniously falsify Disbursement
Voucher No. 101-0109-523 payable to GEORGE T. HOFER, and the supporting
documents ofsaid voucher, namely the Brief Social Case Study Reports, DSWD Form 200
and Reimbursement Expense Receipts (RER) by making it appear therein that accused
GEORGE T. HOFER paid the beneficiaries named under said documents under the Aid to
the Poor Program amounting to ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND PESOS (PI00,000.00),

Philippine Currency, when in truth and in fact, accused fully knew that no such payment
to the beneficiaries were made, in order to effect the issuance and subsequent encashment
of Check No. 59623 dated 10 September 2001 payable to said George T. Hofer; and that

^Records,Peop/ev. Ho/er, efo/.. Vol. 1, pp. 1-2
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once in possession of the check, accused encashed the same which cash equivalent and
proceeds thereof all the accused, willfully, unlawfully and feloniously appropriated for

their personal use and benefit; thereby defrauding, damaging and prejudicing the
government in the said amount of P100,000.00.
CONTRARY TO LAW.^

The Informations under SB-lO-CRM-0146 and 0147 against the same
accused differ from the above-quoted Informations only in the following
allegations:
SB-lO-CRM-0146

SB-lO-CRM-0147

(Violation of Sec. 3(e), RA 3019

Malversation through Falsification

Date of Commission

On or about October 2001

DV No.

101-0110-1645

Amount

Twenty-Five Thousand Pesos(P25,000.00)

Check No.

68445

Check Date

30 October 2001

Meanwhile, the Informations for Violation of Sec. 3(e) of R.A. 3019
and Malversation through Falsification ofPublic Document against the rest of
the accused are similarly worded as those against accused Modapil, et al., viz:
SB-lO-CRM-0176 for Violation ofSec. 3(e) ofR.A. 3019
That on or about January 16,2002, and for sometime prior or subsequent thereto,
in the Province ofZamboanga Sibugay and within the jurisdiction ofthis Honorable Court,

above-named accused ARES A. MODAPIL, a high-ranking public official being a
Member of the Sangguniang Panlalawigan of the Province of Zamboanga Sibugay and
FHADZRAMA A. MODAPIL,employee ofthe same Sangguniang Panlalawigan, while
in the performance of their official functions, taking advantage of their positions,
conspiring together and committing the crime in relation to their offices, did then and there,

willfully, unlawfully and criminally cause injury to the government through evident bad
faith, by collecting the amount of FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED PESOS
(P4,200.00)reimbursed through Disbursement Voucher No. 101-0201-407 and Check No.

75764 dated January 16, 2002 and making it appear in the documents supporting said
voucher that the same amount was distributed as financial assistance to alleged
beneficiaries ofthe Aid to the Poor Program when in truth and in fact, as accused very well
knew, no such financial assistance was granted because the alleged beneficiaries under the
said program are fictitious or non-existent.
CONTRARY TO LAW.

SB-lO-CRM-0177 for Malversation through Falsification of Public
Documents:
That on or about January 16,2002, and for sometime prior or subsequent thereto,
in the Province ofZamboanga Sibugay and within the jurisdiction ofthis Honorable Court,
above-named accused ARES A. MODAPIL, a high-ranking public official being a
Member of the Sangguniang Panlalawigan of the Province of Zamboanga Sibugay and
FHADZRAMA A. MODAPIL,employee ofthe same Sangguniang Panlalawigan, while
in the performance of their official functions, taking advantage of their official positions,

conspiring together and committing the crime in relation to their offices, with gross abuse
of confidence, did then ^d there, willfully, unlawfully and feloniously falsify
Disbursement Voucher No. 101-0201-407 and the documents supporting the same, by

making it appear therein that accused ARES A. MODAPIL personally paid the
beneficiaries named in the documents supporting the said voucher the total amount of

® Folder attached to Records,People v. Hofer, et a!.. Vol. 1
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FOUR THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED PESOS(P4,200.00), in order to effect the issuance

and subsequent encashment ofCheck No.75764 dated January 16,2002 payable to accused
ARES A. MODAPIL in the said amount which was taken from the funds of the Aid to the

Poor appropriated for the office, and exclusive use, of accused ARES A. MODAPIL
making said accused accountable therefor pursuant to Sec. 340 of R.A. No. 7160, when in
truth and in fact, both the accused fully knew that no such payments to the beneficiaries
were made;and that once in possession ofthe said check, accused encashed the same which
cash equivalent and proceeds thereofboth the accused willfully, unlawfully and feloniously
appropriated for their personal use and benefit; thereby defrauding, damaging and

prejudicing the government in the same amount.
CONTRARY TO LAW.

The Informations varied on the following:

Case Number

Accused

Date of

DV No.

Amount

Check No/

Commission

Viol, of Sec. 3(e),
RA3019

Date

Malversation

through
Falsification
People V. Modapii,et al.

Ares A. Modapil
Fhadzrama A. Modapil

SB-IO-CRM-0178

SB-lO-CRM-0179

1/3/2002

101-0201-52

P10,000.00

75409/
1/3/2002

Ares A. Modapil

SB-lO-CRM-0180

SB-lO-CRM-0181

8/23/2001

101-0108-1110

P10,000.00

59211/

Erlinda D. Albelda

8/23/2001

Ares A. Modapil
Fhadzrama A. Modapil

SB-lO-CRM-0182

SB-lO-CRM-0183

9/14/2001

101-0109-615

fl0,000.00

59715/
9/14/2001

Ares A. Modfq5il
Fhadzrama A. Modapil

SB-lO-CRM-0184

SB-lO-CRM-0185

12/21/2001

101-0112-3428

f97,590.00

70228/

Edgar C. Gonzales
Juanito C. Taripe, Jr.

SB-IO-CRM-0198

Edgar C. Gonzales
Juanito C. Taripe, Jr.

SB.lO-CRM-0200

SB-lO-CRM-0201

10/30/2001

101-0110-1680

fl0,000.00

68480/
10/30/2001

Edgar C. Gonzales
Juanito C. Taripe, Jr.

SB-lO-CRM-0202

SB-lO-CRM-0203

10/31/2001

101-0110-1737

P20,000.00

68537 /

George C. Castillo

SB-lO^RM-0216

12/21/2001
People V. Gonzales. et al.
SB-IO-CRM-0199

10/30/2001

101-0110-1679

fl0,000.00

68479/

10/30/2001

10/31/2001

People V. Castillo, et al.
SB-lO-CRM-0217

10/9/2001

101-0110-1141

P7,200.00

60241/
10/9/2001

Fe B. Pontanar

ANTECEDENTS

Before joint trial, the cases proceeded independently, as follows:
People V. Hofen et al>^ SB-lO-CRM-0144 to 0147[Third Divisioni

Dejected with the finding of probable cause against them, accused
Hofer,et al. filed a MostRespectful Urgent Motionfor Judicial Determination

1
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ofProbable Cause^ dated October 8, 2010 citing a violation of their right to
the speedy disposition of cases and to due process. Accused Hofer alleged
that he merely relied on his subordinates who acted in the lawful exercise of
their duties, and further alluded to the cases' political undertones. Accused
Hofer emphasized that it was him,in fact, who initiated one ofthe complaints
which questioned the misuse offunds under the Aid to the Poor Program. In

response,^ the Prosecution argued that the right to the speedy disposition of
cases allowed for reasonable delay,and that accused's grounds in their Motion

were proper during trial. In a Resolution^ dated March 4, 2011, the Fifth
Division denied the accused's Motion and directed the issuance of a Warrant

of Arrest against them.

Orders ofArrest^^ and a Hold Departure Ordef^ were issued against
accused Hofer, Quinte and Palang on March 9, 2011. Pending their Motion
for Reconsideration, Gov. Hofer moved to suspend the implementation of

the Warrant of Arrest'^ against him, anchored on his advanced age and right
to bail. Accused's Motion for Reconsideration was denied in a Resolution

dated June 9, 2011.''* While the Court suspended the implementation of the
Warrants of Arrest against the accused pending resolution oftheir Motionfor

Reconsideration,^^ such suspension was eventually lifted with the denial of
Gov. Hofer's Very Urgent Motion for Leave to Admit the Accused's
Addendum to the Supplemental Motionfor Reconsideration and Application

ybr 5a//on September 15, 2011.^^
On March 17, 2011, these cases were consolidated with People v.
Modapil, et al., SB-lO-CRM-0176 to 0185, upon transmittal from the Third
Division.'^

Meanwhile, Gov. Hofer manifested his submission to the jurisdiction
of the Court and moved that he be allowed to post bail because of his frail

health,'^ Pending Hofer's Applicationfor Bail, he was transferred fi*om the
BJMP to the NBI Regional Office in Cebu City.'^ COA Auditor Bernardo
Sumicad was the sole witness presented in Gov, Hofer's bail hearing. In a
'
Records, People v. Hofer, eta!.. Vol. 1, pp. 344-365;Supp/emcnt to the Motion for Judicial Determination
ofProbable Cause, Id., pp. 353-365

® Prosecution's Consolidated Comment on the Motionfor Judicial Determination ofProbable Cause, id., pp.
371-383

® \d., pp.430^35
In SB-lO-CRM-0144 and 0146 - Records, People v. Hofer, et al., Vol. 1, p. 439; In SB-lO-CRM-0145 and
01A7-Id., p. 440;

"id., p. 438
"id., pp. 451-457;Supplemental Motion for Reconsideration, Records, People v. Hofer, etal.. Vol. 2, pp.
11-68

Extremely Urgent Motion to Suspend the Implementation ofthe Warrants of Arrest dated March 23,
2011, Id., pp. 458-465

^^Records, People v. Hofer, etal.. Vol. 2, pp. 104-106
^ Resolution dated March 25,2011, Records,People v. Hofer, et al.. Vol. 1, p.468
^^Records, People v. Hofer, et al.. Vol. 2, pp. 104-106
"Id., p. 450

Manifestation dated September 23,2011, Id., pp. 281-196; Manifestation /Motion by accused, George
Hofer dated October 3, 2011, Id., pp. 300-303
Order dated November 8, 2011, Id., p. 345

*
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Resolution dated Februaiy 7, 2012,^® the Court granted bail to Gov. Hofer,
who forthwith posted a surety bond.^* Accused Palang and Quinte likewise
posted their respective surety bonds.^^
When arraigned, all the accused pleaded not guilty.23

People V. ModapiU et al.^ SB-lO-CRM-0176 to 0185 [Fifth Division]

After the filing ofthe Informations, Hold Departure Orders were issued
against accused Ares Modapil, Fhadzrama Modapil, and Erlinda D,Albelda.^'*
On October 7,2010,accused Modapil, et al. filed aMo?/o«for Judicial
Determination ofProbable Cause, citing the denial of their rights to due

process and speedy disposition of cases. The Prosecution countered^^ that it
was for the Court to determine probable cause when it issued a warrant of
arrest. The volume of records and number of accused justified any delay in
the preliminary investigation, which the accused did not bring up before.
The Fifth Division of this Court, upon acceptance ofthe consolidation
of these cases with People v. Hofer, et al., SB-lO-CRM-0144 to 0147, issued

a Resolutiojf^ dated August 12, 2011 denying the accused's Motion for
Judicial Determination of Probable Cause and directing the issuance of
warrants of arrest against said accused.

An Order ofArresf-^ was thus issued against all the accused on August
22, 2011. Observing that all the accused were still at large as of February 9,
2012 despite the issuance ofthe Order ofArrest,the Court directed these cases
to be sent to the Judgment and Records Section for archive, pending the

accused's apprehension.^^
Accused Ares Modapil was finally arrested on April 21, 2012.^® With
his arrest, these cases were revived.^* He was arraigned on May 4, 2012,
where he entered a plea of not guilty.
To date, Fhadzrama Modapil and Erlinda D. Albelda remained at large.

Records, People v. Hofer, etal., Vol. 3, pp. 107-125

Id., pp. 129-222,subsequently substituted with cash bond -Records, Vol. 4, pp. 133-134,157-170
"Palang - Records, Vol. 4, pp. 33-63; Quinte-Id., pp. 64-94
Hofer -Records, People v. Hofer, et al., Vol. 3, pp. 253-256; Quinte-Records, Vol. 4, pp. 128,132;
Palang-/d., pp. 129,132
"SB-lO-CRM-0176,0178,0182 and 0184-Records, People v. Modapil, etal., Vol. 1, p. 346; SB-IO-CRM0177,0179,0183 and 0185 -Id., p. 347

^ Id., pp. 349-356;Supplemental Arguments to the Motion fijr the Judicial Determination ofProbable
Cause dated October 21, 2010,Id., pp. 360-362

Omnibus Opposition and Manifestation dated October 28,2010, Id., pp. 363-368
"Id., pp. 420-424

28 Id., p. 426
2® Order dated February 9, 2012,Id., p.437
™ Return of Order of Arrest dated May 3, 2012,/d., pp.449-453
8^ Resolution dated May 3, 2012, Records, People v. Modapil, et al.. Vol. 2, p. 30

82Id., pp.454-457

*
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Accused Ares Modapil forthwith filed a Petitionfor Bail(With Prayer
to Adopt the Proceedings Undertaken in the Bail Hearing ofOther Accused
George Hofer
only for SB-lO-CRM-0185 where bail was not
recommended. The Prosecution likewise presented COA Auditor Bernardo

Sumicad, and after hearing, the Court granted accused Ares ModapiTs

Petition for bail,^'* enabling him to post a property bond for his provisional
liberty.^^
On July 31,2013,these cases,together with People v. Hofer,et al., were
jointly tried with SB-lO-CRM-0198 to 0203 and SB-lO-CRM-0216 to 0217.^^
On March 18, 2016, and pursuant to Republic Act No. 10660, these
cases were raffled to the Seventh Division.^^

People V. Gonzales, et al., SB-lO-CRM-0198 to 0203 [Fifth Division]

On October 6, 2010, accused Gonzales and Taripe filed a Motionfor

Judicial Determination of Probable Cause^^ likewise grounded on the
violation oftheir rights to due process and speedy disposition ofcases, as well
as the purported lack of complete preliminary investigation, which the
Prosecution addressed in its Consolidated Comment they filed for this case
and in People v. Hofer, et a/.,SB-10-CRM-0144 to 0147.^^ Their Motion was
denied in the Court's Resolution dated March 4,2011

A Hold Departure Order'*' and Orders of Arrest'*^ were issued against
the accused on March 9,2011. The accused posted their respective cash bonds

for their provisional liberty.'*^ When arraigned, both accused pleaded not
guilty.'^

People V. Castillo, et aL SB-lO-CRM-0198 to 0203 IThird Division]

Accused Castillo and Pontanar also alleged the violation of their right
to speedy disposition of cases, due process, and complete preliminary
investigation in their Motionfor Judicial Determination ofProbable Cause.^^
Id., pp. 32-34

^ Resolution dated January 22, 2013, Id., pp. 398-434
^ Id., pp. 445-461
^^Records, People v. Modapil, et al.. Vol. 3, p. 52
"Id., p. 240
^ Records, People v. Gonzales, et al.. Vol. 1, pp. 4-13, Motion to Admit Supplemental Arguments to the
Motionfor Judicial Determination ofProbable Cause dated October 21, 2010,Id., pp. 20-23
Prosecution's Consolidated Comment on the Motion for Judicial Determination ofProbable Cause,Id.,
pp. 24-36

pp. 79-84

"Id., p 86
« SB-lO-CRM-0199,0201 & 2023-Id., p. 93; SB-lO-CRM-0198,0200 & 0202-Id., p.95
'"Taripe-Id., pp. 101-120; Gonzales-Id., pp. 147-151
"Taripe -Id., pp. 153-156; Gonzales - Id., pp. 185-187
Records, People v. Castillo, et al.. Vol. 1, pp. 345-354

•* ^
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In its Opposition,
Prosecution attributed the prolonged preliminary
investigation to the number of respondents and records, and pointed out that
the accused did not even file a Motion for Reconsideration on the Resolution

of the Ombudsman after conducting a purported incomplete preliminary
investigation.
Hold Departure Orders were issued against both accused on November

9,2010,'*' followed by Orders of Arrest on Januaiy 3, 2011/^ On January 26,
2011, these cases were transferred from the Third Division to the Fifth

Division ofthis Court/^ Meanwhile both accused posted their respective bail
bonds.^® Accused Pontanar's Motion to Lift the Hold Departure Order^^
against her, anchored on her employment abroad, was denied.^^
When arraigned, both accused pleaded not guilty.53

Upon motion of the Prosecution,^'* accused Castillo was suspended
fi-om his position as Board Member pendente lite in a Resolution dated
November 24,

Later, on July 6, 2015, the Court dismissed the cases against Pontanar,

who passed away in 2013, pursuant to Art. 89 of the Revised Penal Code.^^

ADMISSIONS AND ISSUES

The following stipulations were entered into, and issues defined, during

the cases' respective Pre-Trial Conferences:^'
Admissions

Hofer

Quinte

Issues

1. Jurisdiction of the Honorable Court;

2. Identities and position of the accused as the
same persons charged in the Information.

Palang

Modapil

1. Thejurisdictionofthis Court over the case;

1.

Whether or not the accused Is guilty of the
crime chareed;

^fd., pp.355-Ato 359

"Id., p. 354
^Id., pp. 371-372
Id., p. 384

Castillo (cash)-Id., pp. 401-408; Pontanar (property)-Id., pp. 235-453; subsequently substituted with
cash bond-Order dated June 21, 2011, Id., p. 486
Id., pp. 455-464

Resolution dated June 15, 2011, Id., p. 468

^^Pontanar - Id., pp. 498-501; Castillo - Records, People v. Castillo, etal.. Vol. 2, pp. 10-14

"Id., pp. 357-A-357-C
Id., pp. 394-401

Records, People v. Castillo, et al.. Vol. 3, p. 153
Hofer - Pre-Trial Order dated November 12, 2012, Records, People v. Hofer, et al.. Vol. 3, pp. 290-296;
adopted by Quinte and Palang, Records, Vol. 4, pp. 176-177
Modapil-Pre-Trial Order dated December 4, 2012, Records, People v. Modapil, et al., Vol. 2, pp. 383-395A

Gonzales-Pre-Trial Order dated January 25, 2012, Records, People v. Gonzales, et al.. Vol. 3, pp. 250-257
Castillo-Pre-Trial Order dated February 3,2012, Records, People v. Castillo, et al.. Vol. 2, pp.88-98
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2. The identity of accused Ares Modapil as the
same person charged in the Information;
3. Accused Modqiil was a public officer being
then a member of the Sangguniang
Panlalawigan of Zamboanga Sibugay during

2.

Whether

or

not

the

beneficiaries

or

recipients of the Aid to the Poor Program
are fictitious or non-existent

the date material to this case;

4. The COA prepared and issued an Investigation
Report alter conducting an audit of the Aid to
the Poor Program.

Gonzales

Taripe

Jurisdiction ofthis Honorable Sandiganbayan;
Identities of the accused as the same person
charged in the Information;
Edgar C. Gonzales occupied the position of/
was a member of the Sangguniang
Panlalawigan ofZamboanga Sibugay;
4. The Sangguniang Panlalawigan
passed
Resolutions reverting funds from the savings

Whether or not the accused are guilty of the
crime charged in the Informations.

in Personnel Services and Maintenance and

Other Operating Expenses of the Regular
Budget ofthe province and re-appropriated the

same for a program called "Aid to the Poor"
for the exclusive use ofSP Members(admitted
only as to the fact of issuance and ^proval of
the resolution)

Jurisdiction and identity of accused George

Castillo

1.

Castillo as the same peison being charged in
the Information;
2.

Whether or not the accused are guilty ofthe
crime charged in the Information;

2.

That accused George Castillo holds the
position of Board Member from the year 2001

Whether or not the beneficiaries to the Aid

to the Poor Program were fictitious.

to 2010

EVroENCE FOR THE PROSECUTION

All cases revolved around the alleged non-existence of beneficiaries
who were granted financial aid by the accused. While joint trial commenced
only in the middle of the presentation of evidence in these cases, a common
set of witnesses were presented against all the accused, whose testimonies
varied only with respect to the beneficiaries involved.

The COA Special Audit Investigation Report

Setting these cases in motion is the Special Audit conducted by the
Commission on Audit in 2003.

1.

Atty. Bernardo R. Sumicad ["Sumicad"],®® a lawyer and

Certified Public Accountant,joined the Commission on Audit in 1982 and has
been employed therein until the time he testified. In 2003-2004, he was an
Assistant Chief ofthe COA Regional Office in Zamboanga City. In 2003, he
was tasked to lead a team of three to conduct a special audit investigation on
Atty. Sumicad testified on his audit investigation and finding during the bail hearings in People v. Hofer,
et al. and People v. Modapil, et al., as well as during trial in all the cases. Testimony includes exhibits
identified during bail hearing and trial.

//■
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the Aid to the Poor Program of the Province ofZamboanga Sibugay.^^ This
program aimed to help the poor constituents ofZamboanga Sibugay by giving

them cash aid for their medical, burial, or other expenses.^®
The investigation stemmed from letter-complaints, filed by one
Venancio Ferrer, and by Governor Hofer himself. These covered transactions
from 2001 to 2002. In the course of their investigation, they examined the
disbursement vouchers used in the Aid to the Poor Program, as well as their

supporting documents.^' Sumicad identified the following:
Supporting Documents

Disbursement Voucher No./

Beneficiaries

Check No.
People V. Hofer, et al.

Request for Obligation of Allotment,

DVNo. 101-0109-523("CC")/
Check No.59623("BB")

Brief

(Total: PlOO,000.00)

Reimbursement Expense Receipts,
DSWD Form No. 200 C'CC-5" to"CC-132")

Social

Case

Study

Reports,

1.

Agnes Pasotra
c/o Adriano Pasotra
Alfonso Jurado

Roberto Sigan
Artemio Catian
c/o Warlita Catian

Bonie Laguitao
Donna B. Peralta
Conchita Chico

Myma Pescador
c/o Oscar Pescado

Rizalina Sagrado
10. Clarita Genes
c/o Orlando Genes

11. Fely Siano
12. Cenia Mangupag
c/o Loreto Mangupag
13. Felimon Sagun
c/o Athena Sagun
14. Julieta Sagang
15. Evangeline Daarol
16. Ella Buroy
17. Donabel Cuenca
18. Antonio P. Laurcnciano

DVNo. 101-0110-1645("EE")/
Check No.68445("DD")
(Total: P25,000.00)

Request for Obligation of Allotment,
Brief Social
Case Study
Reports,
Reimbursement Expense Receipts, DSWD
Form No. 200("EE-S" to "EE-39")

1. Lindo Cuaton

c/o Daylinda Cuaton
2. Oardo Peflaflor

c/o Dolores Penqflor
3. Lourdes Timbang
c/o Cansancio Timbang
4. Sosima Reynante
c/o Donato Reynante
5. Danilo Tongco

People V. ModaplJ, et al.

DVNo. 101-0112-3428("K")/
Check No. 70228("J")
(Total: P97,590.00)

Request for Obligation of Allotment,
Brief Social
Case Study
Reports,
Reimbursement Expense Receipts, DSWD
Form No. 200("K-3" to "K-133")

1. AnnalizaAhmad
2. Kalah Abubakar
3. RadzmiaJoe
c/o Laila Joe
4. Tahira Manihom

5. Yusop Ali
6. Ahmad Awal
7. ismud Hassan
c/o Sonia Hassan

8. Danilo Soaring
c/o Arman Suaring

Office Order No. 2003-025 dated May 16, 2003 with other members SA 111 Rolando F. Follero and SA II

Gregorio A. Suaso; Exhibit "A" (Hofer) / "L-1" (Modapil) / "B-l" (Gonzales) / "B" (Castillo); TSN dated
November 9, 2011, pp. 7-8
Id., pp. 15-16

Id., pp. 10-14
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9. Badria Masia

c/o Sarip Masla
10.Aisa Amin
c/o Nuruddin Amin
I h Marina Toledo

l2.Raisa Maghinay
c/o Elmer P. Maghinay
IS.Lani Monteron
c/o Rosalinda Monteron
M.Nasser Aki

c/o Rabiana Aki
IS.Ricardo Pastor

c/o Batodoy Pastor
M.Elsa Maghinay
c/o Johnny Maghinay
17.Rosalie Cabralez

People V Gonzales,et at.

DVNo. 101-0110-1679("CC")/
Check No.68479("DD")
(Total: PIG,000.00)
DVNo. 101-0110-1680("TT")/
Check No.68480("SS")
(Total: PIO.000.00)

DV No. 101-0110-1737("JJJ")/
Check No.68537("111")
(Total: P20,000.00)

Request for Obligation of Allotment,
Brief Social
Case
Study
Reports,
Reimbursement Expense Receipts,
DSWD Form No. 200("EE"to"KK")

2. Jubaira Paki
c/o Kiram Paki

Request for Obligation of Allotment,
Brief Social
Case Study
Reports,
Reimbursement Expense Receipts,
DSWD Form No. 200("UU" to "AAA")

2. PacitaBueno
c/o Emma Bueno

Request for Obligation of Allotment,
Brief Social
Case Study
Reports,
Reimbursement Expense Receipts,
DSWD Form No. 200("ICKK" to"WWW")

1. RogerAlmasin

1. Haydal Jamilon

1. Eufemio Serales
2. Husna Abdurahim

3. Romeo Aguilar
4. Mando Mande

People V. Castillo, et al.

Request for Obligation of Allotment,

DVNo. 101-0110-1141 CT')/
Check No.60241 ("S")

Brief

(Total: P7,200.00)

Reimbursement Expense Receipts,
DSWD Form No. 200("T-1" to'T-25")

Social

Case

Study

Reports,

1. Comelio B. Sacong
c/o Valencia V. Sacong
2. Esmeralda S. Nano
c/o Dominador L Nano

3. Ruel Canag
c/o Leopoldo S. Canag
4. Rena C. Paed
c/o Rosalie C. Paed

5. Pamela S. Casilang
c/o Samson B. Casilag
6. Armando A. Aleta
c/o Venancia C. Aleta

7. Alex Z. Requita
c/o Milagros S. Requita
8. Rizaldo A. Savero
c/o Melisa C. Savero

Analyzing the disbursement vouchers and their supporting documents,
the team noticed that the payments were in the form of reimbursements and
the supporting documents were not complete. Under Section 168 subsections

(a)to(e) of the Government Accounting and Auditing Manual(GAAM),^^ a
^ SECTION 168. Basic requirements applicable to all classes ofdisbursements. — The following basic requirements
applicable to ail classes of disbursements shall be complied with;
a. Certificate of Availability of Fund. — Existence of lawful appropriation, the unexpended balance of which,

free from other obligations, is sufficient to cover the expenditure, certified as available by an accounting officer or any

other official required to accomplish the certificate. Use of moneys appropriated solely for the specific purpose for
which appropriated, and for no other except when authorized by law or by a corresponding appropriating body.
b. Approval of claim or expenditure by head of office or his duly authorized representative.
c. Documents to establish validity of claim. — Submission of documents and other evidences to establish
the validity and correctness of the claim for payment.

d. Conformity of the expenditure to existing laws and regulations.
e. Proper accounting treatment.

/?

f
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basic requirement in all classes of disbursement was the submission of
documents and other evidence to establish the validity and correctness of the
claim for payment. Hence, claims for medical financial assistance should be
accompanied by a medical certificate, doctor's prescription, and certificate of
eligibility issued by a qualified social welfare officer. Claims for burial
assistance should be accompanied by a death certificate and a certificate of
eligibility. Claims by victims of calamities should be accompanied by an
incident report and certificate ofeligibility. Finally, claims for food assistance
should be accompanied by a certificate of eligibility. None of the

disbursement vouchers were supported by these documents.^^ Moreover, the
beneficiaries were interviewed not by social workers from the Provincial
Social Welfare and Development Office (PSWDO) nor the Department of
Social Welfare and Development(DSWD),but by the staff members and coaccused of Gov. Hofer, Modapil, Gonzales and Castillo, who also

accomplished the DSWD Forms 200 and Brief Social Case Study Reports.^"^
COA Circular No. 92-382^^ only allowed two (2) modes of
disbursement by an LGU:direct payment through check,and payment by cash

through cash advance.^^ It did not prescribe reimbursement as a mode of
disbursement.^^

Aside from evaluating the disbursement vouchers and their supporting
documents, the team also personally searched for the beneficiaries in
Zamboanga Sibugay,except the ones from the municipalities ofOlutanga and

Mabuhay, which were too far, to confirm that they existed / received aid.^^
After an exhaustive search, the team was unable to find the alleged
beneficiaries, even after consulting the local government on their possible

whereabouts.^^ Thus, they prepared a list of all beneficiaries named in the
supporting documents, and sent confirmatoiy letters (a) to the beneficiaries
themselves,and(b)to the municipal government officials, with the instruction

to verify if said persons were in their list ofresidents.™
The letters sent to the following beneficiaries were not received, and
were annotated Return to Sender(RTS):
Beneficiary

|

Notation

People V. Hofer,et al.

Judicial Affidavit dated Aprii 15, 2013, Records, People v. Hofer, etal., Voi. 3, pp. 315-535, Q&A Nos. 2628

^ Id., Q&A No. 30; Judicial Affidavit dated April 15, 2013, Records, People v. Castillo, et al.. Vol. 2, pp. 195206; Q&A Nos. 22-28; TSN dated January 29, 2013, p. 12; TSN dated April 24, 2013, p. 23

Commission on Audit Circular no. 92-382 dated July 3,1992 has for its Subject and Purpose "Accounting
and Auditing Rules and Regulations designed to implement the provisions of Republic Act No. 7160, the
Local Government Code of 1991 issued pursuant to Section 2(2), Article IX-D, of the Constitution."

Sec.9. Disbursements by check - All disbursements shall be made by check,except as otherwise provided
herein.

Sec. 10. Disbursements by cash. - Disbursements by cash shall be made from a cash advance drawn and
maintained in accordance with COA rules and regulations.

"Id., Q&A No. 29,37
®TSN dated November 9, 2011, pp. 18-19
^^/d., pp. 23-24

'°/d., pp. 25-26

/
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RTS addressee not located (Exhibit "0")
RTS unknown / advertised (Exhibit "R")
RTS unknown / advertised (Exhibit "S")
RTS advertised unknown (Exhibit"U")

Gardo Pefiaflor

Daniel Tongco"
Felv Slano
Evangeline Daarol
Lindo Cuaton

Not found RTS (Exhibit "V")

Mvma Pescador

RTS unknown in this mun (Exhibit"W")

Alfonso Jurado
Conchita Chlco

Unknown Return to Sender(Exhibit "X")
Unknown Return to Sender(Exhibit "Y")
RTS unknowm (Exhibit"Z")

Roberto Sigan
People V. Gonzales,et al.
Roger Almasin

RTS (Exhibit"MM")
RTS (Exhibit"XXX")

Eufemio Serales

On the other hand, the following letters were sent to the MLGOOs to
confirm if the purported beneficiaries, whose birth dates and addresses were

also supplied based on the Brief Social Case Study Reports,^^ were residents
of their municipalities:

Exhibit

Municipalitv
Hofer

Modapil

Gonzales

Exhibit

Exhibit

Exhibit

"P'

"FFFF'

"B"

"NN"

Ipil

"B"

Buug

"C"

Olutanga

"D"

Imelda

"E"

Mabuhay

"F'

Pavao

"0"

R.T. Lim

"H"

Brgy. Tupilac
Titay

"K"

Siay

"J"

"GGGG"

Tungawan

"L"

"HHHH"

Alicia

"M"

Castillo
Exhibit

"N"

"1"

"P"

Malangas

"A"

Talusan

"C"

Diplahan

"D"

"M"to "M-2"

Kabasalan

"0"

After its investigation, the Audit Team issued an Audit Observation

Letter to all persons concemed.^^ Accused Hofer, et al. submitted a Reply
Affidavit and refunded the amounts of PlOO,000.00 and f25,000.00,^'*

Accused Castillo,^^

Gonzales and Taripe,^^ and Modapif^ filed their

respective Reply-Affidavits, Sumicad evaluated their answers and prepared
the Audit Investigation Report on the Disbursements of the Zamboanga

Sibugay Province Under the Aid to the Poor Program^^ and the team's Joint
Affidavit which he submitted through a Memorandum.^^

The listed beneficiary under DV No, 101-0110-1645 {Exhibit "EE") is one Danilo Tongco
"TSN dated Novennber 10, 2011, p. 10
"TSN dated November 11, 2011, p. 50; Exhibit "AA"(Hofer)/"I"(Modapil)/"I"(Castillo)
Judicial Affidavit of Bernardo Sumicad, People v. Hofer, et al., Q&A Nos. 152-153
"Exhibit "J"(Castillo)
Exhibit "O"(Gonzales)
Exhibit "N"(Modapil)

™ Exhibit "FF"(Hofer)/"L"(Modapil)/"B"(Gonzales)/"A"(Castillo)
™ Exhibit "HH"(Hofer)/"B-3"(Gonzales)/"C"(Castillo)
Exhibit "GG"(Hofer); TSN dated November 11, 2011, pp. 52-56

J

^
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On cross-examination, Sumicad testified that in personally searching
for the beneficiaries, they borrowed a vehicle and went to the beneficiaries'
purported addresses written in the BSCSRs, which were incomplete, so they

also consulted local officials.^' According to him, municipal governments
maintained lists of residents, but instead of just going through these lists
himself, he sent confirmation letters to the MLGOOs so he could document

his confirmation. He believed that the MLGOOs could not have responded to

his query without consulting their lists of residents.^^ In his confirmation
letters to the MLGOOs, he indicated only the names of the beneficiaries
allegedly from the MLGOOs' respective municipalities. He did not send a
complete list of beneficiaries to all MLGOOs,leaving no way of accounting
for beneficiaries who could have moved to different municipalities or died

from armed conflict in subsequent years.^^
Sumicad acknowledged that in conducting their personal search of the
beneficiaries, the incompleteness of the addresses and the limited time given
to them to conduct the audit prevented them from going beyond searching for
the beneficiaries only in their alleged place ofresidence. Still, they tried their
best to come up with the audit report within the 30-day period given to them,
whether or not it was the best report.
Sumicad also testified that the source of fund for the Board Members'
disbursements was different from Gov. Hofer's. The Board Members sourced

their funds from realigned savings from their MOOE, while Gov. Hofer
sourced his funds from Grants, Subsidies and Contributions under the regular
fund. Still, Gov. Hofer used the fund to implement the Aid to the Poor
Program, as indicated in the disbursement vouchers.^^
In these cases, grants were given to non-existent beneficiaries under the
Aid to the Poor Program. The accused gave money to the beneficiaries
instead of waiting for the documents to be processed first, which should have
been the proper procedure. Using the correct procedure, the payees in the
check or disbursement voucher should be the beneficiaries themselves, not the

government officials.^^
According to Sumicad,the disbursement vouchers would show that the
Provincial Accountant, in conducting pre-audit, could have erroneously
certified that the documents were complete. Likewise,the subject transactions

did not xmdergo post audit by the Resident Auditor.®^

1
1
TSN dated November 15, 2011, pp. 28-30;13N dated July 3, 2012, p. 12
^ TSN dated November 15, 2011, p. 30;TSN dated July 3, 2012, pp. 14-17
TSN dated July 3, 2012, pp. 30-32

^ TSN dated November 15, 2011, pp. 51-54
^ TSN dated November 22, 2011, pp. 8,14,19
TSN dated April 25, 2013, pp. 40-41
TSN dated April 25. 2013, pp. 13,1-17

1
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The Municipal Local Government Operations Officers(MLGOQs)

Among the MLGOOs who responded to Sumicad's letters were:
2.
Casianito Pacaldo Berdon ["Berdon"], was Municipal Local
Government Operations Officer(MLGOO)of the DILG assigned in several
municipalities in Zamboanga Sibugay since 1988. In 2003 to 2004, he was

assigned in Buug, Zamboanga Sibugay,®^ and in 2003, in Diplahan,
Zamboanga Sibugay}'^
As MLGOO,he conducted trainings and provided technical assistance
to municipal and barangay members, monitored implementation and
compliance with laws, and assisted in the preparation of different plans. He
was in constant interaction with barangay officials in the municipalities where
he was assigned. There were 29 barangays in Buug and 22 barangays in
Diplahan, and as their MLGOO in 2003, Berdon recalled having received

separate letters-request from the COA^^ asking for verification on whether the
persons listed therein were in the List of Residents of Buug and Diplahan,
Zamboanga Sibugay. To respond to said requests, he conferred individually
with the Punong Barangay of the concerned barangay of Buug and Diplahan,
whom he met personally. He based his answers on the information given to
him by the Punong Barangay. For the individuals with addresses at Buug, he
no longer went to the addresses stated in the letter-request as he did not know
any of the people listed therein, while for those of Diplahan, he went only to

the addresses ofthose whose barangay areas were indicated.^'
He also made remarks in the letter request pertaining to Buug that the
addresses ofsome persons listed,such as Brgy.Boyugan,were not even actual
barangays in said municipality. He marked as "not listed" those who were not
in the barangay's list of residents, or those who, according to the Punong
Barangay concerned, were not their residents. He also marked as "not listed"
one of the names that "sounded familiar" to the Punong Barangay, but who

had already left the municipality.^^
On cross-examination, Berdon conceded that he did not have the Lists

ofResidents, which was maintained by their respective Punong Barangay nor
did he consult any of these lists, relying mainly on the information given to
him by the Punong Barangay, believing they had no reason to lie to him as

they were his fnends.^^ He had no personal knowledge if their lists were
accurate.^'*

Answering questions fi*om the Court, Berdon related that when he
approached the concerned Punong Barangay individually about the names in
TSN dated March 19, 2013, pp. 12-14

Judicial Affidavit dated September 12, 2013, Records, People v. Hofer, et a!.. Vol. 3, pp. 387-395, Q&A
No.3

Exhibit "C"(Hofer)/"F"(Modapil); Exhibit "D"(Modapil)
Judicial Affidavit of Casianito Berdon, Q&A No. 21

TEN dated March 19, 2013(a.m.), pp. 14-30,47-48

Id., pp. 35-37,45
®nSN dated April 8, 2014, p. 14

/
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the letter-request, he was given answers based on their mental recollection, or
asked their secretaries if they knew said persons. He did not notice if they

consulted any document in giving him answers.^^

3,
Pascasio Balwena Bayawa ["Bayawa"]has been the Municipal
Local Government Operation Officer ofvarious municipalities in Zamboanga

Sibugay since 1988.^^
Bayawa recalled that in 2003, as MLGOO of Mahuhay and Payao

concurrently, he received two letters-request^^ from the Commission on Audit
inquiring whether certain individuals who received financial assistance from
the province were included in the list of residents of Mahuhay and Payao.
Thus, during his regular legal meetings with the Punong Barangay of
Mahuhay and Payao, he inquired if said listed persons were residents of thenrespective barangay, and was advised that said persons were not in the list.
After counter-checking in subsequent meetings with the Punong Barangay, he
checked the column "not listed" beside the names ofthose he was advised by
the Punong Barangay as not their residents, and then mailed the letters-request
back to the COA,^^

On cross-examination, Bayawa was asked if he was already the
MLGOO of Mahuhay and Payao in 2000, which was a period of unrest in the
area. He replied that in 2000, he was already the MLGOO of Mahuhay, but
not ofPayao, where he started only in 2002. He explained that while he was
the one who answered the letters-request from the COA,he merely relied on
the information given to him by the Punong Barangay during their meetings,
as he believed such information was reliable enough. While the Punong
Barangay maintained a list of inhabitants / Registry of Barangay, where they
based the answers they gave Bayawa, Bayawa himself never consulted this

list before answering the COA letters-request.^^

4.

Arnel F. Gudio ["Gudio"],'®® currently OIC Provincial Director

/ Chief Administrative Officer ofthe DILG Provincial Office-Zamboanga del
Norte, held the position of MLGOO assigned in the Municipality of Reseller

T Lim (R.T Lim)in 2003.'^^
In 2003, he received by mail a letter from COA's Atty, Bernardo
Sumicad requesting his assistance in determining whether the persons named
therein were inhabitants of the different barangays of R.T. Lim,Zamboanga
Sibugay. He referred the letter to the concerned Punong Barangay and asked
TSN dated March 19, 2013, p. 48

^®TSN dated March 19, 2013(p.m.), pp. 4-6
"Exhibits "F" and "G"

®8TSN dated March 19,2013(pm.), pp. 8-15
® W., pp. 17-36
Judicial Affidavit dated September 12, 2013, Records, People v. Hofer, et o/.. Vol. 3, pp. 433-440
Id., Q&A Nos. 1-3
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them if they knew the persons listed in the letter, letting them know that the
inquiry was in relation to the audit of the funds ofZamboanga Sibugay. The
Punong Barangay concerned reported back to him that they did not know the
persons listed in the letter, and finding no reason to doubt their integrity, took
their word for it. He also independently checked the list of inhabitants
submitted by the barangays to their office, but for some barangays who did
not submit lists, he consulted the Punong Barangay concerned directly. The
information he gathered from the Punong Barangay and the list ofinhabitants
were his basis in replying to Sumicad's letter.
He no longer went to the
provided addresses because he believed that he already gathered sufficient

information from the Punong Barangay."^^
On cross-examination, Gudio explained that R.T. Lim was a very small
municipality, and the Punong Barangay knew all of their residents. He did

not have this same level of familiarity.^^'* The lists of residents he consulted
were prepared in 2002 to 2004.'^^ It did not occur to him to verify with the
list from civil registry, COMBLEC,or NSO.'®^

5.

Gemma C. Sabdula ["Sabdula"]'®^ joined the DILG in 1991

and has been MLGOO since 2001. In 2003,she was assigned as MLGOO of
Kabasalan, Zamboanga Sibugay
Upon receipt and examination of the letter from Atty. Sumicad, she
observed that Items 1 to 12 just mentioned "Kabasalan" as the address ofthe
individuals in the list, without being specific. Thus, during the Liga ng
Barangay meeting the following month, she announced the names and gave
the Punong Brangay a list each to verify with their respective registries. She
was later informed that aside from one Virginia Pastor who resided in Little
Baguio, none of the other persons listed were residents of their barangays.
This was reliable enough information for Sabdula, who no longer made her
own verification and upon accomplishing the letter-request, submitted it back
to the COA.'^^

On cross-examination, Sabdula conceded that she could no longer
remember if all 29 Punong Barangay of Kabasalan were present during the
Liga meeting when she announced the names listed in the letter from the

COA; and some of the barangays' list of inhabitants may not be updated.**®
Answering the Court, she stated that it was no longer part of her duties as

^02 Exhibit "H"(Hofer)/"N"(Castillo)
Judicial Affidavit of Arnel Gudio, Q&A Nos. 7-24

TSN dated April 7, 2014, pp. 30-32
Id., pp. 45-46

^0® Id., pp. 61-62
Judicial Affidavit dated September 13,2013, Records, People v. Hofer, et of.. Vol. 3, pp,.411-417
Id., Q&A Nos. 1-3

Exhibit "O"(Castillo)/ Id., Q&A Nos. 12-24
"®TSNdatedAprii7,2014, pp. 11,27

,

^ ^
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MLGOO to make an independent verification to respond to the letter, other

than using the information she gathered from the Punong Barangay.'"

6.

Willibald Patrick P.Paglinawan ["Paglinawan"]* joined the

DILG in 1989, and was the Municipal Local Government Operations Officer
of Olutanga, Zamboanga Sibugay in 2003."^

Paglinawan related that in 2003, he received by mail a letter''"* from
Atty. Bernardo Sumicad of the Commission on Audit, containing a list of
names and a request to check if said persons listed were residents of
Olutanga. Before acting on the request, he consulted his Provincial Director
on how to go about it, and was advised to comply but to proceed discreetly.
He then personally consulted the concerned Punong Barangay regarding the
list but did not disclose his purpose, in compliance with the Provincial
Director's directive to be discreet. After checking with their respective
barangays,their Punong Barangay advised Paglinawan that the persons listed
in the letter were not residents oftheir barangays. Paglinawan perceived the
Punong Barangay as reliable persons who were competent to give
information on their barangays, so he took their word as truth.

Aside from asking information from the Punong Barangay,Paglinawan
also consulted the municipality's Registry of Barangay Inhabitants and List
of Members of Barangay Assemblies, where he likewise did not find the
names of the persons on the COA's list. He also asked some residents ifthey
knew the persons listed in the letter, but no longer went to the addresses of
each and every individual in the list as it did not contain their complete
addresses. He also made notations that the addresses ofsome of the persons
in the list could not be located, also based on information given to him. He
then marked all the names in the list as Not Listed and mailed the letter back

to the COA"^

On cross-examination, Paglinawan stated that he only met Atty.
Sumicad the year before he testified, so he would not know how he came up
with the list of names in the letter-request. He explained that during his time,
one of the programs of his department was to have a Registry of Barangay
Inhabitants, where they registered residents fifteen (15) years old and above,
which could explain why a two-year-old child listed in the CCA letter-request

could be marked as not listed}^^ He also testified that he was presently
assigned at Brgy. Terso Gaviera of Ipil, Zamboanga, and conceded that
despite being assigned to said barangay, he did not know the names of all the

residents of said barangay."^

Answering questions from the Court,

Id., p. 24
ib/
Judicial Affidavit dated June 5, 2013, Records, People v. Ho^r,et ah. Vol. 3, pp. 362-367

Id., Q&A Nos. 1-3

Exhibit "D"(Hofer)
Judicial Affidavit of Willibald Paglinawan, Q&A Nos. 7-17
Id.. Q&A Nos. 18-32; TSN dated April 8, 2014, pp. 15-17

^"TSN dated April 8, 2014(p.m.), pp.8-13
Id., p. 18
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Paglinawan stated that he could no longer recall how many Punong Barangay
in Olutanga he consulted in answering the letter from Atty. Sumicad.'^^

7.
Florenda L, Lagare ["Lagare"]'^^ was the MLGOO of the
Municipality ofSiay, Zamboanga Sibugay in 2003.^^'
As MLGOO,she received a letter from COA's Atty. Bernardo Sumicad
inquiring ifthe persons named therein were residents ofthe different barangay
units of Siay. She then asked from the concerned barangay officials if they
knew the persons named in the letter, and based on their answers, she
accomplished the form sent to her by the COA. She trusted that the barangay
officials knew their constituents, which was why she no longer consulted
Siay's list of inhabitants or went to the addresses indicated in the letter to
confirm. She believed she got all the information she needed from the

barangay officials she consulted.*^^
On cross-examination, Lagare testified that she did not consult all the
barangay officials in Siay to inquire if the persons in the list were their

constituents. She merely relied on the letter, which indicated the barangay
said persons purportedly belonged, and asked only those barangay officials
concerned.
For those individuals whose barangay was not indicated, she

presumed their barangay to be Poblacion.'^'* In responding to the letter, she
did not consult the Office ofthe Civil Registrar or the COMELEC. While she
maintained a data bank ofresidents ofthe municipality and the barangay, not
all of the barangay submitted their respective lists. She was not aware if the
barangay maintained its own list ofresidents. She checked the column "not
listed" for those people whom the barangay officials told her were not

residents oftheir barangay, but this was not to say that they were fictitious,^^^
Answering questions from the Court, Lagare explained why she wrote
addresses on the Remarks/Present Address column of some entries.

According to her, this meant that the Punong Barangay advised her that such

person was not a constituent but lived in the adjacent town.'^^

8.

Hermie H. Bayawa ["Bayawa"]'^^ has been with the DILG

since 1975, and has held the position Local Government Operation Officer V

f
Id., pp. 20-21
Judicial Affidavit of dated September 13, 2013, Records, People v. Hofer, et oL, Vol. 3, pp. 403-410
Id., Q&A Nos. 3-6
\
Exhibit "J"(Hofer)/"GGGG"(Gonzales); Id., Q&A Nos. 7-26
^

TSN dated April 8, 2013(a.m.), pp.9-10
Id., p. 18

/
'

/d., pp. 10-11
Id., pp. 16-17
Id., pp. 20-23

Judicial Affidavit dated September 13, 2013, Records, People v. Hofer, etal., Vol. 3, pp. 426-432
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since 1989 up to the time she testified. In 2003, she was the MLGOO of
Talusan, Zamboanga Sibugay, which was composed of 14 barangays.'^^

In 2003, she received a letter fi-om Atty. Bernardo Sumicad containing
names and birthdays of persons with address at "Talusan", and was asked to
confirm if said persons were indeed residents of Talusan, Zamboanga
Sibugay. Since the letter only specified "Talusan" as the address of the
persons in the list, she no longer tried to find them in their respective
addresses. To verify, she proceeded to the COMELEC where she consulted
the Book of Registered Voters of Talusan, which was first to come to mind in

considering where to check whether a person resided in their municipality.
Upon checking, she learned that none of the persons listed in the letter were
in the Book of Registered Voters; however,one name bore a similarity with a
person listed, i.e., Casiano Controno, which was similar to the listed Casiano
Bulanon Contumo, who also had a different birth date fi*om that indicated in
Sumicad's list.*^®

9.

Alicia Y. Alvarado ["Alvarado"]'^' joined the DILG in July

1989 and at the time of her testimony was Municipal Local Government
Operations Officer(MLGOO). In 2003,she held the position ofMLGOO and
was assigned in Alicia, Zamboanga Sibugay.
In 2003, Alvarado received a letter fi*om the COA's Atty. Sumicad
asking her to confirm if certain individuals who received financial assistance
from the province were listed as residents of Alicia. The municipality itself
did not have a list ofresidents. Some ofthe barangay maintained lists, but she
no longer consulted these lists as she preferred to consult the list ofregistered
voters. Also, she did not go to the addresses stated in the letter as they were
not specific. Upon verification in the list of Registered Voters of the

Municipality of Alicia, she found that only six individuals'^^ named in the
letter were in the list of registered voters, that is:'^"*
Name
Abuhassan Abu

Voter's Identification Number

7301-0037A-C1065AHA

Jubail Abdurahman

7301-0036A-D1063JJA

Ariosa Asdaii

7301-0036A-C2070APA

Marcial Silud

7301-3A-03049MMS

Nicomedes Premacio

7301-0028A-L2153NDP

Orlando Viiiagantol

Address

Litayon, Alicia, ZS
Litayon, Alicia, ZS
Litayon, Alicia, ZS
Poblacion, Alicia, ZS
Kauswagan, Alicia,ZS

(now a resident of)
Talusan,ZS

She accordingly replied to Atty. Sumicad.'^^
Id., Q&A Nos. 1-6

Exhibit"C(Modapl!); Id., Q&A Nos. 7-24

/

'
1

Judicial Affidavit dated September 13,2013, Records, People v. Hofer, etal, Vol. 3, pp. 418-425
Id., Q&A Nos. 1-6

But neither of whom are listed as the beneficiaries in subject cases
Exhibit "EEE"(Gonzales); TSN dated November 18, 2014, pp. 25-26

^ Exhibits "M"to "M-3"(Hofer); Judicial Affidavit of Alicia Alvarado, Q&A Nos. 7-22
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On cross-examination, Alvarado agreed that there were residents of
Alicia that were not included in the list of voters. She made the list of voters
her basis as she had no other list to refer to.^^^

Punong Barangav / Liga ng mga Barangav Presidents

The following Punong Barangay / Liga ng mga Barangay Presidents
were issued subpoenas by the Office of the Ombudsman directing them to
verify / certify whether certain persons were residents of their municipality:

10. Ramil M. Villarue! ["Villaruel"], Punong Barangay of
Poblacion Diplahan, Zamboanga Sibugay since 2010, and President of the
Association of Barangay Captains (ABC)/ Liga ng mga Barangay of the
Municipality of Diplahan since 2013, where he became an ex officio member

ofthe Sangguniang Bayan's Committee on Barangay Affairs.'^' He was bom
in the same barangay in 1965.'^^
Villaruel was also Barangay Kagawad of Diplahan in 2007 before he
became Punong Barangay in 2010,and claimed to know all the 4,596 residents
of his barangay. He got to know the residents during campaign and later on
in purok meetings and public assemblies. There were sixteen (16) areas
designated as purok in his barangay.

As President of the ABC and ex-officio member of the Sangguniang
Bayan, he presided over meetings with the punong barangay and represented
them in the Sangguniang Bayan. In such capacity, he received a subpoena
from the Office of the Ombudsman requesting him to report on whether the
individuals listed in the subpoena were residents of the Municipality of
Diplahan. A day after receiving the subpoena, during an ABC meeting, he
distributed the list to the other punong barangay and gave them two days to
verify if the names on the list were residents of their respective barangays.
They later issued a Certification dated February 13,2015'"^' that there were no
residents with said names residing in their barangays from 2003 to present.
As Punong Barangay, he likewise did not know the persons in the list, le.,
Raisa Mahinay, Elmer Mahinay, Lani Monteroa, and Rosalinda Monteroa.^'*^
On cross-examination, Villaruel explained that their barangay had a
census in 2014, which included residents in their barangay for the past 6

months, but not those who stayed for shorter periods,'"^^ Answering questions
from the Court, he explained that they had a small barangay, and the nearby

r

"nSN dated November 18,2014, pp. 18-19,21
"'TSN dated February 24, 2015 {a.m.), pp. 7-9
Id., p. 11

/d., pp. 9-10
'^/d.,p.9

Exhibit "0-4"(Modapll)
TSN dated February 24, 2015 (a.m.), pp. 11-14
Id., pp. 17-19
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residents reported to the Purok President every time a new resident came in,
who would be included in the census if he/she decided to stay for six months.
He said that they registered said residents according to the name that they
declared after asking for their ID and certification from the barangay, and no
longer verified their identity by other means. Birth certificates could only be
secured after getting a barangay clearance. Villaruel also related that most of
the residents in his barangay were miners who worked for the PNOC, and
there were no illegal settlers or homeless persons in their barangay.

11. Rogelio F, Gonzales ["Gonzales"], Punong Barangay of
Gandaan, Olutanga,Zamboanga Sibugay since 2007 and President ofthe Liga
ng mga Barangay since 2008. As President of the Liga ng mga Barangay, he
was also an ex-officio member ofthe Sangguniang Bayan, and as such, it was
his duty to bring the barangays' concerns to the attention of the Sangguniang
Bayan. As of 2014, there were 1,251 individuals in the 5 purok of Brgy.
Gandaan, and he knew all of them.''^^
Gonzales was bom in Brgy. Gandaan in 1951, Prior to becoming
Punong Barangay, Gonzales was a letter carrier who delivered registered
letters around Olutanga, specially in the Poblacion area, but not in other
barangays as their respective Punong Barangay fetched their letters for them.
As President of the Liga ng mga Barangay, he received a subpoena from the
Office of the Ombudsman verifying if the persons named therein were from
their municipality. He approached the 18 other Punong Barangay to ask if
these persons were from their barangay, as none of the three persons listed,
i.e., Lindo Cuaton, Conchita Chino, and Alfonso Jurado, were from his

barangay, nor did he know any of them. All concemed Punong Barangay
issued Certifications in response to the subpoena, and gave them to
Gonzales.

On cross-examination, Gonzales insisted that he could name all

residents ofBrgy. Gandaan if he saw them. However, he could not be sure if
the three persons named in the subpoena were residents of other barangays.
He received the subpoena on Febmary 16, 2015, and the certifications in
response thereto were based on the residents in 2015; whether or not these
persons were residents in 2001 was no longer considered.

12. Nenita M. Andojar ["Andojar'J, Punong Barangay of
Talamini, Buug, Zamboanga Sibugay since 2010. Before becoming Punong
Barangay, she was a Barangay Nutrition Scholar in 1995, and a Barangay
Kagawad in 1997. She has been a resident ofBrgy. Talamini since 1960, and

Id., pp. 19-25

TSN dated February 24, 2015 (a.m.), pp. 25-33
TSN dated February 24, 2015 (a.m.), pp. 28-49
Id., pp. 55-60
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knew the adults in said barangay,but not the children, as there were no records
ofthem.

Andojar recalled having received a subpoena from the Office of the
Ombudsman in her capacity as Punong Barangay, asking her to verify the
residence ofthe persons mentioned therein. After asking the seven(7)Purok
Presidents for listings of their respective residents, it was found that none of
the four persons named in the subpoena, namely, Agnes Pastora, Felimon
Sagun, Eufemio Sales and Rosalie Cabralez, were residents of their

barangay.^'^^ As a resident ofBrgy. Talamini,even Andojar did not know any
of these persons.*^®
On cross examination, Andojar clarified that she inquired whether an
Agnes Pastora, not Pasotra, was a resident of their barangay, and later
confirmed that said person was not a resident of their barangay. The list of

residents that they produced was for the year 2015, not 2001 or 2002.'^'

13. Luvisminda F. Enesando ["Enesando"], Punong Barangay of
Batungan, Tungawan, Zamboanga Sibugay since 2007 and ABC President
since 2003.*^^

Prior to being elected Punong Barangay, Esenando was Barangay
Secretary from 1999 to 2007, and as such, she assisted then Punong Barangay
Felipe Manuel in all proceedings, as well as took the minutes and kept all the
records. She testified that during her time as Barangay Secretary, census was
regularly conducted in their barangay as part of the Social Reform Agenda.
The list was updated every six(6)months, and because ofthis, she knew each
and every resident of the 8 purok of their barangay, including their middle
names.
She explained that a person who stayed in the barangay for 6
months and was not in the PNP Wanted List was counted as a resident. To

verify the identity ofsome new residents, they consulted the DSWD to check
if such new residents actually existed where they used to reside.
Enesando recalled that in 2000 to 2003, the DILG required a list of
barangay inhabitants, which she took part in preparing. She conducted a
house-to-house census and submitted the list of all inhabitants, including
infants, of her barangay to the DILG in 2002. In response to a subpoena from
the Office of the Ombudsman, Enesando submitted a copy of the list of the
inhabitants from the census they conducted in 1999, which they submitted to

the DILG in 2002.'^^ Referring to this list and her own personal knowledge,
Enesando concluded that none ofthe persons listed in the subpoena were from
TSN dated January 25, 2015, pp. 7-9
Id., pp. 9-12
Id., p. 22
Id., pp. 17-21

TSN dated February 24, 2015 {p.m.), pp.9-10
Id., pp. 11-16

^Id., pp. 35-36
Exhibit "1-6"(Hofer)/"HHHH-4"(Gonzaies)/"M-S"(Castillo)
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Brgy. Batungan.'^^ Upon receipt of the subpoena, Enesando also conferred
with the other Punong Barangay to ask if the persons in the list were their
constituents, and found that only one of the six individuals, i.e., Romeo

Aguilar, was confirmed to be a resident ofBrgy. Lobo.'^^ The names ofall the
inhabitants of Tungawan, according to their barangays, were encoded in the
Barangay Inhabitants Record ofthe Municipality of Tungawan, Zamboanga

Sibugay.^^^
Enesando testified that their municipality had a program similar to the
Aid to the Poor Program. It was called Aid in Crisis Situation(AICS), where
indigent patients who sought assistance from the municipality were given aid
when certified to be indigent by the Punong Barangay after proper
investigation. The aid was given not in cash, but medicines, as the AICS was
limited to medical assistance. She only learned of the Aid to the Poor
Program sometime in 2009 with the introduction ofthe Pantawid Pamilyang
Pilipino Program, To her knowledge, the Aid to the Poor Program was
similar to the AICS, but on a provincial scale.
On cross-examination, Enesando conceded that the List of Inhabitants

did not contain an inclusive date, but was received by the DILG on December
5,2002. This was the first census conducted by the barangay,and any changes
were just added in the succeeding years. The purok, and then the barangay
council, were notified of new residents, i.e., those who stayed for six months

or more.'^® Transients usually stayed with their relatives.'^' Enesando also
clarified that she did not participate in preparing the lists of inhabitants ofthe
other barangays,and could not tell for sure ifsaid lists were accurate. When
asked about the presence ofthe MILE,Enesando said that it had its own camp
and did not pass through or disturb their barangay, which, for its part,

exercised vigilance in letting people in.^^^

14. Abdulmukin B. Musa ["Musa"],Punong Barangay ofPandanPandan, Alicia, Zamboanga Sibugay since 2009 and President of the Liga ng
mga Barangay / ABC ofthe Municipality of Alicia.

Musa related that he has been residing in Pandan-Pandan for a long
time. As resident and Punong Barangay of Pandan-Pandan, as well as ABC
President, he testified that he has never encountered a person named Orlando
Genes,and has never heard ofhis name. He also asked the barangay kagawad
ifthey knew Genes,and the DSWD if his name appeared in their records, and

^TSN dated February 24, 2015 (p.m.), pp. 13-14, 25-30; TSN dated February 25,2015, pp. 13,49-51
TSN dated February 24,2015 (p.m.), pp.39-40

^Id., pp. 26-27
TSN dated February 24, 2015 (p.m.), pp. 16-21
TSN dated February 25,2015, pp. 16-25,77

Id., pp. 98-99
Id., pp. 70,83
Id., pp. 32-34
TSN dated October 5, 2015, pp.8-10
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got a negative reply. Thus, he certified that said Orlando Genes was not a

resident of his barangay.'^^
On cross-examination, Musa estimated that there were around 1,150

residents in his barangay,and while he would recognize their faces, he did not
know all their names. He said that aside from maintaining a voter's list, their
barangay also maintained a logbook of people entering and leaving their
barangay since 2009 as a security measure. He also consulted these two lists
before issuing his Certification. He no longer consulted the Civil Registry of

the Municipality of Alicia.'^^
Musa conceded that he became Punong Barangay only in 2009, and he
would not know if Orlando Genes was a resident in 2002 or 2003.'^^

Likewise, when he consulted the DSWD, he was told that they consulted
previous records in responding to his query, but did not mention if their

records already existed in 2002.'^^
Summarized in the table below are the testimonies ofthe MLGOOs and

Punong Barangay regarding the residency ofthe subject beneficiaries:

Beneficiary

Address Provided

MLGOO/Punong Barangay

Findings

People V. Hofer, et al.
1.

Agnes Pasotra

Boyugan, Buug

Berdon

Buug does not have a
Barangay Boyugan ("F");
Agnes Pasotra may have
been a previous resident
but whose whereabouts

are unknown (TSN dated
March 19, 2013, pp. 5152)
2.

Alfonso Jurado

Subanipa, Olutanga

Paglinawan

Not listed("D")

P. Bayawa

Not Listed("G")

Paglinawan

Not listed("D")

3.

Roberto Sigan

Payao

4.

Artemio Catian

Ipil

S.

Bonle Laguitao

Ipil

6.

Donna B. Peralta

Gaparan, Ipil

7.

Conchita Chico

Subanipa, Olutanga

8.

MymaPescador

Imelda

9.

Rizalina Sagrado

Tungawan

10. Clarlta Genes

Alicia

11. Fely Siano

Siay

Lagare

Not listed ("F')

12. Cenia Mangupag

Tupilac, R.T. Llm

Gudio

Not listed("H")

13. Felimon Sagun

Buug

Berdon

Not listed ("F'); Felimon
Sagun may have been a
previous resident but
whose whereabouts are

unknown (TSN dated
March 19, 2013, pp. 5152)

14. JulietaSagang

Tungawan

Certification dated September 11, 2005, Exhibit "M-5 {Hofer)"; TSN dated October 5, 2015, pp. 12-19
TSN dated October 5, 2015, pp. 20-24, 28-30
Id., pp. 32-33

Id., p. 37
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15. Evangeline Daarol

Bato, Siay

16. EllaBuroy

Ipil

17. Donabel Cuenca

Ipil

Lagare

Not listed("r)

Not listed("D")

18. Antonio P. Laurenciano

Dalangin, Titay

19. Lindo Cuaton

Olutanga

Paglinawan

20. Gardo Feflaflor

Mabuhay

P. Bayawa

Not Listed ("F")

21. Lourdes Timbang

Bato, Siay

Lagare (re: Lourdes TIMLANG)

Not listed ("J")

22. Sosima Reynantc

Sur^ay

23. Danilo Tongco

Siay

Lagare

Not listed("r)

People V. Modapil,et al.
I.

Annaliza Ahmad

Malangas

2.

Kalah Abubakar

Tanjung Muslim,

3.

RadzmiaJoe

Payao

4.

Tahira Maruhom

Lapirawan, Alicia

Alvarado (re Tahira
MARUHAM)

No entry("M-1 to "M-3)

5.

Yusop All

Naga-naga, Alicia

Alvarado

No entry("M-1 to "M-3)

6.

Ahmad Awal

Tantawan, Alicia

Alvarado

No entry("M-1 to "M-3)

Alicia

7.

Ismud Hassan

Sinusayan, Malangas

8.

Danilo Soaring

Talusan

H. Bayawa

No entry("C")

9.

Badria Masia

Alicia

Alvarado

No entry("M-1 to "M-3)

Berdon

Not listed("D")

Villaruel (re: Raisa MAHINAY)

Not resident("0-4")

Berdon

Not listed("D")

Villaruel

Not resident("0-4")

Berdon

Not listed ("F")

10. AisaAmin

Camanga, Malangas

11. Marina Toledo

Israel, Imelda

12. Raisa Maghinay

Guinoman, Diplahan

13. Lani Monteroa

Natan, Diplahan

14. Nasser Aki

Poblacion, Malangas

15. Ricardo Pastor

La Victoria, Imelda

16. Elsa Maghinay

Imelda

17. Rosalie Cabralez

Bawang, Buug

People V. Gonzales, et al.
1.

Roger Almasin

Imelda

2.

Jubaira Paki

Sawa, Mabuhay

3.

Haydal Jamilon

Alicia

P. Bayawa
Alvarado

Not Listed ("F')
No entry ("M-1"
IModapil])

4.

Pacita Bueno

5.

Eufemio Serales

Imelda

Buug

Berdon

Not listed("F'[Hofer])

Andojar (re Eufemio SALES;
Brgy. Talamini only)

Not resident("B^")

6.

Husna Abdurahim

Alicia

Alvarado

No entry ("M-1 to "M-3)

7.

Romeo Agullar

Langon,Tungawan

Enesando

Resident(TSN dated
February 24,2015

8.

Mando Mande

Siay

L^are (re: Mando MONDE)

Not listed("GGGG")

(p.m.), DP. 39-40)

People V. Castillo, et al.
Comelio B. Sacong

Lumbia, Ipil

2.

Esmeralda S. Nano

Palomoc, Titay

3.

Ruei Canag

Sto. Ros^o, R.T. Lim

Gudio (re: RAUL Canag)

Not listed("N")

4.

Rena C. Paed

R.T. Lim

Gudio

Not listed("N")

1.

/
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5.

Pamela S. Castlang

Buayan, Cabasalan

6.

Armando A. Aleta

Upper Tungawan

7.

Alex Z. Requita

San Antonio, Titay

8.

Ri2aldo A. Savero

Perfecto, R.T. Lim

Sabdula

Not listed("0")

Gudio (re: RIZALINO Savero)

Not listed("N")

Philippine Statistics Authority

15. Atty. Lourdines C.Dela Cruz["Dela Cruz"]has been with the
PSA for 13 years. He is currently the Officer-in-charge of its Legal Services
Division. His duties include giving legal advice to the national statistician,

preparing legal documents, and representing the PSA in court.'^^
He testified pursuant to a subpoena directed to the PSA to verify if
certain persons were registered in the PSA's database of births, marriages and
deaths. Their search included all registrations submitted to them, including

late registrations. He identified the PSA's report'^® on its verification, signed
by Editha Arcilla, Head of the Civil Registration Service. According to the
PSA Report, only two (2) of all the persons listed in the subpoena were

registered with the PSA.^^'
Dela Cruz described the procedure utilized by the PSA in verifying the
registration ofindividuals. They first searched the full name,and if said name
was not in the database,they entered various combinations like first name and
date of birth, or date and place of birth, or family name and date of birth. The
highest degree of search, or "wild card search" involved affixing an asterisk
after the name and surname ofthe individual. Only when they failed to locate
the individual in their database after trying all these methods would they issue
a negative certification.
On cross-examination, Dela Cruz confirmed that he did not personally

conduct the search ofthe names in the subpoena.^^^ The PSA did not register
births; it was merely a repository of documents showing their registration. It
was the Local Civil Registry Office that registered the births, deaths and
marriages, which were then forwarded to the PSA within the first 10 days of
each succeeding month. The PSA then scanned these documents to be stored
in their database. There were some cases, as in the case ofthe beneficiary
Bvangeline Tactaquin Daarol, that a person's marriage was registered but not
his/her birth.

1
TSN dated February 2, 2016, pp.9-10

Exhibit "M-6"(Hofer)/"D-5"(Modapil)/"M-2" {Castillo)/"FFF-7"(Gonzales)
TSN dated February 2, 2016, pp. 10,13-16,36
Id., p. 12
Id., p. 17
Id., pp. 20-22
Id., pp. 28-30
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Local Civil Registrars

The parties entered into stipulations on the testimonies ofthe following
witnesses, who responded to the Ombudsman's subpoenas to issue
certifications on whether the following beneficiaries were registered:

People V. Hofer. et ai., SB-lO-CRM-0144 to 0147

Beneficiary

Witness

Position

Stipulated testimony

Certification

Counter-stipulations

July 25, 2016
("M-7-C",
"M-7-d")

Recording of birth
started only in 1960

of witness

April 3,2017 hearing''®
Warlita Catian
Marjorie L.
Paulin

Municipal
Civil

Registrar,
Kumalarang,
Zamboanga

Consimcio

Timlang

Samson S.
Barrientos

No record of birth
and/or death of one
Warlita Catian bom

In Kumalarang on
May 13, 1953 upon

del Sur

verification with the
records of her office

Civil Registry has no
record of migrants of
the municipality

Municipal

No record of birth

June 27,2016

Civil

and/or death of one

("M.7.e")

Registrar,
Siay,
Zamboanga
Sibugay

Consuncio Timlang
bom in Siay on July
2, 1953 upon

Knowledge of

witness limited only
to the birth/death
records of the Civil

Registry of
Zamboanga Sibugay

verification with the
records of his office

Witness has no

knowledge on
migrants in the area

Maria Sigan

Norma D.

Ccrojales

Local Civil

Registrar,
Labason,

Zamboanga
del Norte

No record of birth
and/or death of one

Maria Sigan bom in
Labason on August
10, 1955 upon

June 24,2016

("M-7-f'.
("M-7-i")

Certification cannot
be issued as there is
infomiation as to

name of parents
Knowledge is limited

verification with the
records of her office

to records in her

office; no knowledge
as to permanent or
temporary residents

Karen Laguitao

Norma D.

Local Civil

Cerojales

Registrar,
Labason,

Zamboanga
del Norte

No record of birth
and/or death of one

Karen Laguitao bom
in Labason on August
16, 1966 upon

June 24,2016

C'M-7-g",
rM-7-j")

Certification cannot
be issued as there is
information as to

name of parents
Knowledge is limited

verification with the
records of her office

to records in her

office; no knowledge
as to permanent or
temporary residents

Baylinda Cuaton

Grace S.
Gallardo

QIC, Asst.

Registration
Officer,

Municipal
Civil

Registrar's
office,

Olutanga,
Zamboanga

No record of birth
and/or death of one

July 12, 2016
("M-7-r')

Baylinda Cuaton bom
in Olutanga on
February 3,1979
upon verification with

to records in her
office

the records of her
office

knowledge on actual

Witness has no
permanent or

temporary residents

Sibugay

Donate Reynante

Aniceta B.

Municipal

Medalla

Civil

Registrar,
Reseller T.

Knowledge of
witness limited only

in the area
No record of birth
and/or death of one

Donato Reynante
bom in Surabay,

June 27,2016

("M-7-m",
("M-7-n")

Knowledge of
wimess limited only
to records in her
office

Lim,

Roseller T. Lim on

Zamboanga
Sibugay

June 25, 1966 upon

Witness has no

verification with the
records of her office

knowledge on actual
permanent or

temporary residents
in the area whose

Records, Vol. 5, pp. 271-279
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names are not

recorded in the civil

registry

April 4, 2017 hearing'^'
Antonio P.
Jonalyn N.

Municipal

Laurencio

Civil

Yamaro

Registrar,
Titay,
Zamboanga
Sibugay

No record of birth
and/or death ofone
Antonio P. Laurencio

June 28,2016

As contained in the

("M-7-P")

Certification, the

October 10,1961

Civil Registry
records were totally
destroyed in a 2003

upon verification with

fire

bom in Titay on

the records of her
Florencia Jurado

Janette A.

QIC,

Gaco

Municipal
Civil

Registrar,
Buug,
Zamboanga
Sibugay

office
No record of birth
and/or death of one
Florencia Jurado bom

issued by

Knowledge of
witness limited only

former

to records in her

Municipal

office

Certification

in Bouygan, Buug on
March 18, 1963upon

Civil

verification with the
records of her office

Registrar, June

Witness has no

23, 2016

knowledge on actual

("M-7-o")

permanent or

temporary residents
in the area whose
names are not

recorded in the civil

registry
Former Municipal
Civil Registrar,
Carmelita S. Gomez,
was the one who
conducted
verification
People V. Modapil,et al., SB-lO-CRM-0176 to 0185

April 3, 2017 hearing
Radzmia Joe

Rosemarie

P. Miranda

City Civil
Registrar,
Dipolog City

No record of birth
and/or death of one
Radzmia Joe bom in

June 23,2016

("D-6-C",

("D-6-d")

Dipolog on
November 16,1994
upon verification with

Certification cannot
be issued as there is
information as to

name of parents

the records of her
office

Ahmad Awal

Zenaida F.
Jalani

Municipal Civil
Registrar, Jolo,
Sulu

No record of birth
and/or death of one
Ahmad Awal bom in

July 4,2016
rD-6-e")

Jolo in 1962 upon
verification with the
records of her office

Daniio Snaring

Evelinda T.

Municipal Civil

Contumo

Registrar,

No record of birth
and/or death of one

Talusan,

Daniio Snaring bom

Zamboanga
Sibugay

in Talusan,

July 1,2016
("D-e-f,
("D-6-g")

Zamboanga Sibugay
on May 21,1982

upon verification with
the records of her

office

April 4.2017 hearing
Lani Monteron

Jocelyn C.
Walon

Municipal Civil
Registrar,
Diplahan,
Zamboanga
Sibugay

No record of birth
and/or death ofone
Lani Monteron bom

June 28,2016

("D-6-h")

in Poblacion,

Diplahan on March 2,
1989 upon

The Municipal Civil
Registry is not a
repository of records
of permanent or
temporary

immigrants

verification with the

records of her office
Ricardo Pastor

Jocelyn C.
Walon

Id., pp. 283-288

Municipal Civil
Registrar,
Diplahan,
Zamboanga

No record of birth
and/or death ofone

Sibugay

Diplahan on July 2,

Richard Pastor bom

in Poblacion,

June 28, 2016

("D-6-h")

The Municipal Civil
Registry is not a
repository of records
of permanent or

.1
1
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1984 upon

temporary

verification with the

immigrants

records of her office

Marena Toledo

Portia G.
Bemiiilo

Municipal Civil
Registrar,

No record of birth
and/or death of one

Imelda,

Marena Toledo bom

Zamboanga
Sibugay

in Imelda on

June 23,2016

("0-6-8")

September 5,1%5
upon verification with

The Municipal Civil
Registry is not a
repository of records
of permanent or
temporary

immigrants

the records of her
office

Elsa Mahinay

Portia 0.
Bermiilo

Municipal Civil
Registrar,
Imelda,

Zamboanga
Sibugay

No record of birth

June 23,2016

and/or death of one

("D-6-t")

Elsa Mahinay bom in
Imelda on February 4,
1996 upon

temporary

immigrants

verification with the
records of her office
Aisa Amin

Marlene

OpoRetuerto

Municipal Civil
Registrar,
Aurora,

No record of birth
and/or death of one
Aisa Amin bom in

Zamboanga del

Aurora, Zamboanga

Sur

del Sur on August 8,

The Municipal Civil
Registry is not a
repository of records
of permanent or

June 27,2016

("D-6-i"
("D-e-j"
("D-6-k")

1999 upon
verification with the
records of her office
Kala Abubakar

Rachel B.
Alinabon

Municipal Civil
Registrar, Alicia,
Zamboanga
Sibugay

No record of birth
and/or death of one
Kala Abubakar bom

June 29, 2016

("0-6-1",
("0-6-m")

in Tanjung Muslim,
Alicia in 1952 upon

Per Certification, she
cannot issue a true

copy of certificate
due to "No data given

by requesting officer"

verification with the
records of her office

Yusup Ali

Rachel B.
Alinabon

Municipal Civil
Registrar. Alicia,
Zamboanga
Sibugay

No record of birth
and/or death of one

Yusup Ali bom in

June 29, 2016

("0-6-1",
("D-6-n")

Alicia in 1949 upon
verification with the
records of her office

Danilo

Paddayuman

Rachel B.
Alinabon

Velasco

Municipal Civil

No record of birth

June 29,2016

Registrar, Alicia,
Zamboanga
Sibugay

and/or death of one

("0-6-1",
("0-6-0")

Danilo Paddayuman
Velasco bom in

Alicia on January 16,
1997 upon

Per Certification, she
cannot issue a true

copy of certificate
due to "No data given
by requesting officer"
Per Certification, she
cannot issue a true

copy of certificate
due to "No data given
by requesting officer"

verification with the
records of her office
Rosalie
C^ralez

Paulita S.

City Civil

Sergas

Registrar of
Pagadian City,
Zamboanga del
Norte as of

October 7,2016

No record of birth
and/or death of one

Certification

No certification can

dated July 4,

be issued because the

Rosalie Cabralez bom

2016

names of parents

in Pagadian City on
April 16, 1967 upon

("D-6-P"),
("D-6-q")

were lefi blank

verification with the

records of her office

PeoDle V. Gonzales,et al., SB-10>CRM-0198 to 0203
Aoril 3. 2017 hcarine
Kiram Paki

Alexander
Eric F. Elias

City Civil
Registrar,
Zamboanga
City

No record of birth
and/or death of one
Kiram Paki bom in

June 30,2016

Certification covers

("FFF-8-e")

only Zamboanga City
and not the other
areas In the

Taluksangay,
Zamboanga City on
January 22, 1957
upon verification with

Zamboanga
Peninsula

the records of his
office
Ushman
Abdurahim

Alexander
Eric P. Elias

City Civil
Registrar,
Zamboanga
City

No record of birth
and/or death of one
Ushman Abdurahim

June 30,2016

Certification covers

("FFF-8-d")

only Zamboanga City

bom in Calarian,

and not the other
areas in the

Zamboanga City on

Zamboanga

October 27, 1998

Peninsula

upon verification with
the records of his
office

)
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Juveiyn Mande

Samson S.

Municipal

No record of birth

June 27, 2016

Barrientos

Civil

and/or death of one

{"FFF-8-g")

Registrar,
Siay,
Zamboanga
Sibugay

Juveiyn Mande bom
in Ganyangan, Siay
on August 28,1986
upon verification with

Knowledge of
witness limited only
to the birth/death
records of the Civil

Registry of
Zamboanga Sibugay

the records of his
Witness has no

office

knowledge on
migrants in the area
Barlie Jamilon

Norma D.

Cerojales

June 24, 2016

Certification cannot

Registrar,

No record of birth
and/or death of one

("FFF-8-h,

be issued as there is

Labason,

Barlie Jamilon bom

("FFF-S-i)

information as to

Local Civil

Zamboanga

in Labason on

del Norte

October 13,1998

name of parents

upon verification with

Knowledge is limited

the records of her

to records in her

office; no knowledge

office

as to permanent or
temporary residents
Aoril 4.2017 hearins
Portia G.
Bermilio

Emma Bueno

Municipal
Civil

Registrar,
Imelda,

Zamboanga
Sibugay
Andres Serales

Adelbcrto 0.

Local Civil

Samuya

Registrar,
Tampilisan,
Zamboanga
del Norte

No record of birth
and/or death of one
Emma Bueno bom in

June 23,2016

rFFF-8-p")

Imelda on August 21,
1993 upon

temporary

immigrants

verification with the
records of her office
No record of birth
and/or death ofone
Andres Serales bom

The Municipal Civil
Registry is not a
repository of records
of permanent or

July 7,2016
("FFF-8-k

Negative certification

("FFF-8-1")

Tampilisan became a
municipally only in

in Tampilisan on July
21, 1953 upon

was issued because

1978

verification with the

Names of the parents

records of his office

of Serales are not

mentioned in request

Regina Almasin

Romeo C. L.

Manikan, Jr.

City Civil

Registrar,
Iloilo City

No record of birth
and/or death of one

Regina Almasin bom
in Iloilo City on
September 10, 1965
upon verification with

June 28,2016

("FFF-8-q.
("FFF-8-r")

Issuance of correct
certification

precluded by non
indication of

complete names of
parents

the records of his
office

PeoDle V. Castillo, et al., SB-lO-CRM-0216 to 0217
Aoril 3. 2017 hearine
Comilio B.

Sacong

Emiiiana D.
Medrano

Municipal
Civil

Registrar, Ipil,
Zamboanga
Sibugay

No record of birth
and/or death ofone

June 27,2016

Office of the Civil

("N-S-c")

Registrar does not
register permanent
and temporary
residents of Ipil,
Zamboanga Sibugay

Comilio B. Sacong
bom in Lumbia, Ipil
on June 27, 1929

upon verification with
the records of her
office
Armando A.
Aleta

Nenita Gico

Municipal

Garcia

Civil

Registrar,
Tungawan,
Zamboanga
Sibugay

No record of birth
and/or death of one
Armando A. Aleta

bom in Upper
Tungawan on January
6,1952 upon

June21,20I6

His office is not the

("N.3-d",
("N-3-f',
rN-3-g")

repository of records
on permanent or

temporary migrants
in the area

verification with the
records of his office

Maridel Aguilar

Nenita Gico
Garcia

Municipal

No record of birth

June 21,2016

His office is not the

Civil

and/or death of one

repository of records

Registrar,
Tungawan,
Zamboanga
Sibugay

Maridel Aguilar bom
in Langon,Tungawan

("N-3-e",
("N-3-h")

on permanent or

temporary migrants

on November 12,

in the area

1971 upon
verification with the
records of his office

Rue! C. Canag

Aniceta B.
Medalla

Municipal
Civil

No record of birth
and/or death of one

Registrar.

Ruel C. Canag bom

June 27.2016

Knowledge of

(«N-3-r)

witness limited only

)

1
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Roseller T.

in Sto. Rosario,

Lim,

Roseller T. Lim on

Zamboanga
Sibugay

to records in her
office

April 15, 1983 upon
verification with the
records of her office

Witness has no

knowledge on actual
permanent or

temporary residents
in the area whose
names are not

recorded in the civil
reeistrv
RenaC. Paed

Aniceta B.

Municipal

No record of birth

June 27,2016

Medalla

Civil

("N-S-j")

Registrar,

and/or death of one
Rena C. Paed bom in

Roseller T.

Pres. Roxas, Roseller

Lim,

T. Lim on May 18,
1996 upon

Zamboanga
Sibugay

Knowledge of
witness limited only
to records in her
office
Witness has no

knowledge on actual

verification with the
records of her office

permanent or

temporary residents
in the area whose
names are not

recorded in the civil
reaistrv
Aoril 4.2017 hearing

Alex C. Pequita

Jonalyn N.

Municipal

Yamaro

Civil

Registrar,
Titay,
Zamboanga
Sibugay

No record of birth
and/or death of one

June 28,2016

As contained in the

("N.3-r)

Certification,the

on March 23, 1943

Civil Registry
records were totally
destroyed in a 2003

upon verification with

fire

Alex C. Pequita bom
in San Antono, Titay

the records of her
office

Commission on Elections(COMELEC)

The parties entered into a stipulation on the testimony of Anthony C.
Natividad of the Election Records and Statistics Department of the
COMELEC,'^^ as follows:
a.

b.

c.

d.

If asked on direct examination, the witness will testify that he presently
holds the position of Records Officer I of the Election Records and
Statistics Department of the Commission on Elections and he has been
connected with the Commission on Elections for nine(9) years now;
If asked on direct examination, the witness will testify that his duties and
functions include the following: (i) to receive and record approved
application forms for registration from Commission on Elections field
offices and (ii) to verify and search requested individuals from parties and
by virtue of subpoenas using the Voters Search Program of the
Commission on Elections;
If asked on direct examination, the witness will testify that his office
received a subpoena from the Office of the Special Prosecutor, Office of
the Ombudsman requesting the Election Records and Statistics Department
of the Commission on Election[s] to verify if the names of individuals
listed as beneficiaries of the Aid to the Poor Program of the Province of
Zamboanga Sibugay are found in the Registiy ofVoters ofthe Commission
on Elections;
If asked on direct examination, the witness will testify that as Records
Officer I he was tasked to verify with the database of Registry of Voters if

1'® Records, Vol. 5, pp. 289-296
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the individuals named in the subpoena are registered with the Commission
on Elections;
e. If asked on direct examination, the witness will testify that as a result of
his verification with the database of the Registry of Voters of the
Commission on Elections none of the individuals named in the subpoena
are registered with the Commission on Elections;
f. If asked on direct examination, the witness will identify a Certification of

Non-Availability of Registration Records, dated May 30, 2016'^^ and the
Directive ofDir. Ester L. Villaflor-Roxas'^® directing the witness to appear
and testify before this Court.

Provincial Social Welfare and Development Office(PSWDO)

16.

Cherlita A. Garate ["Garate"]'^' was appointed Provincial

Social Worker Development Officer(PSWDO)of the Municipality of Titay,
Zamboanga Sibugay in July 2001, around the time of the creation of the said
province on July 2, 2001. As such, her duties included implementing social
welfare programs such as the Aid to Individuals in Crisis Situation. She was
also involved in the Aid to the Poor Program of the Sangguniang
Panlalawigan, as implemented by elective local officials, including accused

Hofer, Modapil, Gonzales and Castillo.'®^
Said accused officials directly implemented the Aid to the Poor
Program. Their staff interviewed the program's potential beneficiaries and
prepared the Social Case Studies, which the accused officials signed. Their
staff also prepared the DSWD Form 200, which should actually be the task of
the staffofthe PSWDO. The accused' offices claimed reimbursement for the

funds used for this purpose.

As PSWDO, Garate signed some disbursement vouchers prepared by
accused Modapil, Gonzales and Castillo for reimbursement under the Aid to

the Poor Program,as well as some oftheir supporting documents.'^'* Among
the attachments to these disbursement vouchers were Resolutions and

Ordinances realigning funds from savings from the accused's respective
offices to the PSWDO. Said realignment of funds was also reflected in the
disbursement vouchers as fund code 7611.'^^

Also attached to the

disbursement vouchers were Requests for Obligation and Allotment and Brief

Social Case Study Reports.'^^

Garate testified that she signed these

documents in bulk under the watchful eye ofthe accused's staff, so she merely
relied on the accused's signature signifying that financial assistance had
already been given to the beneficiaries. She claimed that she was not in favor
Exhibit "M-7"(Hofer)/"D-6"(Modapil)/"FFF-8"(Gonzales)/"N-3"(Castillo)"

Exhibit "M-7-a"(Hofer)/"D-6-a"(Modapil)/"FFF-8-a"(Gonzales)/"N-3-a"(Castillo)"
Judicial Affidavit dated November 18, 2014, Records, Vol. 4, pp. 243-272
Id., Q&A Nos. 1-6
Id., Q&A Nos. 7,15,16, 37,38
Id., Q&A Nos. 17-19

Judicial Affidavit of Cherlita Garate, Q&A Nos.8-14

Exhibits "CC-5"(Hofer),"T"(Castillo),"T-2"(Castillo),"T-S" (Castillo), 'T-8"(Castlllo), "T-11"(Castillo),
"T-14"(Castillo),"T-17"(Castillo),'T-20"(Castillo),"T-23"(Castillo), "B-8"(Modapil),"K"(Modapil),"B-7"
(Modapil),"B-12(Modapil),"B-17(Modapil); Judicial Affidavit of Cherlita Garate, Q&A Nos. 19-34
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of the scheme being adopted to implement the Aid to the Poor Program but
felt pressured to sign the documents.
Garate explained how the procedure was different under the Aid to
Individuals in Crisis Situation Program. Under said program, they assessed
the applicant to ascertain whether he/she was qualified, and if so, they
processed the required documents, such as barangay certification of
indigency, certificate of confinement or medical certificate and official
receipts ofprescribed medicines for medical claims, and death certificate and
certificate of eligibility for burial claims. It was the social worker who
accomplished the Social Case Study Report, and the check was issued by the
Treasurer's Office to the client, who could be the beneficiary or his next of
kin. Checks were also issued to the hospital or the funeral parlor concerned.
To quell her doubts, Garate sought the opinion of the Provincial State
Auditor on the regularity ofreimbursing elective public officials under the A id
to the Poor Program. She also stopped signing the documents for
reimbursement starting January 2002,and indorsed policies/standards for Aid
to Individuals in Crisis and Aid to the Poor Program for proper legislation.
Instead of heeding her call, however, the Board Members made their own

ordinance regulating disbursement under the Aid to the Poor Program}^^
In 2003, Garate received an Audit Observation Letter from State

Auditor Bernardo Sumicad regarding the Aid to the Poor Program asking her
to explain the extent ofher participation therein. She responded with a Reply
Explanation, stating, among others that the accused proceeded with
implementing the Aid to the Poor Program regardless of her
remonstrations.'^^

On cross-examination, Garate adamantly stated that any participation
of her office in the Aid to the Poor Program was indirect, and was only
necessary because the flmds for said program were transferred to her office,
as shown by fund code 7611 in the Disbursement Vouchers. Even then, said
fund was not under her control, as the Resolution realigning funds stated that
said funds were for the exclusive use ofthe Board Member concerned.

She

registered her disagreement with the process used in the Aid to the Poor
Program as early as August 2001, albeit not in writing, but was unheeded.
She always had an issue with the transfer of funds to her office and payment

to the accused through reimbursement.'^^ She no longer bothered then
Governor Hofer, about it, as he was then already sick,'^^ Still, she signed
disbursement documents under the Aid to the Poor Program, relying on the
Resolutions and Ordinances attached thereto, and the Board Members'

f
Judicial Affidavit of Cherllta Garate, Q&A Nos. 35-36
Id., Q&A Nos. 39-41

Judicial Affidavit of Cherlita Garate, Q&A Nos. 42-55
Id., Q&A Nos. 56-64

dated NovemberlS, 2014, pp. 24, 27, 32-33,43
Id., pp. 36-37

^'TSN dated November 20, 2014, pp. 10-11
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signature signifying that they had already paid the beneficiaries.'^'* Her
opposition continued, and in 2002, she proposed policies for the

implementation ofthe Aid to the Poor Program,but was essentially ignored.'^^
Garate believed that the Board Members were lawmakers, and their task was

to legislate. Grant of financial aid pertained to the PSWDO, and the
lawmakers' participation should have been limited to referring beneficiaries
to them.

She conceded, however,that at the inception ofthe Aid to the Poor

Program, there were only two qualified social workers with the PSWDO,
backed up by some job-order workers.
Garate said that she would have preferred if the procedure used in the
Aid to Individual Crisis Situation, which was followed on a national scale, has
also been followed for the Aid to the Poor Program of the province that had

just been created,

Under the AICS, beneficiaries were screened by the

PSWDO, and not the Board Members, and payment was not through
reimbursement.'^^ While she had issues with the process ofpayment, she had

no opinion on the selection of the beneficiaries, which was not done by their
office.^^'^

After presenting its evidence, the Prosecution proceeded to offer its
documents,^*" which are categorized below:
Hofer

COA Audit Report /
other documents in
conducting audit
Disbursement

"I","L","M","N"

"CC","EE"

"K"

Castillo

Gonzales

Modaoil

"A"."AA","FF',
"GO","HIT

"B"

"A"."B","C","1",
"r

"C","TT","JJJ"

U'pw

Vouchers

"EE" to "KK",
"UU" to "AAA",

Attachments to
Disbursement
Vouchers

"CC-5" to "CC-

Checks

"BB","DD"

RTS Envelones

"N" to"Z"

COA

"B" to "M","jr,

"A"to"?"

correspondences with
MLGOOs Punong

"LL"

To Municipal
Election R^istrars

132","EE-6"to

"KKK" to"WWW"

"EE-39"

"r

Barangav
PSA Certifications

"T-l"to "T-25"

"D"."SS","III"

"S"

"MM"."XX"

"NN","FFF",
"FFFr,"GGGG",

"M"to"M-2","N",

"0"."P"."Q"

"HHHH"

-"G","H"
"M-6-a"

"D-5","D-5-a","D-

"FFF-T'

"M-5-c","N-2"

5-c"

"M-r;"M-7-a"

"D-6","D-6-a"

"FFF-8"

"N-3","N-3-a"

"M-7-C" to "M-7s"

"D-6-c" TO "D-6-t"

"FFF-8-c"to"FFF8-r"

"N-3-C" to "N-3-k"

"C-5","D-3-a" to
"D-3-S","M-5" to

"F-2","0-4"

"BBB-1"

Punong Barangay
Lists of Inhabitants

"L-6" to "L-20",

COMELEC
Certifications/
Issuances

Local Registrar
Certifications
Certifications of

"M-5-a"

^Id., p. 34

^^TSN dated November 19,2014, pp. 37-41
Id., pp. 52-54
Id., p.50
TSN dated November 20, 2014, pp. 7, 22

^Id., pp. 29-31
200

Id., p. 26

"HHHH-4" to

"M-3" TO "M-5",

"HHHH-18"

"M-6" TO "M-17"

/

7' f

Documents in shaded cells were offered during the hearing on the Application for Bail. Documents
during trial were formally offered in a Consolidated Formal Offer ofEvidence dated June 19,2017, Records,
Vol. 6, pp. 110 to Vol. 6a, pp. 1-646
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This Court admitted all exhibits except the following:
0144-0147
Hofer, et al.

0216-0217

"H^'Tnot ofiered)

"L-7"

"M-4"

"HHHH-6"

"L-8"

"M-5"

"HHHI4-7"

"L-9"

"M-6"

"L-10"

"M-r'
"M-8"

0198-0203
Gonzales,et al.

Castillo

"HHHH-9"

"L-11"

"HHHH-IO"

"L-12"

"M-9"

"HHHH-ir

"L-13"

"M-10"

"HHHH-12"

"L-14"

"M-11"

"L-15"

"M-12"

"HHHH-18"

"L-16"

"M-13"

"L-I7"

"M-14"

"L-IS"

"M-15"

"L-19"

"M-16"

"L-20''

"M-ir

These are the Lists of Inhabitants which were not properly
authenticated. Also excluded were Exhibits"C-5"("BBB-1"(Gonzales)/"F2"(Modapil),"D-3-a","D-3-b", "D-3-c","D-3-d","D-3-e","D-3-f',"D-3g","D-3-h","D-3-i","D-3-j","D-3-k","D-3-1","D-3-m","D-3-n","D-3-o",
"D-3-p","D-3-q","D-3-r","D-3-s",and"M-5"for Hofer, et al. on the ground
of irrelevance.^®^

Claiming that there was insufficient evidence against them, accused
Gonzales and Taripe filed separate Motions for Leave to File Demurrer to
Evidence, expounding that the Prosecution was unable to prove that the
beneficiaries were non-existent by just presenting evidence that letters to the
beneficiaries were returned and that the barangay chairmen did not know
them. They also left out the possibility that the beneficiaries could have been
ambulant, faked their identities or died. Accused Taripe pointed out that his
participation was never established by the Prosecution. In its Consolidated
Comment,

the Prosecution insisted that all its witnesses were one in

testifying that they had no record of / did not know any of the purported
beneficiaries, which proved that they were fictitious / non-existent. Taripe
has been named by the Prosecution witnesses as member of Gonzales' staff
who did the work that a qualified social worker should have done. In a
Resolution dated December 12,2017,^®^ this Court denied their Motion.
Accused Hofer, Quinte and Palang followed suit with their own Motion
for Leave of Court to File Demurrer to Evidence and to Admit Attached

Demurrer to Evidence.^^^ In the attached Demurrer, Gov. Hofer, et al, alleged
that since personal funds were advanced, there were no public funds to speak
of, and thus, no malversation. Gov. Hofer merely referred the beneficiaries,
which did not amountto an appropriation. Further,that the beneficiaries could

/

Resolution dated November 7, 2017, Records, Vol. 7, pp. 171-175
Gonzales-Records, Vol, 7, pp. 181-184; Taripe-Id., pp. 185-190

20^ Id., pp. 192-195
Id., pp. 239-241
Id., pp. 210-235
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not be found did not mean that they were non-existent. In its Comment, the
Prosecution maintained that it was able to sufficiently prove the crimes
charged and it was up to the accused to prove their defense. Gov. Hofer, et
al.'s Motion for Leave was likewise denied, as well as their Motion for
Reconsideration.

Gov. Hofer, who had been suffering from persistent dementia, moved

for the suspension of the proceedings against him.^^^ This was granted in a
Resolution dated November 16, 2018.^" Haplessly, Gov. Hofer passed away
on January 6, 2019,^'^ and the cases against him were ordered dismissed per
Resolution dated May 27, 2019, following the extinguishment of his criminal

liability pursuant to Art. 89 ofthe Revised Penal Code.^^^
Meanwhile, the other accused proceeded to present their evidence, as
follows:

EVIDENCE FOR THE DEFENSE

Testimonies of the Members of the Sangguniang Panlalawigan

1.

George C. Castillo ["accused Castillo"]^'"^ was a Board

Member of the Province of Zamboanga Sibugay, having been re-elected in
2013 after serving from 2001 to 2010. Prior thereto, he was a member ofthe

Sangguniang Bayan ofTitay,Zamboanga del Sur from 1992 to 2001.^^^
2.

Ares A. Modapil ["accused Modapil"],^^^ served for one term

as Board Member for District I of the then newly-created province of
Zamboanga Sibugay, from 2001 to 2004. Prior thereto, he served as

Municipal Councilor for three terms in Malangas,Zamboanga Sibugay.^
3.

Edgar C. Gonzales ["accused Gonzales"]^*®, served for one

term as Board Member for District I of the then newly-created province of
Zamboanga Sibugay, from 2001 to 2004. Prior and subsequent thereto, he

was a private contractor dealing with infrastructure projects.^'^

The

Id., pp. 205-208
Resolution dated January 5, 2018, Id., pp. 250-257

Motion for Reconsideration dated February 5, 2018, Id., pp. 288-296; Resolution dated April 5, 2018,
Id., pp. 305-307

Id., pp. 382-390; Compliance dated October 3, 2018, Id., pp. 460-462
Id., pp. 487-492

Notice ofdeath dated February 18, 2019; Resolution dated May 27, 2019; Records, Vol. 8, pp. 216-217,
327

p.327

/

Judicial Affidavit dated January 23, 2019, Records, Id., pp. 175-182
Id., Q&A Nos. 4-6

Judicial Affidavit dated March 5, 2020,Judicial Affidavit Folder, Vol. 1, pp. 19-25
/d, Q&A Nos. 4-6

v
,

2"Judicial Affidavit dated June 8, 2019, Judicial Affidavit Folder, Vol. 1, pp. 10-17
Id., Q&A Nos. 4-6
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Prosecution stipulated that accused Gonzales, who was present in Court but
unable to take the witness stand, could identify his Judicial Affidavit and no

longer conducted cross-examination.^^®
The accused members of the Sangguniang Panlalawigan congruently
testified as follows:^^'

Under General Appropriation Ordinance No. 3, series of 2001, the
Office of the Provincial Social Welfare and Development had an
appropriation of PI,000,000.00 for the Aid to the Poor Program, contrary to

the Prosecution's allegation that funds have been realigned for this purpose.^^^
In requesting for aid, beneficiaries came to their offices to sign an
application form, after which their staff would interview them before
endorsing their Brief Social Case Study Report to the PSWDO for evaluation.
Their office could only endorse; it was the PSWDO who approved the

applications.^^^
The Reimbursement Expense Receipts (RER) and Requests for
Obligation of Allotment were necessary for the approval ofthe Disbursement
Vouchers. The RERs were to be signed by the beneficiary or his
representative to show receipt of the financial assistance. Accused Board
Members had no participation in the Requests for Obligation of Allotment,
which were signed by the PSWDO,the Provincial Accountant, the Provincial
Budget Officer, and the Provincial Treasurer. On the other hand, their only
participation in the disbursement vouchers was to certify that they had
personally paid the client, as shovra by the RERs. They had no control over
the PSWDO or the Provincial Accountant, who were under the Office of the

Local Chief Executive, and consequently had no hand in the approval of the
disbursement vouchers. They assumed that the reimbursements under the Aid
to the Poor Program were approved because they were legal and everything
was in order.^^"^

On cross-examination, accused Castillo confirmed that he handed out

cash to the beneficiaries, subject to reimbursement. He also interviewed the

beneficiaries after the approval ofBSCSRs.^^^ Answering questions from the
Court, Castillo testified that all members of the Sangguniang Panlalawigan
were involved in the Aid to the Poor Program, However, they did not
implement the project, or evaluate applications; they merely endorsed /
referred beneficiaries who came to their offices to the PSWDO,who had the
sole discretion to approve or disapprove the applications. The PI,000,000,00
budget was for the entire program and for the entire year.^^^

/
Order dated March 10, 2020, Records, Vol. 8, pp. 463-464

Reference made to testimony of accused Castillo who was first to testify
Judicial Affidavit of George Castillo., Q&A Nos. 9-11
Id., Q&A Nos. 12-15
Id., Q&A Nos. 16-25, 36

TSN dated January 31, 2019, pp. 22-23
Id., pp. 25-28

;
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On cross examination, accused Modapil testified that he attached the
identification documents of the

beneficiaries he interviewed to the

reimbursement papers. Only the BSCSRs were endorsed to the PSWDO,but
the beneficiaries themselves did not report to the PSWDO. He himself

interviewed the beneficiaries in his office with the help of his staff.^^^
Answering questions from the Court, Modapil claimed to know some of the
beneficiaries, but it has been a long time and he has already lost contact with
them; hence, he is unable to ask them to come to Court.^^^

Testimonies of the other accused:

I.

Lucia T. Palang ["accused Palang"]^^^ was Gov. Hofer's

executive assistant when he was Governor ofZamboanga Sibugay in 2001 to

2010. Co-accused Quinte, on the other hand, was her co-employee.^^®
Palang testified that the Aid to the Poor Program was initiated by the
members of the Provincial Board of the then newly established Zamboanga
Sibugay to serve constituents in need of financial help. Through a Board
Resolution, the members of the Provincial Board authorized the Vice
Governor to release funds to various beneficiaries from funds reverted fi"om

the savings from Personnel Services and Maintenance and Other Operating
Expenses to the budget of the PSWDO, Atty. Sumicad has testified that the
money reimbursed to Gov, Hofer came fi-om the national government under
the Individuals in Crisis Situation Program, which was not the subject of the
COA's investigation; thus, accused Palang believed she should not have been

impleaded.^^'
Since the beneficiaries were constituents of the members of the

Provincial Board, it was their employees who processed the beneficiaries'
documents, but with the cooperation ofthe PSWDO,since the reverted funds
were deposited to the PSWDO's account, and the Aid to the Poor Program
was a social welfare activity within its jurisdiction. Palang denied having
anything to do with the processing of the documentation for the Aid to the
Poor Program, which was done by the Provincial Board employees and the
PSWDO. Those funds were reimbursed to the Board Members. Their office

processed only the documents relating to the funds from the Individuals in
Crisis Situation Program. In fact, Gov. Hofer brought to the COA the issues

surrounding the use of provincial funds under the Aid to the Poor ProgramP^
According to her, a person's residence is not necessarily his/her place of birth

or the place where he/she would vote; and his/her non-iisting in any registry
did not mean that he/she was non-existent or fictitious.^^^

TSN dated March 10, 2020, pp.9-12

"8/c/.,p.l5

/

^

/

^^^Judicial Affidavit dated November 23, 2018, Records, Vol. 8, pp. 105-126
^Id., Q&A Nos. 2-3

Excerpt from 0MB Resolution dated July 10, 2006, Exhibit "1-Quinte and Palang"; Id., Q&A Nos. 4-7
Judicial Affidavit of Lucia Palang, Q&A Nos.8-12
Id., Q&A No. 22

L
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Accused Palang added that they acted in accordance with the
representation of Erlinda Albelda, the Social Welfare Assistant of Cherlita
Garate,that all the beneficiaries had legitimate claims. At this point, however,
Gov. Hofer had already advanced the grants to beneficiaries, and was only
claiming reimbursement; hence, no government funds were released. In any
event, to show good faith, they have refunded to the province F85,000 and
P25,000, respectively, and the most they should be meted with was a Notice
of Disallowance.^^'*

In a Compliance and Manifestation dated August 28, 2019,^^^ the
Prosecution stipulated on the following documents supposed to be identified
by accused Palang:
a. Certificate of Live Birth of Lucia Elopre Tolentino (Exhibit "5Quinte and Palang);
b. Community Tax Certificate ofLucia E.Tolentino issued on June 14,
2019(Exhibit "6-Quinte and Palang);
c. Certification issued by the COMELEC on July 9,2019 to Ms.Lucia
T. Palang (Exhibit "7-Quinte and Palang); and
d. Voter Certification issued by the COMELEC on March 8, 2019 to
Lucia Elopre Tolentino (Exhibit "8"-Quinte and Palang).

The parties also stipulated that Lucia Elopre Tolentino is one and the

same person as Lucia Tolentino Palang.^^^

2.
Editha Quinte ["accused Quinte"],^^^ Administrative Assistant
IV of Govemor Hofer in 2001 to 2010,^^® corroborated in toto the testimony
of accused Palang.
Answering questions from the Court, Quinte stated that Gov. Hofer
regularly gave aid to his constituents using his personal funds then claimed
reimbursement from public funds because there were many people

approaching him for medical assistance.^^^

3.

Juanito C. Taripe ["accused Taripe"]^'*® testified that he

worked as a bookbinder for accused Edgar Gonzales in 2001, co-terminous

with his term as Board Member.^"**

His tasks included receiving

communications for accused Gonzales, preparing travel orders, and binding

f
Id., Q&A Nos. 14-26

Records, Vol. 8, pp. 416-417

Order dated February 3, 2020,Id., pp. 445-447

2"Judicial Affidavit dated February 27,2020,Judicial Affidavit Folder, Vol. 1, pp. 26-37
Id., Q&A No. 3

TSN dated March 11, 2020, pp. 15-16

Judicial Affidavit dated September 3, 2010,Records, Vol. 7, pp. 369-381
Service Record, Exhibit "1-Taripe"; Judicial Affidavit of Juanito Taripe, Q&A Nos. 1-3
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documents. He denied the charges against him, saying that he merely acted

in the faithful performance of his functions.^"*^
Accused Taripe maintained that all the beneficiaries named in the Brief
Social Case Study Reports(BSCSRs),DSWD Form 200s and Reimbursement

Expense Receipts(RERs) were real persons as he personally met and talked
to them. They were the ones who supplied him with the information provided
in these documents and signed the receipts in his presence. It was PSWDO
Cherlita Garate who provided him with these forms and instructed him to fill

up said forms after interviewing the beneficiaries. It was his boss, accused
Gonzales, who introduced him to the beneficiaries to be interviewed.^'*^
He personally met,for the first time and on separate occasions, all eight
(8) persons introduced by accused Gonzales, Le., Roger Almasin, Jubaira
Paki, Haydal Jamilon, Pacita Bueno, Eufemio Serales, Husna Abdurahim,
Romeo Aguilar and Mando Mande at accused Gonzales's office. It was
accused Gonzales who recommended how much grant to give the
beneficiaries, and accused Taripe's only task was to type all the information

supplied to him on the forms he accomplished, and ask the beneficiaries to
affix their signatures.^'*'*
He signed the BSCSRs and DSWD Forms 200 upon accomplishment,
then submitted them to the office of Garate, whose staff received them. He

was told to return in a day or two so that the entries could be verified. The
BSCRs for the 8 beneficiaries were eventually returned to him signed by
Garate, while the PSWDO kept the DSWD Forms 200. When the
beneficiaries returned after Garate's approval, they were asked to sign the
RERs, with Taripe as witness, and received cash from accused Gonzales. He

never benefited from the Aid to the Poor Program}^^
On cross-examination, accused Taripe said that while he worked as a
bookbinder, he believed accused Gonzales trusted him enough to let him

interview the beneficiaries.^'*^

He explained that while he asked the

beneficiaries to produce their ID cards, he did not photocopy them as Garate
told him this was unnecessary. He did not verify the information they gave
him, but maintained that they were from Zamboanga Sibugay, because they

showed him their IDs.^'*^ It was the Board Members who identified clients,
but DSWD had the funds for the program. The DSWD called them to a halfday meeting and briefed them on how to conduct interviews and fill out
forms.^'*^

Accused Gonzales adopted the testimony of accused Taripe.^'*^
2^2 Id., Q&A Nos. 4-6

—

Id., Q&A Nos. 7-12

2'" Id., Q.&A Nos. 13-35
Id., Q&A Nos. 36-50

TSN dated September 10, 2018, pp. 35-36
Id., pp. 26-28
Id., pp. 30-34, 37-38

2*9 Order dated March 10, 2020, Records, Vol. 8, pp.463-464

/
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Other Witnesses

For Hofer, et al.

Artemio A. Catian ["Catian"],^^® one of the beneficiaries of Gov.
Hofer, testified that he, as well as other beneficiaries, indeed received
F5,000.00 from the Office of the Governor, He denied receiving a

confirmation letter from Atty. Sumicad.^^^
He maintained that contrary to the audit findings, he has in fact been a
resident of Ipil, Zamboanga Sibugay since 1963, where he was a registered
voter, but he was bom in Dapitan City, where his birth was recorded. If
diligent search was in fact done to locate him, they would have easily found

him at Brgy. Pangi, where he was a known albularyo}^^
On cross-examination, Catian testified that he was bom on June 22,

1952 in Dapitan City; that his wife's name was Rosalinda Maglangit; and that
he had five children, Gina, Danny, Antonio, Mary Jean, and Conrado. When
confronted with the Brief Social Case Study Report on one Artemio Catian,
bom on May 30, 1953 in Kumalarang,Zamboanga del Sur, and whose wife's
name was Warlita Catian, and children's names were Carlito and Joselito, he
said that he was not that Artemio Catian.^^^

For Castillo, et al.

Wilson R. Sumicad ["Sumicad"],^^^

Vice-Mayor of R.T. Lim,

Zamboanga Sibugay in 1995 and 1998 to 2007;

Geoflec A. Paninsoro ["Paninsoro"],^^^ Barangay Kagawad of San
Antonio, Titay,Zamboanga Sibugay from 2007 to 2018;

Crisologo E. Opaon ["Opaon"],^^^ President of the Association
Barangay Counil of R.T. Lim from 1997 to 2007;

Ruel R, Alpas ["Alpas"]^^^ Local Legilative Officer at the Office of
the Provincial Sanggunian;

^Judicial Affidavit dated March 11,2019, Judicial Affidavit Folder, Vol. 1, pp. 1-7
Id., Q&A Nos. 2-3

Voter's ID, Exhibit "3-Quinte and Palang"; Senior Citizen's ID, Exhibit "A-Quinte and Palang" /

Judicial Affidavit of Artemio Catian, Q&A Nos.4-6

^

Exhibit''CC-27"
TSN dated March 19, 2019, pp. 31-34

/
»

Judicial Affidavit dated July 18, 2018, Records, Vol. 7, pp.403-409

"'Judicial Affidavit dated July 18, 2018,Id., pp. 429-435
"^Judicial Affidavit dated February 15, 2018,Id., pp. 417-423
Judicial Affidavit dated July 18, 2018 Id., pp. 410-416

^
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Ustadz Abdullah J. Ibrahim ["Ibrahim"],

Ustadz from 1992 until

present;

Noel K. Sigasig ["Sigasig"],^^' driver of accused Castillo through
Contract of Service

These witnesses testified that the accusations against accused Castillo
were untrue, as in fact, there was an Aid to the Poor Program during his
incumbency, where financial assistance for medical aid, hospitalization and

other needs were provided. They testified that they personally knew that
accused Castillo rendered fmancial help, and saw his secretary, Fe Pontanar,
interview the beneficiaries, who were asked for their identification / cedulas

and signatures on certain documents. Opaon added that he personally referred

and accompanied his constituents to accused Castillo to seek financial help.^*^^
On cross-examination, Sumicad testified that he personally knew
accused Castillo because he used to be Vice-Mayor, and that he personally
witnessed him give out money to two of his constituents from different

barangays.^^^ He was not the one who recommended the beneficiaries, but
they were known to be in need of hospitalization expenses, and were given
PI,000 each.^^"^ He also personally saw Pontanar interviewing beneficiaries
in their barangay, but did not hear what they were discussing.^^^
Ibrahim testified that he personally went to accused Castillo's office to
ask for aid and received financial aid from him.^^^ He was interviewed but no

longer required to submit an ID card as Pontanar already knew him.^^^ He
knew one ofthe beneficiaries, Venancia Alita, who was both interviewed and

given money by Pontanar at the office of accused Castillo.^^^ According to
him, accused Castillo and Hofer were very generous and would give money
if asked.^^^

Paninsoro testified that he saw Pontanar interview Alex Pequita, the
husband of Milagros Pequita, who was then seeking assistance for hospital
expenses. At that time, he was at the office ofaccused Castillo to solicit funds
for their basketball uniforms.^'®

Opaon testified that during his time as ABC President, he accompanied
prospective beneficiaries to the office ofaccused Castillo as they did not know

/
^®°Judicial Affidavit dated July 18, 2018, Id., pp. 396-402
Judicial Affidavit dated July 18, 2018, Id., pp. 424-428
Judicial Affidavit of Crisologo Opaon, Q&A No. 7
TSN dated September 10, 2018, pp. 47-48
Id., pp. 59-60
Id., pp.51-53
Id., pp. 65-66
Id., pp.69,72
Id., pp. 66-69

Id., pp. 73-74
Id., pp. 84-87
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where it was. He saw accused Castillo's staff handing out assistance, and
Castillo himself was in the office.^^^

Alpas testified that he was in the same office as Pontanar during his
time as Local Legislative Officer. From his table around 2.5 meters away
from Pontanar's, he would hear her talking to the beneficiaries and asking for

their signatures on the RERs.^^^ In his office, he has never heard of any
complaint that they were not given money under the Aid to the Poor

Program.^^^
Sigasig testified that he saw that many people participated in the Aid to
the Poor Program because he was there, but he did not know any of the
beneficiaries.^^'*

The following accused offered the following exhibits:

a. Juanito C.Taripe(SB-iO-CRM-0198 to 0203):^'^

"1-Taripe"

Ruling
Admitted^'^

Document

Exhibit

Taripe's Service Record

. Lucia Palang and Editha Quinte(SB-lO-CRM-0144 to

"1" and

Ruling278

Document

Exhibit

Excerpts from

the

k.277

Ombudsman

Admitted

"1-a"

Resolution

"2"

Resolution of the 4^ Division in Excluded
People V. Ma.Bella A.Chiong Javier,
SB-lO-crm-0218-0219

"3"
"4"

Artemio Catian's Voter's ID

Admitted

Artemio Catian's Senior Citizen ID

Admitted

*'5"

Certificate of Live Birth of Lucia

Admitted

Elorpe Tolentino
"6"

CTC of Lucia Tolentino

Admitted

COMELEC Certification dated July

Admitted

9,2019
"8"

Voter

Certification

of

Lucia

Admitted

Tolentino

t7
Id., pp.97-100
Id., pp. 107-109
Id., p. 113

TSN dated January 31, 2019, pp. 14-15

TSN dated September 10,2018, pp. 121-122; Manifestation dated February 4, 2019; Records, Vol. 8,
pp. 201-202

"6 Order dated September 10, 2018, Records, Vol. 7, pp. 442-444
Formal Offer ofExhibits dated June 29, 2020, Records, Vol. 8, pp. 493-514
Resolution dated August 24, 2020, Records, Volume 9, pp. 105-110 XVCAV
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Accused George T. Castillo^^^(SB-lO-CRM-216 to 217)did not offer
any documentary exhibit.

Accused Edgar C.Gonzales(SB-lO-CRM-0198 to 0203)likewise did
not offer any documentary exhibit but adopted the testimony made by coaccused Juanito C. Taripe.^^'^
While accused Ares A> Modapil (SB-10-0176 to 0185) has not
submitted any formal offer of documentary exhibit, it is noted that no

documentary exhibit was identified nor presented during the taking of his
testimony on March 10, 2020.^®'

THE MEMORANDUM EACH SUBMITTED BY
ACCUSED TARIPE AND
ACCUSED OUINTE AND PALANG

In the Resolution dated August 24,2020,^^^ the parties were directed to
file their respective memoranda to expound on the nature oftheir positions.
To date, only accused Juanito C. Taripe, Jr. and accused Editha Quinte

and Lucia T.Palang submitted their own memorandum.^^^
In his Memorandum, accused Taripe debunks prosecution's allegations
that the beneficiaries of the Aid to the Poor Program were all fictitious and
that he falsified the BSCSRs,RERs,and DSWD Forms 200. He avers that he
interviewed all eight(8)beneficiaries-Roger Almasin, Jubaira Paki, Haydal
Jamilon, Pacita Bueno, Eufemio Serales, Husna Abdurahim, Romeo Aguilar,
and Mando Mande - which were all done pursuant to his duties as clerk or
liaison officer assigned at the office of Board Member Edgar Gonzales. He
interviewed these beneficiaries, having been personally referred by Board
Member Gonzales himself, upon the instruction of PSWDO Cherlita A.
Garate. He would then fill out the blanks in the forms provided by the
BSCSRs,RERs,and DSWD Forms 200. The prosecution thus failed to prove
his part in the conspiracy or that he committed the charges he was accused of.
On the other hand, accused Quinte and Palang claim that the
prosecution's focus in proving the ghost beneficiaries of the Aid to the Poor
Program is flawed on the following factors:

1. The funds from which they sourced the grant for Gov. Hofer's aid
came from the nationally funded Aid to Individuals and Families in Crisis

/

See Manifestation dated February 4, 2019, par. 5; Records, Vol. 8, pp. 201-212; Resolution dated
February 19, 2019, Records, Vol. 8, p. 212-B

^

Order dated March 10, 2020; Records, Vol. 8, pp. 463-464

Vide; Judicial Affidavit ofAres Modapil dated March 5, 2020

)

See footnote#78

Records, Volume 9, pp. 148-154(Taripe); Records, Volume 9, pp. 174-198(Quinte and Palang)
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Situation, not the Aid to the Poor Program^ hence, they cannot be held
accountable for a program they were never part of;
2. The non-existence of the 23 beneficiaries subject of Gov. Hofer's

grant has not been proven beyond reasonable doubt considering that:
a. Out ofthe 23 confirmation letters Atty. Sumicad sent
out, only 12 were returned to sender with the notation that the
addressee was either unknown or that it could not be delivered
to the addressee.

11 of the confirmation letters were not

returned. Following the disputable presumption laid under

Section 3(v), Rule 131^^'^ of the Revised Rules on Evidence,
this should have been presumed to have been received in the
regular course of mail.
b. The confirmations made of the beneficiaries from the

MLGOOs or barangay chairpersons, using as basis their
supposed residences as appearing in the lists or certifications
made by these barangay officials, were taken between 20122017, which time frame was too far-offto the fmancial grants
transacted in 2001. In a place as volatile as the Zamboanga
Peninsula where the outflux of people migrating was the only
one thing that remained constant,such method ofconfirmation
was unreliable. People were known to come and go as with
the planting and harvesting season. Transients abounded.
c. As may be seen from the evidence produced by the
prosecution, Atty. Sumicad mentioned of a resident, one
Antonio Laurencio, to be listed as a resident of Dalangin,
Titay. Yet, it was alleged that the confirmation letter was
marked "Return to Sender". Likewise, MLGOO Casianito

Berdon testified that Agnes Pasotra and Felimon Sagun were
previous residents of Buug, Zamboanga Sibigay, but whose
present whereabouts were unknown. Yet,they were not listed

as residents ofthe place.^®^
d. Artemio Catian, who was likewise alleged to be a
fictitious beneficiary, actually came to Court to testify and
presented his Senior Citizen's ID No. 003408 issued on

284

Section 3. Disputable presumptions. — The following presumptions are satisfactory if uncontradicted,

but may be contradicted and overcome by other evidence:
XXX

XXX

XXX

1

XXX.

(v)That a letter duly directed and mailed was received in the regular course of the mail; *
Memorandum filed by Editha Quinte and Lucia T. Palang, p. 7

,
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August 16, 2003 by the Senior Citizen's Affairs Office,
Municipality of Ipil.
3. It remains a risky proposition to rely on the Certification issued by
the PSA by a margin of 100% considering that:
a, several hits were made under the name Myra Pescador;
and

b. A negative birth record appeared for Evangeline T.
Daarol but with a positive marriage record.
In all these, accused Quinte and Palang puts in a mathematical

probability that if the 5 beneficiaries (Antonio Laurencio, Agnes Pasotra,
Felimon Sagun, Myra Pescador, and Evangeline T. Daarol), 11 of the 23
addressees-beneficiaries presumed to have received their confirmation letters,
and 1 beneficiary(Artemio Catian)who actually came to Court to testify were

quantified, bringing a total of17 out ofthe 23 beneficiaries, this brings out an
85% probability of mixed actual and presumptive existence, making for a
convincing circumstance of qualitative weight and force that is inconsistent
with the prosecution's hypothesis left only with a statistical 15% existence
rate in the nexus of circumstances.

Accused Quinte and Palang, therefore, invoke the equipoise rule to
exculpate their liability from the charges.
On the basis of the evidence presented, the cases were thus submitted
for judgment.

THE COURT'S RULING

The centerpiece ofthese cases is not in the perceived irregularity made
by the Provincial Board Members in funding the source ofthe Aid to the Poor
Program, as alleged by COA's Special Audit Team to have come fi*om the
re-alignment of funds already appropriated for a certain purpose to another
purpose without the necessaiy certification of the Provincial Treasurer and
Provincial Budget Officer in violation of Section 321 of R.A. 7160.^®^ The
SECTION 321. Changes in the Annual Budget.-

All budgetary proposals shall be Included and considered in the budget preparation process. After
the local chief executive concerned shall have submitted the executive budget to the sanggunian, no
ordinance providing for a supplemental budget shall be enacted, except when supported by funds actually
available as certified by the local treasurer or by new revenue sources.

A supplemental budget may also be enacted In times of public calamity by way of budgetary
realignment to set aside appropriations for the purchase of supplies and materials or the payment of
services which are exceptionally urgent or absolutely indispensable to prevent Imminent danger to, or loss
of, life or property, in the jurisdiction of the local government unit or in other areas declared in a state of
calamity by the President. Such ordinance shall clearly Indicate the sources of funds available for

appropriations, as certified under oath by the local treasurer and local accountant and attested to by the
local chief executive, and the various items of appropriations affected and the reasons for the change.

i
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fact that the supposed Provincial Board's resolutions or appropriation
ordinances on the re-alignment of funds were never introduced in evidence
did not,therefore, matter. In the same vein,the other claim ofaccused Quinte
and Palang that the reimbursements sought by Gov. Hofer came from the
national government's Individual in Crisis Situation(AICS)program, did not
also matter. Prosecution evidence points alone to the disbursements made by

Gov. Hofer from the Aid to the Poor Program, not anything else.^^^
Rather, when funds from the Aid to the Poor Program allocated to the

then newly-minted province ofZamboanga Sibugay were disbursed to fiftyfive (55) named beneficiaries, none of whose records were found in the
official coffers, it is the existence ofthese beneficiaries alone which have put
to question the purported acts ofthe accused, and whose existence, ultimately

proven or not, can spell the criminal liability of each ofthem.
These cases for Violation of Sec. 3(e) of R.A. 3019 and Malversation
of Public Funds through Falsification of Public Documents thus pose the

fundamental question of whether the funds disbursed by the government fell
into the rightflil empty hands of the intended beneficiaries or, to mythic ones
in the guise of having given them, only to land in the wrong pockets.
That the prosecution, through the Commission on Audit, has embarked
on a drawn-out mission to search for these beneficiaries in municipalities
within the Province of Zamboanga Sibugay, and found not any one of those
listed in the Aid to the Poor Program, only breathed some validity in the filing
ofthe present charges.
During trial, the accused have frequently posed challenges on
prosecution's claim that these beneficiaries were non-existent or fictitious.
Accused Hofer (before his death), Quinte, and Palang would zero in on the
geographic location of the Province of Zamboanga Sibugay with its 16
municipalities, described by its porous borders which made it easily accessible
from Zamboanga del Norte, Zamboanga del Sur and Zamboanga City by
highways and mountain routes, and also Basilan and Sulu by sea via the Moro
Gulf. Alleging that it was a favored convergence point for seasonal farm
workers, fishermen, and traders, said accused pointed out that, '^Christians
and Moros alike, like the season,freely come and go.
For accused Gonzales,^^^ verifications made with the MLGOOs and
from letters-confirmation with RTS annotations were seen as not conclusive

enough to establish that these beneficiaries were fictitious and non-existing.
Name recall from barangay chairpersons was not entirely foolproof,
asseverating further that the Prosecution did not filter out the possibility that
the addresses given were erroneous. The possibility that these beneficiaries
As clearly shown from Disbursement Voucher No. 101-0109-523 (Exhibit "CC) and Disbursement
Voucher No. 101-0110-1645 (Exhibit "EE")
More detailed in their Motionsfor Leave tofile Demurrer to Evidence

Motion for Leave to File Demurrer filed by accused Hofer, Quinte, and Palang; Records, Vol, 7, pp. 210235; as reiterated in their Memorandum

Motion for Leave to File Demurrer filed by accused Gonzales; Records, Vol. 7, pp. 181-196

^7
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were ambulants, or faked their identities or have already died, could not be
overlooked.

For accused Quinte and Palang,the question was raised that a person's
residence was not necessarily his/her place of birth or the place where he/she
would vote; and that his/her non-listing in any registry did not mean that
he/she was non-existent or fictitious.^^^

Against this backdrop, Prosecution's claim that the beneficiaries were
fictitious recipients of a pro-poor program of the local government unit
became a lofty quest for truth. Verily, it was only anticipated that a refutation
be made to brush such contention aside, which, by overcoming all odds,
would have at least bared that even one ofthese beneficiaries existed.

In all the years that trial proceeded, the faces of these beneficiaries
remained shrouded behind names which even the barangay chairpersons,

through the MLGOO,or the national registry, through the PSA, or the Local
Civil Registar, for that matter, did not recognize or had no record of.
These faceless beneficiaries, therefore, can only come to one
conclusion.

The beneficiaries* doubtful existence,
which remained unrefuted to date,
only sealed thefictitious grant ofthe
Aid to the Poor Program to persons
other than those they should have
been supposedly given.

Ifonly to quell the supposition made by accused Quinte and Palang that
the financial grants made by Gov. Hofer came from the Individual in Crisis
Situation(AICS)program,not the Aid to the Poor Program, the Disbursement
Vouchers subject oftheir cases are the best evidence themselves. Hence:

/
1
»

/
291

Judicial Affidavit of Lucia Palang, Q&fii No. 22
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With this clearly damning evidence that shows their participation in the
Aid to the Poor Program, accused Quinte and Palang's denial of the same is
now only specious.
Fact is, the same Aid to the Poor Program appears in the Disbursement
Vouchers^^^ issued for accused Gonzales, Modapil, and Castillo, which at
least on their part, they never denied.
The COA, however, came out with adverse findings on the Aid to the

Poor Program. In its A uditInvestigation Report

the COA concluded that

the beneficiaries who were granted aid, as shown in the attachments to the
Disbursement Vouchers, namely: the Brief Social Case Study Reports

(BSCSRs), Reimbursement Expenses Receipts (RERs), and DSWD Forms
200, were non-existent / fictitious afler going through the following process:
In the conduct of our audit-investigation, we searched for the
individual clients or beneficiaries of the "Aid to the Poor" program of the

province to determine whether these clients actually received the money
intended for them. We also sent confirmation letters to those we failed [to]
reach. However,these individuals are nowhere to be found in the address
indicated in the BSCSR and most of the confirmation letters that we sent

were returned marked either "Retum to Sender", "RTS" or "Party

unknown". They are also not listed as residents of the place or address
indicated as certified to by the different Municipal Local Government
Operation Officers(MLGOO)x x x.
We issued Audit Observation Letters (AOL) requiring the
concerned officials and employees who signed the reimbursement DVs,
supporting documents and the reimbursement checks to submit proof as to
the existence of the individual clients, to explain why these clients cannot
be found, why they should not be held liable/accountable for the irregular
reimbursements and/or to explain the extent of their actual participation
therein as the case may be.

Atty. Bernardo Sumicad, head of the team who conducted the special
audit on these transactions, testified that he and his team personally searched
for the beneficiaries named in the disbursement vouchers' supporting
documents. This, however, posed a challenge, as said documents prepared by
the accused did not contain the beneficiaries' complete addresses, leaving the

team searching for specific persons in sizeable areas, for a limited period of

30 days.^^'^ To fill any gaps this may result in, Atty, Sumicad sent letters to
the beneficiaries to confirm if they have received aid from the province, as
well as to the Municipal Local Government Operations Officer of the

municipality indicated in the supporting documents, to ask if said persons
were in their respective lists ofresidents. The letters to the beneficiaries ended

up being sent back to him unreceived, while the MLGOOs,for the most part,
replied to him that the purported beneficiaries in his letters were not in their

list of residents. In his Audit Observation Letters to the accused, he asked
Exhibits "C"."TT" and "JJJ"(Gonzales); Exhibit "K"(Modapil); and Exhibits "T"(Castillo)
Exhibit "FF"(Hofer)/ "L"(Modapil)/"B"(Gonzales)/"A"(Castillo)
dated November IS, 2011, p. S3

./
?
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them to submit proof that these beneficiaries existed, but there was nary an
effort to do so by any ofthem.
For its part, the Prosecution secured certifications from the Philippine
Statistics Authority, Local Civil Registrars, and the Commission on Elections

regarding the beneficiaries' registration with their respective offices, the
majority of which turned out negative.

A perusal of the disbursement vouchers' supporting documents would
show that in some instances, two persons were involved in seeking aid from
the accused: the person who applied for and received aid, and the person it
was sought for (beneficiary). As shown below, the numbered names are the
subject ofSumicad's search and queiy, while the unnumbered names are those
ofthe other person involved in the request for aid.

Applicant/Payee

Aid for

MLGOO"'

PSA"®

X

X

LCR

COMELEC2"

RTS

(Beneficiary)

People V. Hofer,et al.
DV No. 101-0109-523(Exhibit"CC")

1.

Agnes Pasotra(t)

SB-lO-CRM-0144 to 0145
-

X

Adriano Pasotra

2.

Alfonso Jurado^®®

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Karen Laguitao'®^

X

X

X

6.

Donna B. Peralta

6.

Donna B.Peralta

X

-

X

7.

ConchitaChico

7.

Conchita Chlco^®'

X

X

-

X

X

8.

Myma Pescador(t)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Florencia Jurado^"

3.

Roberto Sigan

X

Maria Sigan'""
4.

Artemlo Catian

-

Warlita Catian^'^'

5.

Bonle Laguitao

Oscar Pescador

9.

RizaJina Sagrado

Hipoiito Sagrado
10. Clarita Genes

11. Fely Siano

-

Orlando Genes^''^

X

X

11. Fely Siano

X

X

-

12. Cenia Mangupag

X

X

-

X
X
X

Loreto Mangupag

Exhibits "L-7" {Hofer)/"HHHHH"(Gonzales)/"M-4"(Castillo)

Exhibits "M-6"(Hofer)/"D-5"(Modapil)/"N-2"(Castillo)/"FFF-7"(Gonzales)

Exhibits "M-7" and "M-7-a"(Hofer)/"D-6" and "DS-6-a"(Modapil)/"N-3" and "N-3-a"(Castillo)/"FFF8" and "FFF-8-a"(Gonzales)/ Exhibits "FFFF", "GGGG" and "HHHH"(Gonzales)
Exhibit "D-3-a" to "D-3-S"(Hofer)
Exhibit "M-7-o"(0144 to 0147)(Hofer)

^ Exhibit "M-7-f',

and "M-7-i"(0144 to 0147)(Hofer)

Exhibits "M-7-C" and "M-7-d"(0144 to 0147)(Hofer)

/

Exhibit "M-7-f',"M-7-g", and "M-7-h"(0144 to 0147)(Hofer)
Exhibit "D-3-a" to "D-3-S"(Hofer)

Exhibit "M-5"(0144 to 0147)and "FFF-6"(0198 to 0203)(Hofer)

7

X
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13. Felimon Sagun

X

Athena Sagun

-

X

X

14. Julieta Sagang

14. Julieta Sagang

X

X

15. Evangeline Daarol"^

15. Evangeline Daarol

X

marriage

16. EllaBuroy

16. EllaBuroy

-

X

17. Donabel Cuenca

17. Donabel Cuenca

18. Antonio P. I.aurencio"'

18. Antoiiin P. Laurencio

-

X
X

-

X

-

X

-

-

-

X

X

X
X

People V. Hofer, et al.

DV No. 101-0110-1645(Exhibit"EE")
1.

SB-lO-CRM-0146 to 0147
X

Lindo Cuaton^®'

X

X

Baylinda Cuaton^®®

X

2.

X

Garde Peflaflor

3. Lourdes Timlang

X

X

X

Cansancio Timlang
4. Sosima Reynante

X

-

X

Dolores Pefiaflor

•

5. Danilo Tongco^®'

X

X

X

X

-

X

birth

-

-

Donate Reynante
X

X

Lucio Tongco

People V. Modapil,et al.

DVNo. 101-0112-3428(Exhlbit"K")
I.

Annaliza Ahmad

SB-lO-CRM-0184 to 0185
X

X

-

X

-

-

X

-

X

-

Jaliya Ahmad
2. Kalah Abubakai^'®

2.

Kalah Abubakar

3. RadzmiaJoe^"

X

Laiia Joe

4.

Tahira Maruhom

4.

Tahira Maruhom

5. YusopAlP'^

5. Yusop Ali

X

6.

Ahmad AwaP"

6.

X

7.

Ismud Hassan

Ahmad Awal

-

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Sonya Hassan

8. Danilo Suarmg^'^

X

Arman Soaring
9.

X

Badria Masta

X

Sarip Masla
10. Aisa Amin'^^

X
Nuruddin Amin

Exhibit "M-6-a"; Positive for Birth as certified by the PSA

Exhibit "I"(0198 to 0203)(Hofer); Antonio P. Laurencto was identified to reside in Dalangin, Titay, ZS
Exhibit "D-3-a" to "D-3-S"(0144 to 0147)(Hofer)
Exhibits "M-7-k" and "M-7-1"(0144 to 0147)(Hofer)

Exhibit "M-6-a"; Positive for Birth as certified by the PSA
Exhibits "D-6-1" and "D-6-m"(0176 to 0185)(Modapil)

Exhibits "D-6-c" and "D-6-d"(0176 to 0185)(Modapil)
Exhibits "D-6-1" and "D-6-n"(0176 to 0185)(Modapil)
Exhibit "D-6-e"(0176 to 0185)(Modapil)
Exhibit "D-6-g"(0176 to 0185)(Modapil)
Exhibits "D-6-i","D-6-j", "D-6-k"(0176 to 0185)(Modapil)

f
i f

X
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11. Marina Toledo^'®

11. Marina Toledo

12. Raisa Maghinay'"

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

-

X

-

Elmer Maghinay"®
13. Lani Monteron'"

X

-

Rosalinda Monteron'^"
14. Nasser Aki

-

-

X

X

X

X

X

X

-

X

X

X

X

Rabaina Aki

15. Ricardo Pastor'^'

Balodoy Pastor

16. Elsa Maghtnay'"
Johnny Ma^inay
17. Rosalie Cabralez'"

17. Rosalie Cabralez

People V. Gonzales,et al.
DV No. 101-0110-1679(Exhibit

SB-lO-CRM-0198 to 0199

I. Roger Almastn

X

X

Regina Almasln'^

X

X

X

X

X
X

2. Jubaira Pakl

Kiram PakP"

X

People V. Gonzales,et al.
DV No. 101-0110-1680 OTT*)

SB-lO-CRM-0200 to 0201

1. HaydalJamilon'^

X

X

Barlie Jamilon'^'

X

2. Pacita Bueno

X

X

Emma Bueno"®

X

People V. Gonzales, et al.
DV No. 101-0110-1737(Exhibit
1.

SB-lO-CRM-0202 to 0203
Eufemio Serales'^'

X

X

X

Andres Serales"''

X

-

2.

Husna Abdurahim"'

X

X

X

X

Ushman Abdurahim"^

X
X

3. Romeo Agullar"'
Maridel Aguilar"'*

X
X

Or Marena Toledo; Exhibits "D-6-r" and "D-6-s"(0176 to 0185)(Modapll)
Exhibit "0-4"(0176 to 0185)(Modapil)
Exhibit "0-4"(0176 to 0185)(Modapil)
Exhibit "D-6-h"(0176 to 0185}(Modapil)

/

Or Rosalinda Monteron; Exhibit "0-4"(0176 to 0185)(Modapil)
Exhibit "D-6-h"(0176 to 0185)(Modapil)

Exhibits "D-6-r" and "D-6-t"(0176 to 0185)(Modapil)
Exhibit "D-6-p" and "D-6-q"(0176 to 0185)(Modapil)
Exhibits "FFF-8-q" and "FFF-8-r"(0198 to 0203)(Gonzales)
Exhibit "FFF-8-e"(0198 to 0203)(Gonzales)
Exhibit "FFF-1"(0198 to 0203)(Gonzales)

Exhibits "FFF-8-g","FFF-8-h" and "FFF-8-1"(0198 to 0203)(Gonzales)
Exhibits "FFF-8-m" and "FFF-8-p"(0198 to 0203)(Gonzales)
^29 Exhibit "FFFF"(0198 to 0203)(Gonzales)
Exhibits "FFF-8-j", "FFF-8-k" and "FFF-S-I"(0198 to 0203)(Gonzales)
Exhibit "FFF-4"(0198 to 0203)(Gonzales)
Exhibit "FFF-8-d"(0198 to 0203)(Gonzales)
Exhibit "HHHH"(0198 to 0203)(Gonzales)

Exhibits "N-3-d","N-3-e" and "N-3-h" (0216 to 0217)(Castillo)

7
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4. Mando Mande^'®

Juvelyn Mande

X

X

X

•

People V. Castillo, et al.
DV No. 101-0110-1141 (Exhibit **7")

1. Comeiio B. Sacong"^

-

SB-lO-CRM-0216 to 0217
X

-

-

-

Valencia Sacong
2.

Esmeralda S. Nano

X

X

X

-

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

-

Dominador Nano

3. Rucl Canag'"

-

Leopoldo Canag
4.

Rena C. Paed"®

-

Rosalie Paed

5. Pamela S. Casilang"'

X

-

Samson Casilang
6. Armando A. Aleta^*®

X

-

Valencia Aleta'^'

7. Alex Z. Pequita^^

X

-

Milagros Pequita®^^
8.

Rizaldo A. Savero

X
X

Melissa Savero

X

Where:
MLGOO

Municipal Local Government Operations Officer

PSA

Philippine Statistics Authority

LCR

Local Civil Registrar

COMELEC
RTS

X

^

Commission on Elections
Return to Sender

No record / Not listed / Not registered

Recorded / Listed / Registered
No report / Insufficient data as basis

The table would show that out ofthe 55 named beneficiaries, only two
were registered with the PSA, Le., Danilo Tongco (birth), and Evangeline
Daarol (marriage); and two were listed as residents of the municipalities
indicated in their BSCSRs and RERs, ie,, Antonio Laurencio and Jubaira

Paki.

Prosecution witness MLGOO Casianito Berdon may have testified

that Agnes Pasotra^'*^ of Boyugan,Buug,Zamboanga Sibugay, and Felimon
Exhibit "GGGG"{0198 to 0203)(Gonzales)
Exhibit "N-3-c"(0216 to 0217)(Castillo)

f

Exhibit "N-3-i"(0216 to 0217)(Castillo)

Exhibits "N" and "N-3-j"(0216 to 0217)(Castillo)
Exhibit "O"(0216 to 0217)(Castillo)

^ Exhibits "N-3-d","N-3-f' and "N-3-g" (0216 to 0217)(Castillo)
Or Venancia Aleta; Exhibit "M-1"(0216 to 0217)(Castillo)
Exhibits "P" and "Q"(0216 to 0217)(Castillo)
Exhibit "P"(0216 to 0217)(Castillo)
^Exhibits "CC-6" and "CC-12"(Hofer)

1
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Sagun^"*^ ofPoblacion, Buug,Zamboanga Sibugay, may both be unknown to
him but per information given by the Punong Barangay of Barangay
Poblacion, they were previous residents of the place but whose present

whereabouts are unknown.^"^^

Also, Punong Barangay Luvisminda F.

Enesando may have also confirmed that one Romeo Aguilar was a resident

of Barangay Lobo.^"^^
These confirmations, however, are not enough to overthrow the totality
ofthe evidence pointing to the fabrication of most ofthe named beneficiaries,
if only to allow the main accused to appropriate for themselves the funds
meant for the Aid to the Poor Program through reimbursements they
themselves conned to make in violation of auditing and accounting rules and
procedure.

As it appeared, the vast majority of these supposed beneficiaries were
unregistered whose records were not found with the PSA, Local Civil
Registrars, COMELEC,and their respective municipalities.
With the manner ofverification made by the Prosecution, whether fi-om
the MLGOO,the PSA, LCR, COMELEC, or letters-confirmation verifying
the whereabouts of the beneficiaries sent by registered mail but which were
Returned to Sender(RTS), it is the record of birth (or death) with the PSA or
the Local Civil Registrars which this Court puts premium to.
Act No. 3753 or the Law on Registry of Civil Status, mandates that

births and deaths, among others, should be entered in the Civil Register.^'*^ A
person's civil registration serves as proof of his/her beginning and end.
While non-registration with the PSA is not proofthat a person does not
exist, the reverse is true - a person whose birth is registered with the PSA
exists / existed. Thus, in ascertaining the existence of a person, verifying his
/ her registration with the PSA is the most logical starting point In these
cases, an astounding majority of the named beneficiaries showed that they
were not registered with the PSA or the Local Civil Registrars. These include
persons whose applications show some education gained since 1975, when
birth registration became a pre-requisite to enrolment in the first grade in all

public and private schools,^"^^

Also given burial assistance were two

beneficiaries, Agnes Pasotra and Myma Pescador, whose deaths were not
registered, despite the requirement of a proper death certificate for the burial

of a human body,^^^

,

1
Exhibit "CC-91"(Hofer)
TSN dated March 19, 2013, pp.51-52

TSN dated February 24, 2015 (p.m.), pp. 39-40. Barangay Lobo could properly refer to Barangay Loboc
as there Is no Barangay Lobo in the Municipality of Tungawan
(Sourced from
https://www.philatlas.com/mindanao/r09/zamboanga-sibugav/tuneawan/loboc.html

accessed

on

October 2, 2020)

^Section 1, Act No. 3753

Section 3, P.O. 651
Section 6, Act No.3753

* ,

^
7
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By numerical count, most ofthe beneficiaries(or the persons who took
the payment for them)in all cases did not even have records ofbirth(or death)

from ^e PSA.^^^ To reiterate, these are:

Beneficiaries

Supportin2 Documents

People V. Hofer,et al.

DV No. 101-0109-523(Exhibit"CC)

1.

Agnes Pasotra

2.

c/o Adriano Pasotra
Alfonso Jurado
c/o Florencia Jurado

3.

Roberto Sigan
c/o Maria Sigan

4.

Artemio Catian
c/o Wariita Catian

5.

Bonie Lagutao
c/o Karen Laguilao

6.
7.

Donna B. Peralta
Conchita Chico

8.

Myrna Pescador
c/o Oscar Pescado

9.

Rizalina Sagrado

10. Clarita Genes
c/o Orlando Genes

11. Fely Siano
12. Cenia Mangupag
c/o Loreto Mangupag
13. Felimon Sagun
c/o Athena Sagun
14. Julieta Sagang
15. Evangeline Daarol
16. Ella Buroy
17. Donabel Cuenca
18. Antonio P. Laurenciano

DVNo. 101-0110-1645 (Exhibit"EE")

1.

Lindo Cuaton

c/o Daylinda Cuaton
2.

3.
4.

5.
People V. Modapil,et al

6.

DV No. 101-0112-3428(Exhibit"K")

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Gardo Pefiaflor

c/o Dolores Penaflor
LourdesTimbang
c/o Cansancio Timbang
Sosima Reynante
c/o Donato Reynante

Daniio Tongco

Annaliza Ahmad
Kalah Abubakar
RadzmiaJoe
c/o Laila Joe
TahiraManihom

6.

YusopAli

7.
8.

Ahmad Awal
Ismud Hassan
c/o Sonia Hassan

9.

Daniio Suaring
c/o Arman Suaring

10. Badria Masia

c/o Sarip Masla
11. AisaAmin
c/o Nuruddin Amin
12. Marina Toledo

13. Raisa Maghinay

c/o Elmer P. Maghinay
14. Lani Monteron
c/o Rosalinda Monteron
15. Nasser Aki

Exhibits "M-6"(Hofer)/"D-S"(Modapil)/"N-2"(Castillo)/"FFF-7"(Gonzales)

f
^' V

' 1
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c/o Rabiana Aki
16. Ricardo Pastor

c/o Balodoy Pastor
17. Eisa Maghinay
c/o Johnny Maghinay
18. Rosalie Cabraiez

People V. Gonzales,et al.

DV No. 101-0110-1679(Exhibit"CC")

DVNo. 101-0110-1680(Exhibit"TT')

1.

Roger Almasin

2.

Jubaira Paki
c/o Kiram Paki

1.
2.

Haydal Jamilon
Pacita Bueno
c/o Emma Bueno

DV No. 101-0110-1737(Exhibit "JJJ")

1.
2.

Eufemio Serales
Husna Abdurahim

3.

Romeo Aguilar

4.

Mando Mande

1.

Comelio B. Sacong
c/o Valencia V Sacong

2.

Esmeraida S. Nano
c/o Dominador L. Nano

3.

Ruel Canag
c/o Leopoldo S. Canag

4.

Rena C. Paed
c/o Rosalie C. Paed

5.

Pamela S. Casilang
c/o Samson B. Casilag

6.

Armando A. Aleta
c/o Venancia C. Aleta

7.

Alex Z. Requita
c/o Milagros S. Requita

8.

Rizaldo A. Savero
c/o Melisa C. Savero

People V. Castillo, et al

DVNo. 101-0110-1141 (Exhibit'T')

The dociunentation was supplied by the PSA which issued a Negative

Certification on either birth, marriage or death.^^^ Being the official repository
ofcivil registry records pertaining to the birth, marriage and death ofa person,
the PSA Negative Certification is accorded much evidentiary weight and
carries with it a presumption of regularity
More so when these are
confirmed from the local records of the Local Civil Registry. Or, by sheer
common knowledge from the list of residents made by the barangay
chairpersons or the MLGOO. In these cases, however, not any one of the
accused have presented any competent evidence to rebut the Negative
Certification.

Under Section 28, Rule 132 of the Revised Rules on Evidence, a
Negative Certification is admissible evidence to show that the records of the
office contain no such record or entry. To quote:
Section 28. Proofoflack ofrecord. — A written statement signed
by an officer having the custody of an official record or by his deputy
that after diligent search no record or entry of a specified tenor is found
to exist in the records of his office, accompanied by a certificate as above
provided, is admissible as evidence that the records of his office contain
no such record or entry.(29)

/

Exhlbits"M-6"(0144 to 0147); "D-5"(0176 to 0185);"N-Z"(0216 to 0217)and "FFF-7"(0198 to 0203)
Vlllatuya v. Tabalingcos, A.C. No. 6622,July 10, 2012

)
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At best, the defense could only put up the supposition during trial that
a Muslim Filipino does not always register his or her record of birth, marriage
or death, and hence, remains undocumented. This could have been given
some credit considering that Executive Order No. 157 dated February 15,

1994 entitled, ''"Establishing a Civil Registration System for Muslim
Filipinos
recognized that the '"''Muslim Filipinos have yet to be assimilated
into the system ofcivil registration established on 27 February 1931 by Act
No. 3753 because oftheir district customs, practices and rites." Hence, by
virtue of Executive Order No. 157, ""the Civil Registrar General shall

immediately implement the rules and regulations governing the registration
ofacts and events concerning civil status ofMuslim Filipinos as provided in
Administrative Order No. 2, Series of1993" and to "x x x collaborate with
the officials of the Autonomous Region in Muslim Mindanao, local
government units, and other government agencies and instrumentalities in the
conduct ofinformation dissemination, trainings, conferences, and seminars
ofcity/municipal civil registrars and other civil registration personnel"
Before such allusion can drown Prosecution's rallying point that the
named beneficiaries were non-existent or fictitious, it immediately loses
steam. What the defense missed to prove, at the outset, was the fact that these
beneficiaries were real people and that they were all, ifnot a majority ofthem,
Muslim Filipinos. It would have been too presumptuous to give credit to an
otherwise empty allegation that a beneficiary's record of birth, marriage or
death is not found in the records of the PSA or the LCR, for that matter,
because of the customs, practices, and rites generally observed by Muslims.
This would have rung true indeed ifthe beneficiary was proven to be a Muslim
Filipino. But none supported this stance. It is the very existence of the
beneficiary, regardless of his or her religious affiliation, which ripped the
main stance ofthe defense.

The RERs^^^ would also show that almost all the applicants for aid
presented Residence Certificate Numbers or Community Tax Certificates,
which, under the Local Government Code, were levied by an individual's
municipality ofresidence.^^^ However, when the audit team searched for the
beneficiaries in the municipalities indicated in their RERs and BSCSRs,
almost all could not be found. Neither did the confirmatory letters addressed

in the same municipalities find their way to most of them, nor were they
Accessed

at https://www.officialgazette.eov.Dh/1994/02/lS/executive-order-no-157-s-1994/ on

September 18, 2020

355 Exhibits "CC-7" to "CC-11","CC-14" to "CC-18","CC-21" to "CC-25","CC-28" to "00-32","00-35" to "0039","00-42" to "00-46", "00-49" to "00-53", "00-56" to "00-60", "00-64" to "00-68","00-71" to "00-75",
"00-78" to "00-82", "00-85" to "00-89", "00-92" to "00-96", "00-99" to "00-103", "00-106" to "CC-110",
"00-113" to "00-117", "00-120" to "00-124", "00-127" to "00-131"(Quinte for Hofer); Exhibits "EE-7" to

"EE-ll", "EE-13" to "EE-17", "EE-20" to "EE-24", "EE-27" to "EE-3rand "EE-33" to "EE-37" (Palang for
Hofer); Exhibits "YY" to "YY-4", "LLL" to "LLL-4","000" to "000-4","RRR" to "RRR-4","VW" to "WV4" (Gonzales); Exhibits "K-3" to "K-5", "K-8" to "K-12", "K-15" to "K-19", "K-22" to "K-26", "K-29" to "K33", "K-36" to "K^O","K-43" to "K-47","K-50" to "K-59","K-62" to "K-66","K-69" to "K-73","K-76" to "K80","K-83" to "K-92","K-95" to "K-lOO","K-103" to "K-106","K-108" to "K-112","K-115" to K-124" and "K-

127"to "K-131"(Modapll); Exhibits "T-3", "T-6","T-9",'T-12","T-15","T-18","T-21" and "T-24"(Castillo)
35® Sections 156 and 160, Local Government Code

f:
1 }
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confirmed to be residents of these municipalities by their respective
MLGOOs, While it is true that special audit was only conducted two(2)years
after these transactions, there was no evidence of any major occurrence that
would have driven a//these beneficiaries, with the exception ofLaurencio and
Paki, to leave their residences within a span ofjust two (2) years. Hence, so
much for transients and fleeting residents or traders who would come and go
from the Province ofZamboanga Sibugay. It simply defied logic that most of
these beneficiaries were no longer found in their respective residences. Or,
that most of them were not known, even by name recall, to the barangay
officials where they were supposed to have resided.

Finally,the Certification ofNon-Availability ofRegistration Records^^"^
from the COMELEC also showed that the named beneficiaries were not

registered voters of the Province of Zamboanga Sibugay based from the
Voters' database copy for the National Central File Division, Election
Records and Statistics Department ofthe Commission on Elections. Whether
the confirmation or verification was locally based or made on a national scale,
not even one name ofany ofthe beneficiaries popped out as a true and existing
person.

The probability of not finding any one of the listed beneficiaries has
now become a stark reality. The confluence of these circumstances
established by the Prosecution, therefore, has more than sufficiently
convinced this Court of the improbability of finding the beneficiaries, and
engendered doubt in this Court's mind ifthey even existed at all.

This Court is thus satisfied with the evidence presented by the
Prosecution that aid was given to persons with no proof of existence, as it
would be next to impossible to prove with certainty that these persons do not
exist. The burden of proof was properly shifted to the accused to show
otherwise.

In Capangpangan v. People,

the Supreme Court imparted:

Where the negative ofan issue does not permit ofdirect proof, or
where the facts are more immediately within the knowledge of the
accused, the onus probandi rests upon him. Stated otherwise, it is not
incumbent on the prosecution to adduce positive evidence to support
a negative averment the truth of which is fairly indicated by
established circumstances and which, if untrue, could readily be
disproved by the production of documents or other evidence

probably within the defendant's possession or control. For example,
where a charge is made that the defendant carried on a certain business

without a license, the fact that he has a license is peculiarly within his

knowledge and he must establish that fact or suffer conviction. Similarly,
the burden of proof as to whether a certain offense against property was
committed without the owner's consent rests on the accused, since that

is a fact or circumstance peculiarly within his own knowledge.[Emphasis
supplied]

Exhibits "M-7"(Hofer),"0-6"(Modapll),"N-3"(Castillo) and "FFF-S"(Gonzaies)
^G.R. No. 150251, November 23, 2007

/
,

1
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When the search for the listed beneficiaries produced negative results,
therefore, the Prosecution could not have been expected to widen their search
further by looking for persons in the prospect offinding a positive result. The
time has come to separate fact from fiction. The evidence simply showed no
trace of the beneficiaries paid under the subject disbursement vouchers. This
was the looming reality which the accused had to come to terms with.

It may be considered that accused Quinte, Palang and Taripe, in
particular, supposedly interviewed these beneficiaries or payees face-to-face,
and hence, could have easily proven that these people were indeed existing
and not merely fictitious, A single one ofthem would have done it. However,
none of the accused presented a single beneficiary to testify and prove
his/her existence. They all merely referred to the regularity of the process
itself, which in the end,echoed a mere self-serving declaration. It would have
been easy to utter a mere say-so of events that happened in the past relating to
programs for help targeted for the poor. But when the poor, at this instance,
were identified by names which cannot be found in the records ofthe PSA,or
of the Local Civil Registrar, or COMELEC, or whose names could not be
found in the list of residents within the common knowledge of the barangay
chairpersons, or of the MLGOOs, or could simply no longer found in their
given addresses, the regularity alluded to in the system is cracked.
Interestingly, a certain Artemio A.Catian testified for Gov.Hofer,and
while he claimed to be one of his beneficiaries, this was belied during cross
examination when his personal information differed entirely from those

purportedly given by the Artemio Catian^^^ who was given aid, further casting
a shadow on the beneficiaries' existence. He testified:
PROS.SALVANI:

359

Q

Sir, when is your date of birth?

A

June 22, 1952, Sir.

Q

And your place of birth, Mr. Witness?

A

Dapitan City, Sir.

Q

In 2001, who is your wife, Mr. Witness?

A

I have only one(1)v«fe. Sir.

Q

Her name, Mr. Witness?

A

Rosalinda Maglangit, Sir.

Q

In 2001, how many children do you have, Mr. Witness?

A

Only five (5), Sir.

f?

See Exhibit "CC-27" or the Brief Social Case Study Report of one Artemio A. Catian

I
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Q:

Their names, Mr. Witness?

A:

Gina, Danny, Antonio, Mary Jean and Conrado, Sir.

Q:

In your Judicial Affidavit, Mr. Witness, you said that you received
money from the Office ofthe Governor. How much was it?

A:

Five thousand (Php5,000.00), Sir.

Q:

What was it for, Mr. Witness?

A:

They did not tell me what it is for. Sir. I just received the said
amount.

Q:

Who gave it to you, Mr. Witness?

A:

I cannot recall the person who handed it to me, Sir. It has been a
long time.

CHAIRPERSON:

You mean to say, Sir, you did not ask Governor Hofer to give you
some financial donations?
MR. CATIAN:

I did not. Your Honors. I was not told.
PROS. SALVANI:

Q

Did you sign anything in receiving the said amount, Mr. Witness?

A

I did not. Sir.

Q

Do you know Warlita Catian, Mr. Witness?

A

No, Sir.

Q

I have here Exhibit "CC-27",Brief Social Case Study Report of one
Artemio A. Catian. Can you please take a look at this and tell this
Court if this is you, the circumstances. It says here that the wife is
Warlita Catian, Children: Carlito Catian and Joselito Catian,Date of

Birth is May 30, 1954, Place of Birth is Kumalarang, Zamboanga
Del Sur. This Is not you, right, Mr. Witness?
XXX

A:

No,Sir, My wife is Rosalinda Catian.360

Hence, the person who could have removed the doubt even for one
supposed ghost beneficiary turned out to be a false witness himself. Artemio

A. Catian,the witness who is married to Rosalinda Catian, is certainly not the
beneficiary Artemio Catian who was recorded to be married to Warlita Catian.

Besides, as he himself stated in open Court, he did not even know why the
amount of R5,()00.00 was given to him, which ironically contradicted
accused's common tale that the beneficiaries were poor in urgent need of
financial help.

r.
360

TSN dated March 19, 2019, pp. 31-34
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The only living proof presented to Court to be the beneficiary of Gov.
Hofer's pro-poor program even impaled the skepticism already entertained.

Violation ofSec. 3(e)ofR,A. 3019

Violation of R.A. 3019, Sec. 3(e)has three elements:
(1) the accused is a public officer discharging administrative,
judicial, or official functions;
(2)the accused must have acted with manifest partiality, evident
bad faith, or inexcusable negligence; and
(3) the accused's action caused any undue injury to any party,
including the government, or giving any private party unwarranted
benefits, advantage, or preference in the discharge of his or her
fimctions.^^'

Two (2) of the accused, Gov. Hofer (SB-lO-CRM-0144 to 0147) and Fe
Pontanar(SB-10-CRM-0216 to 0217), passed away during the pendency ofthese
cases, but the charges subsisted against their co-conspirators, accused Quinte
and Palang, and accused Castillo, respectively. The death of one of two or
more conspirators does not prevent the conviction ofthe survivor or survivors.
So long as the acquittal or death ofa co-conspirator does not remove the bases
of a charge for conspiracy, one defendant may be found guilty of the
offense.^^^

First element. In all these cases, there is no dispute that accused
Modapil, Gonzales and Castillo were members of the Sangguniang
Panlalawigan at the time material to these cases, while accused Quinte and
Palang were members of the staff of Gov. Hofer, and accused Taripe was a
member of accused Gonzales' staff. They were charged for acts committed

in the performance oftheir fimctions as public officers. The public positions
of all die accused are stipulated facts.^^^
Second element. The Informations charged the accused with having
caused undue injury to the governmentthrough evident badfaith by collecting
money received as reimbursements to the amount paid to beneficiaries of the
Aid to the Poor Program, when these beneficiaries, who were non-existent or
fictitious, never received them.

"Evident bad faith" connotes not only bad judgment but also palpably
and patently fraudulent and dishonest purpose to do moral obliquity or
Est'mo \j. People, G.R. Nos. 163957-58, April 7, 2009
People V. Go, G.R. No. 168539, March 25, 2014

Hofer - Pre-Trial Order dated November 12, 2012, Records, People v. Hofer, et of.. Vol. 3, pp. 290-296;
adopted by Quinte and Palang, Records, Vol. 4, pp. 176-177

Modapil-Pre-Trial Order dated December 4,2012, Records, People v. ModapH, et a!., Vol. 2, pp. 383-395A

Gonzales- Pre-Trial Order dated January 25, 2012, Records, People v. Gonzales, et al.. Vol. 3, pp. 250-257
Castillo-Pre-Trial Order dated February 3, 2012, Records, People v. Castillo, et al.. Vol. 2, pp. 88-98
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conscious wrongdoing for some perverse motive or ill wilL^ [It] contemplates
a state of mind affirmatively operating with furtive design or with some
motive or self-interest or ill will or for ulterior purposes.

The process by which the grant was given by the accused reels with
evident bad faith. In all, the documentation to obtain the reimbursements

were accompanied by:^^^
1. Brief Social Case Study Report (BSCSR) which specified the
name of the Beneficiary or the person/representative claiming payment, the

Family Composition(name ofspouse and/or children),the Problem Discussed
(financial support for either medical or hospital needs, flmeral service),
Evaluation/Recommendation (which indicated recommendation how much
amount was donated), and Referral (from the Provincial Governor or
Provincial Board Member); and Approval by the Provincial Social Welfare &
Development Officer(PSWDO);
2. Reimbursement Expense Receipt (RER) which contained the
name of the Official who advanced the payment (Provincial Governor or
Provincial Board Member), the signature of the Payee, and the signature of
the Witness(Quinte, Palang or Taripe); and
3. DSWD Form 200 which indicated the name ofthe Referring Person,

Family Head/Client, Address of the Client, Signature of the Client, Rem^ks
(which usually stated that Client was extended financial assistance) and
signature ofthe processing Employee (Quinte).
As thus shown by the DSWD Forms No. 200 and the BSCSRs, both of
which were PSWDO forms, the applicants for aid were supposedly screened
by the members of the staff of Gov. Hofer and the members of the
Sangguniang Panlalawigan, i.e., accused Quinte, Palang and Taripe, who
signed under the space provided for the"SWO/Social Worker" but which they
sometimes erased and superimposed with "Staff." Palpably, this blindsided
the supposed role of the PSWDO in assessing and evaluating the applicants.
For accused Quinte, Palang, and Taripe to sign in lieu of the "SWO/Social
Worker" already emitted the smokescreen. Why these staff members of Gov
Hofer(Quinte and Palang),Board Member Gonzales(Taripe), Board Member

Castillo {Pontanarf^^ and Board Member Modapil(Fhadzrama Modapil)^^'^
were allowed to fill out the PSWDO forms, which was outside oftheir regular
function and duty, could only be taken as an irregularity. From here,
therefore, the foible has already manifested itself.

1
^^Asilo V. People, G.R. Nos. 159017-18 & 159059, March 9, 2011

1

Exhibits "CC-6" to "CC-132"; "EE-6" to "EE-39" for accused Hofer, et al; Exhibits "K-3" to '|k-133" for
accused Modapil; Exhibits "FF" to "KK","W"to "ZZ", and "AAA"for accused Gonzales; Exhibits "T-2" to
"T-25" for accused Castillo

Deceased; never brought to trial

"'At large
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In the BSCSRs, a brief description of the prospective beneficiaries'
medical condition was laid out, but which was not supported by even a
medical certificate or medication prescription form. Burial assistance was
recommended without any death certificate presented or attached to the

applications. Like the named beneficiaries, the aid sought under the pro-poor
program appeared as fabricated, having been left unsupported and unverified
by any available means. Yet, accused Modapil, Gonzales, Castillo, and
Hofer readily advanced the aid to be given to them,under the pretext that they
were needed with the beneficiaries always in a rush for help.

The PSWDO

was relegated to later sign his or her approval without the opportunity to
conduct his or her own evaluation of the applicants. As PSWDO Cherlita A.
Garate herself testified, she only signed the disbursement vouchers in bulk

under the watchful eyes of the main accused's staff.^^^ Verily, the RERs
would not have been processed without the requisite DSWD Form No. 200

(signed by the main accused's staff)and the BSCSRs(signed by the PSWDO).
Despite the daunting pressure this gave PSWDO Garate and the billowing
doubt she entertained, she nevertheless signed. And thus, reimbursements
were effected. Only, to be proven later that these were made for phantom
beneficiaries seeking aid for contrived fmancial woes.
The RERs were a mirrored irregularity in themselves. In all these,cash
donations were already given to the intended beneficiary from cash advances
made by the Provincial Governor (accused Hofer) and the Provincial Board
Members (accused Modapil, Gonzales, and Castillo) and later reimbursed
through Reimbursement Expense Receipts(RERs).
According to prosecution witness Atty. Bernardo R. Sumicad of the
Commission of Audit,there were at least two(2)violations of COA rules and
regulations which were transgressed in this a^spect:
1. The lack ofdocumentation to allow the disbursements made did not

conform with Section 168 subsections (a) to (e) of the Government
Accounting and Auditing Manual(GAAM), which provides thus:
SECTION 168. Basic requirements applicable to all classes of
disbursements. — The following basic requirements applicable to all
classes of disbursements shall be complied with:
a. Certificate of Availability of Fund. — Existence of lawful
appropriation, the unexpended balance of which, free from other
obligations, is sufficient to cover the expenditure, certified as available

by an accounting officer or any other official required to accomplish the
certificate. Use of moneys appropriated solely for the specific purpose
for which appropriated, and for no other except when authorized by law
or by a corresponding appropriating body.

b. Approval of claim or expenditure by head of office or his duly
authorized representative.

Judicial Affidavit of Cherlita Garate, Q&A Nos.35-36

I
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c. Documents to establish validity of claim. — Submission of
documents and other evidences to establish the validity and correctness
of the claim for payment. [Emphasis supplied]
d. Conformity ofthe expenditure to existing laws and regulations.

e. Proper accounting treatment.

2, COA Circular No. 92-382 dated July 3, 1992 which has for its
Subject and Purpose,"TTzw Circular on Accounting and Auditing Rules and
Regulations designed to implement the provisions ofRepublic Act No. 7160,
the Local Government Code of 1991, is issued pursuant to Section 2(2),
Article IX-D, ofthe Constitution." The modes of disbursements are detailed
under Sections 9 and 10 thereof, viz:
Sec. 9. Disbursements by check - All disbursements shall be
made by check,except as otherwise provided herein.

Sec. 10. Disbursements by cash. - Disbursements by cash shall
be made from a cash advance drawn and maintained in accordance with

COA rules and regulations.

Reimbursement for the cash donations advanced, therefore, is not a

recognized mode. More so, when these were made on the basis ofinsufficient
documentation pooled together by staff members Quinte, Palang, and Taripe
who were not even qualified to fill out the same.
In all, this delineated a scheme to allow Gov. Hofer and Board

Members Gonzales,Modapil,and Castillo to pocket public funds from the Aid
to the Poor Program in the guise of doling them out to the poor. With the
many inhabitants ofZamboanga Sibugay soliciting for money, usually for the
sick or dead, it became rather simple that these be taken as common reasons
to come out with names of supposed beneficiaries and their needs. Accused
Quinte, Palang, and Taripe had it all taken in - either ''financial supportfor
funeral services,""client in serious condition confined at the[hospital]x x x
family empty-handed", "financial assistance for purchase of medicines",
"financial difficulties", "financial assistance for vehicular accident",
"financialsupport to augmentpurchase ofmedicines
and the list goes on,

which, on hindsight, may as well have been provided for them pro-forma. It
was only a matter of designating the imagined names and alluded illness of
the intended beneficiary.
The amounts may be small, ranging from fSOO.OO to P5,000.00 but

taken as a whole,amounted to hundreds ofthousands,limited only by the fund
ceiling provided for in the program itself. But it was enough for the
documentation on the required BSCSRs, RERs and DSWD Forms 200 to be
processed. Later, PSWDO Garate's signature would be obtained under the
See Exhibits "CC-6" to "CC-132"(Quinte for Gonzales); Exhibits "EE-6" to "EE-39"(Palang for Gonzales);
and Exhibits "CC" to "AAA"(Taripe for Gonzales)
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"watchful eyes" of the accused. Conceivably, it became a spillway to bleed
money from an ideal largesse that was meant to provide financial assistance
but was diverted to another.

Without a doubt, such acts, taken together, palpably and patently
exhibited a fraudulent and dishonest purpose to do moral obliquity or
conscious wrongdoing for some perverse motive or ill will. Each accused,
starting from the staff members who processed the documentation to the heads
of offices themselves who instigated the request and pocketed the funds, had
a role to fulfill to complete the picture. Each accused contributed to a
conspiracy.
Conspiracy exists when two or more persons come to an agreement
concerning the commission of a felony and decide to commit it. Conspiracy
does not need to be proven by direct evidence and may be inferred from
the conduct —before, during, and after the commission of the crime —
indicative ofajoint purpose, concerted action, and concurrence ofsentiments.
In conspiracy, the act of one is the act of all. Conspiracy is present when one
concurs with the criminal design of another, as shown by an overt act leading
to the crime committed. It may be deduced from the mode and manner ofthe
commission of the crime.^^®

When money meant for the poor was thus diverted to another, this
translates to undue injury suffered by the government.
Third element. The term "undue injury" in the context of Section 3(e)
ofthe R.A. No.3019 punishing the act of"causing undue injury to any party,"
has a meaning akin to that civil law concept of "actual damage." Actual
damage,in the context ofthese definitions, is akin to that in civil law.^^' The
amounts paid under the disbursement vouchers evidently did not make it to
the beneficiaries, as they were supposed to.
The amounts involved started out as small, ranging from R500.00 to
F5,000.00, but once transacted on a regular basis with the intention of
wriggling out re-aligned funds from the Aid to the Poor Program, the injury
to the government is fiilly realized when the funds are drawn out; yet, not to
serve the very person who was supposed to benefit therefrom. The invisible
damage, therefore, only wounds the needy poor and marginalized citizen in
whose name the Aid to the Poor Program came about. The sick who was
supposed to ask for medical help,the financially distraught who wanted a brief
reprieve from poverty; or the dead whose fate was further desecrated with
false alms. The Aid to the Poor Program had clearly targeted the sick, the
poor or the dead for fmancial help where it was most needed. That they turned
out to be fictitious bids out to strip the government of local fianding only
devolved on the kind of public service the accused have each given.

Zoleta V. Sandiganbayan, G.R. No. 185224,July 29, 2015
Coloma V. Sandiganbayan, G.R. No. 205561,September 24, 2014
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In Soriano v. Ombudsman, the Court equated undue injuiy — in the
context of Section 3(e)ofthe Anti-Graft and Corrupt Practices Act punishing
the act of"causing undue injury to any party - with that civil law concept of
"actual damage." Further quoting Llorente v. Sandiganbayan:
XXX Unlike in actions for torts, undue injury in Sec. 3(e) cannot

be presumed even after a wrong or a violation of a right has been
established. Its existence must be proven as one of the elements of the
crime. In fact, the causing of undue injury, or the giving of any
unwarranted benefits, advantage or preference through manifest

partiality, evident bad faith or gross inexcusable negligence constitutes
the very act punished under this section. Thus, it is required that the
undue injury be specified, quantified and proven to the point ofmoral
certainty.
In jurisprudence, "undue injury" is consistently interpreted as
"actual damage." Undue injury has been defined as "more than necessary,
not proper, [or] illegal;" and injury as "any wrong or damage done to
another, either in his person, rights, reputation or property[;that is, the]
invasion of any legally protected interest of another." Actual damage, in
the context ofthese definitions, is akin to that in civil law.

In all these cases, the amount of damages alleged in each of the
Informations have been properly substantiated with the disbursement
vouchers and its attachments(BSCSRs,RERs and DSWD Forms 200)to fiilly
quantify the resulting undue injury to the government.

The gaps between.
Payments made by accused Quinte
and Palang.

Although accused Quinte and Palang are both charged with Gov. Hofer
in Criminal Case Nos. SB-lO-CRM-0144 to 0147, their participation in the

the offenses charged should be limited to the extent where their signatures
appeared. Quinte's signatures appeared only in the supporting documents
(BSCSRs,RERs,and DSWD Forms 200)^^^ pertaining to SB-lO-CRM-0144
and 0145, while Palang's signatures appeared only in the supporting
documents(BSCSRs,RERs, and DSWD Forms 200)^^"* pertaining to SB-10CRM-0146 and 0147.

Accused Quinte and Palang, however, raised the main defense that
they have each refunded to the Province ofZamboanga Sibugay the amounts

of P85,000 and P25,000, respectively, corresponding to the sums paid under
G.R. No. 163178,January 30, 2009 which quoted Santos v. People, G.R. No.161877, March 23,2006; See
also Uriarte v. People, G.R. No. 169251, December 20, 2006,.
Exhibits "CC-6" to "CC-132"
Exhibits "EE-6" to "EE-39"
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the disbursement vouchers.^^^ While no proof of this payment was offered,
this was consistent with Atty. Sumicad's testimony
and the Audit
Investigation Report stating that Quinte and Palang separately refunded the
amounts of P85,000.00 (under OR No. 001288) and F25,000.00 (under OR

No. 0001287).3^^
Within the context of Section 3(e) of R.A. 3019, will such payments
effect the exoneration of accused Quinte and Palang from the charges?
Under Article 89 of the Revised Penal Code, payment is not a
recognized mode to extinguish criminal liability
Generally, therefore,
payment will not be a cause for the exoneration of the accused. In a charge
for estafa, case law has established that reimbursement or belated payment to
the offended party ofthe money swindled by the accused does not extinguish

the criminal liability ofthe latter.^^^ Same with a malversation charge which
does not exempt the guilty person from liability for the crime.^^*^
For violation of Section 3(e)ofRA 3019,since undue injuiy is equated
with the concept of actual damage in civil law, proof of payment certainly

affects the element ofundue injury. As Llorente v, Sandiganbayar^^' holds:
The solicitor general, in his manifestation, points out that "undue
injury" requires proof of actual injury or damage, citing our ruling
in Alejandro vs. People and Jacinto vs. Sandiganbayan. Inasmuch as
complainant was actually paid all her claims, there was thus no "undue
injuiy" established.

This point is well-taken. Unlike in actions for torts, undue injury
in Sec. 3[e] cannot be presumed even after a wrong or a violation of a
right has been established. Its existence must be proven as one of the
elements of the crime. In fact, the causing of undue injury or the giving
of any unwarranted benefits, advantage or preference through manifest
partiality, evident bad faith or gross inexcusable negligence constitutes
the very act punished under this section. Thus, it is required that the
undue injury be specified, quantifted and proven to the point of
moral certainty.

Judicial Affidavit dated November 23, 2018, Records, Vol. 8, pp. 105-126, Q&A No. 15
Judicial Affidavit of Bernardo Sumicad, Records, People v. Hofer, et a!., Q&A Nos. 152-153

Audit Report, Exhibits "FF"(Hofer)/"L"(Modapll)/"B"(Gonzales)/"A"(Castillo), p. 5; such Official
Receipts were not produced in Court

Article 89. How criminal liability is totally extinguished. - Criminal liability is totally extinguished:
1. By the death of the convict, as to the personal penalties and as to pecuniary penalties, liability
therefor Is extinguished only when the death of the offender occurs before final judgment.
2. By service of the sentence;

3. By amnesty, which completely extinguishes the penalty and all its effects;
4. By absolute pardon;
5. By prescription of the crime;
6. By prescription of the penalty;

7. By the marriage of the offended woman, as provided In Article 344 of this Code.
Tamayo v. People, 6.R. No. 174698, July 28, 2008; also Firaza v. People, G.R. No. 154721, 22 March
2007 and Recuerdo v. People, G.R. No. 168217, 27 June 2006
Manuel v. Sandiganbayan, G.R. No. 158413 & G.R. No. 161133, February 8, 2012
G.R. No. 122166, March 11,1998

/
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Being an element of the crime, undue injury has to be specified,
quantified, and proven to exist. For Quinte and Palang, it appears that
payment has already been made even during the audit investigation ofthe Aid
to the Poor Program, with such payments having been cited in the Audit
Investigation Report

While the total amount ofP100,000.00 remains to be the subject ofSBlO-CRM-0144 and 0145, having been the disbursed amount under DV No.

101-0109-523,^®^ the payment ofaccused Quinte in the amount ofP85,000.00
appears short. An examination of the BSCSRs, RERs, and DSWD Forms
200^^^^ attached to DV No. 101-0109-523, however, would show that the same
amount of P5,000.00 was given to eighteen (18) beneficiaries, or a total of
P90,000.00. Even the Audit-Investigation Report recognized this fact and

claimed that the extra PI0,000.00 was an overpayment.^®^ The fact remains,
however, that the disbursed amount was still PI00,000.00.

It also appears, however, that accused Quinte or Palang had no overt
participation in the issuance of DV No. 101-0109-523 as this was approved
and signed by accused Hofer alone in his capacity as Provincial Governor.
The scheme with which accused Quinte and Palang are tied to are in the
processing of the BSCSRs, RERs, and DSWD Forms 200 for the Aid to
the Poor Program. In essence, therefore, where these BSCSRs, RERs, and
DSWD Forms 200 in which accused Quinte's signatures appear only amount
to a total of P90,000.00, the payment of accused Quinte in the amount of
P85,000.00 was only short ofP5,000.00. Considering then that a quantifiable
amount is necessary to prove the element of undue injury in SB-IO-CRM0144 and 0145, this is negated, to a certain extent, with the payment of
accused Quinte even if it was only up to the amount of P85,000.00. The

variance doctrine recognized under Sections 4 and 5 of Rule 120^®^ of the
Revised Rules on Criminal Procedure cannot be applied at this instance since
RA 3019 is a special law where the concept of the offense as charged is
included in or necessarily includes the offense proved" finds no application.

At page 5; Exhibits "FF"(Hofer);"L"(Modapll);"B"(Gonzales);"A"(Castillo)
Exhibit "CC"

^ Exhibits "CC-6" to "CC-132"

At page 3, Exhibits "FF"(Hofer);"L"(Modapll);"B"(Gonzales);"A"(Castillo)
SEC. 4. Judgment in case of variance between allegation and proo/.—When there is variance between

the offense charged in the complaint or information and that proved,and the offense as charged is Included
In or necessarily includes the offense proved,the accused shall be convicted of the offense proved which is
included in the offense charged, or of the offense charged which is included in the offense proved.
SEC. 5. When an offense includes or is included in another.~An offense charged necessarily includes the
offense proved when some of the essential elements or ingredients of the former, as alleged In the
complaint or information, constitute the latter. And an offense charged is necessarily Included in the
offense proved, when the essential ingredients of the former continue or form part of those constituting
the latter.

f'.
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Accused Palang, in the meantime, was said to have paid the amount of
P25,000.00.^^^ The total amount claimed under DV No. 101-0110-1645^®®
was F25,000.00, being the quantified amount involved in SB-lO-CRM-0146
and 0147. With the payment,following Llorente v. Sandiganbayan, no undue
injury was established.
Since the concept of undue injury is equated to that ofactual damage in
civil law, the payments made by accused Quinte and Palang effectively
obliterated the existence ofthe third element.

The missing Disbursement Vouchers in
accused ModapiTs cases which were
never produced in evidence.

On the other hand, not all criminal charges filed against accused
Modapil can thrive. From a total of ten (10)Informations filed against him
involving five (5) disbursement vouchers and five (5) checks for
reimbursements, only one (1) disbursement voucher and one (1)check were
produced and presented by the Prosecution. To be clear, and by way of
summary,the following appears:

Criminal Case No.

SB-lO-CRM-0176

Crime Charged
Violation of Section 3 (e)

Disbureement

Check NoJ

Number

Amount Involved

DVNo. i 01-0201-407

of RA 3019

SB-lO-CRM-0177

P4,200.00

Malversation

Falsification

Check No. 75764/

Thru

of

DVNo. 101-0201-407

Public

Check No. 75764/

P4,200.00

Document

SB-lO-CRM-0178

Violation of Section 3 (e) DVNo. 101-0201-52
of RA 3019

SB-lO-CRM-0179

fio,000.00

Malversation
Falsification

Check No. 75409/

Thru
of

DVNo. 101-0201-52

Public

Check No. 75409/

PIO,000.00

Document

SB-lO-CRM-0180

Violation of Section 3 (e)

DVNo. 101-0108-1110

Check No. 59211/

DVNo. 101-0108-1110

Check No. 59211/

of RA 3019

SB-lO-CRM-0181

P10,000.00

Malversation
Falsification

Thru
of

Public

f10,000.00

Document

SB-lO-CRM-0182

Violation of Section 3 (e) DVNo. 101-0109-615
of RA 3019

SB-lO-CRM-0183

PI0,000.00

Malversation
Falsification

Check No. 59715/

Thru
of

DVNo. 101-0109-615

Public

Check No. 59615/

P10,000.00

Document

SB-lO-CRM-0184

Violation of Section 3 (e)
ofRA 3019

DV No. 101-0112-3428

Check No. 70228/

(Exhibit"K")

P97,590.00

DV No. 101-0112-3428

Check No. 70228/

(Exhibit"K")

P97,590.00
(Exhibit"D

(Exhibit"D
SB-lO-CRM-0185

Malversation
Falsification
Document

Thru
of Public

See Audit-Investigation Report, at page 5, Exhibits "FF"(Hofer);"L"(Modapil);"B"(Gonzales);"A"
(Castillo)
^ Exhibit "EE"

I
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For accused Modapil, it was only D.V. No.101-0112-3428 with Check
No. 0000070228, subject of SB-lO-CRM-0184 and 0185, that was proven
against him. While the prior discussion already implicated accused Modapil
to the scheme resorted to in the Aid to the Poor Program, it is palpable that
his criminal liability can only extend to the evidence produced against him.
At this instance, only SB-lO-CRM-0184 and 0185 can be sustained.
For lack of sufficient basis, therefore, accused Modapil is easily freed
from criminal liability in Criminal Case Nos. SB-lO-CRM-0176 to SB-10CRM-0183.

Malversation throush Falsification ofPublic Documents

For the same disbursements, the accused are also charged with the
complex crime of Malversation through Falsification of Public Documents
with the following elements:

Malversation

Falsiffcatlon of Public Documents

1. that the offender is a public officer;
1. The offender is a public officer, employee, or a
notary public;
2. that the offender had custody or control of
funds or property by reason ofthe duties ofhis 2. The offender takes advantage of his or her
official position;
office;
3. that those funds or property were public funds 3. The offender falsifies a document by committing
or property for which he/she was accountable;
any of the acts of falsification under Article
and

4. that the offender appropriated, took,
misappropriated or consented or, through
abandonment or negligence, permitted another

person to take them.^®^

171,

i.e.,

a. Counterfeiting or imitating any
handwriting, signature or rubric;
b. Causing it to appear that persons
have participated in any act or proceeding
when they did not in fact so participate;
c. Attributing to persons who have
participated in an act or proceeding
statements other than those in fact made by
them;

d. Making untruthful statements
in a narration of facts;

e. Altering true dates;
f. Making any alteration or
intercalation in a genuine document which
changes its meaning;
g. Issuing in an authenticated form a
document purporting to be a copy of an
original document when no such original
exists, or including in such a copy a
statement contrary to, or different from,
that ofthe genuine original; or
h. Intercalating any instrument or
note relative to the issuance thereofin a

protocol, registry, or official book.

{
Venezuela v. People, G.R. No. 205693, February 14, 2018
Malabanan v. Sandiganbayan, G.R. Nos. 186329,186584-86 198598, August 2, 2017
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Hofer, Quinte and Palang
While the charges have since been dismissed against Gov. Hofer owing
to his demise, a determination of his accountability for the charge of
Malversation is still needed to the extent necessary to establish the criminal
liability, if any, of accused Quinte and Palang, who have been charged in
conspiracy with him.
There is no doubt that as Provincial Governor of the Province of

Zamboanga Sibugay, Gov. Hofer was an accountable officer of local
government funds by reason of his duties as such.

In Zoleta v. Sandiganbayan,^^^ the Supreme Court held that:
The Local Government Code provides that local officials, other than
those considered accountable officers by reason oftheir duties, may be held
accountable for local government funds:
Section 340. Persons Accountable for Local Government
Funds. - Any officer of the local government unit whose duty
permits or requires the possession or custody of local government
funds shall be accountable and responsible for the safekeeping
thereof in conformity with the provisions of this Title. Other local
officers who, though not accountable by the nature of their duties,
may likewise be similarly held accountable and responsible for local
government funds through their participation in the use or
application thereof.

Local government officials become accountable public officers
either(1)because ofthe nature oftheir functions; or(2)on account oftheir
participation in the use or application of public funds.

Gov. Hofer had the custody and control
offunds or property by reason ofthe
duties ofhis office.
DV No. 101-0109-523392

101-0110-1645393 showed the

signature of Gov, Hofer as approving officer opposite the signature of the
Provincial Accountant.

This is because as a required standard procedure, the signatures of the
governor and the accountant(or treasurer) are needed before any disbursement
of public funds can be made. No checks can be prepared and no payment can
be effected without their signatures on a disbursement voucher and the
corresponding check. In other words, any disbursement and release of public
funds required their approval. Gov. Hofer, therefore, in his capacity as
Provincial Governor, had control and responsibility over funds belonging to
G.R. No. 185224,July 29, 2015
Exhibit"CC
Exhibit "EE"
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the Province ofZamboanga Sibugay.^^'* He was thus accountable for public
funds, especially those sourced for the Aid to the Poor Program.
In addition, as Provincial Governor, pursuant to the Local Government
Code, Gov. Hofer is the chief executive. As such, under Section 102 of the

Government Auditing Code of the Philippines, he is responsible for all

government funds pertaining to the Province:^^^
Section \02. Primary and secondary responsibility. -(1) The
head of any agency of the government is immediately and primarily
responsible for all government funds and property pertaining to his
agency.

With the disbursement of public fiinds under DV No, 101-0109-523
and DV No. 101-0110-1645 corresponding to the fictitious beneficiaries
under the Aid to the Poor Program, Gov. Hofer has approved the payment
himself with him as recipient thereof. The malversation is highlighted by the
overpayment of PIO,000.00 in DV No. 101-0109-523 when the total
payment from the supporting documentation (BSCSRs, RERs, and DSWD
Forms 200)only amounted to P90,000.00.
The misappropriation on the part ofGov. Hofer has a debilitating effect
on accused Quinte and Palang.
One. Accused Quinte and Palang, being staff members, ofthe Office
of the Provincial Governor, are not considered accountable officers of public
funds used for the Aid to the Poor Program (or the Aid in Crisis Situation
claimed by them). Even so, however, they may still be liable for

Malversation, as held in Barriga v. Sandiganbayan,^^^ thus:
It must be stressed that a public officer who is not in charge
of public funds or property by virtue of her official position, or even
a private individual, may be liable for malversation or illegal use of
public funds or property if such public officer or private individual
conspires with an accountable public officer to commit malversation
or illegal use of public funds or property. [Emphasis supplied]

In United States v. Ponte, the Court, citing Viada, had the
occasion to state:

Shall the person who participates or intervenes as co-perpetrator,
accomplice or abettor in the crime of malversation of public funds,
committed by a public officer, have the penalties of this article also
imposed upon him? In opposition to the opinion maintained by some
jurists and commentators (among others the learned Pacheco) we can
only answer the question affirmatively, for the same reasons (mutatis
mutandis)we have already advanced in Question I ofthe commentary on
article 314. French jurisprudence has also settled the question in the same
way on the ground that the person guilty ofthe crime necessarily aids the
People V. Pantaleon, Jr., G.R. Nos. 158694-96, March 13, 2009
Ibid.

G.R. NOS. 161784-86, April 26,2005

f
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Other culprit in the acts which constitute the crime.(Vol. 2, 4th edition,
p. 653).
The reasoning by which Groizard and Viada support their views
as to the correct interpretation of the provisions of the Penal Code
touching malversation of public funds by a public official, is equally
applicable in our opinion,to the provisions of Act No. 1740 defining and
penalizing that crime, and we have heretofore, in the case of the United
States V. Dowdell (11 Phil. Rep., 4), imposed the penalty prescribed by
this section ofthe code upon a public official who took part with another
in the malversation of public funds, although it was not alleged, and in
fact clearly appeared, that those funds were not in his hands by virtue of
his office, though it did appear that they were in the hands of his coprincipal by virtue of the public office held by him.
The Court has also ruled that one who conspires with the
provincial treasurer in committing six counts ofmalversation is also a coprincipal in committing those offenses, and that a private person
conspiring with an accountable public officer in committing
malversation is also guilty of malversation.

Two, Even if there is no direct proof that accused Quinte and Palang
equally derived personal benefit from the misappropriation, this was
inconsequential. The casQ ofPeople v. Pantaleon,
reiterated:
XXX. It is settled that a public officer is liable for
malversation even if he does not use public property or funds under
his custody for his personal benefit, if he allows another to take the
funds, or through abandonment or negligence, allow such taking.
The felony may be committed, not only through the misappropriation or
the conversion of public fiinds or property to one's personal use, but also
by knowingly allowing others to make use ofor misappropriate the funds.
The felony may thus be committed by dole or by culpa. The crime is
consummated and the appropriate penalty is imposed regardless of
whether the mode of commission is with intent or due to negligence.
[Emphasis supplied]

Hence, the scheme used by accused Hofer, Quinte, and Palang in
processing the BSCSRs,RERs, and DSWD Forms 200, despite knowing the
falsity of the claims, allowed Gov. Hofer to personally claim his
reimbursement. Regardless of whether they also benefitted from such
misappropriation, the consummation of the act by Gov. Hofer made them
equally liable for the crime.
Gov. Hofer and staff members accused Quinte and Palang each played
an indispensable role in allowing the former to seek reimbursement from the
Aid to the Poor Program. The whole scheme is cemented with accused Quinte
and Palang falsely stating in the BSCSRs,DSWD Form 200s and RERs that
the beneficiaries, who were referred by Gov. Hofer, received aid from him,
when in fact they did not, as most of them out to be fictitious. The amount

G.R. Nos. 158694-96, March 13, 2009 citing Pondevida v. Sandiganbayan, G.R. Nos. 160929-31, August
16, 2005 and Sarigumba v. Sandiganbayan, G.R. Nos. 154239-41, February 16, 2005
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of f100,000.00 and f25,000.00 would not have been reimbursed by Gov.
Hofer without falsifying the supporting documents. The falsification was,
therefore, a necessary means to commit Malversation, and falsification was
already consummated even before the falsified documents were used to
defraud the claim for reimbursement.^^^

The conspiracy having been clearly established between accused
Quinte and Palang, who falsified the disbursement vouchers, which made it
possible for Gov. Hofer to disburse and misappropriate public funds, accused
Quinte and Palang are clearly liable for the complex crime of Malversation
through Falsification ofPublic Documents
Unlike the charge for Violation of Section 3 (e) of RA 3019 where
payment negates the existence of undue injury, the restitution of the amount
malversed in the charge for Malversation through Falsification of Public
Documents will not in any way exonerate the accused. As held in Manuel v.

Sandiganbayan:^^^
It bears stressing that the full restitution of the amount malversed
will not in any way exonerate an accused, as payment is not one of the
elements of extinction of criminal liability. Under the law, the refund
of the sum misappropriated, even before the commencement of the
criminal prosecution, does not exempt the guilty person from
liability for the crime. At most,then, payment ofthe amount malversed

will only serve as a mitigating circumstance akin to voluntary surrender,
as provided for in paragraph 7 of Article 13 in relation to paragraph 10
ofthe same Article of the Revised Penal Code.

The restitution ofthe respective amounts ofP85,000.00 and P25,000.00
by accused Quinte and Palang, therefore, will only effect a mitigation of the
prescribed penalty for the complex crime. But accused Quinte and Palang, by
sheer conspiracy alone with Gov. Hofer, stand to be liable for the crime of
Malversation through Falsification ofPublic Documents

Being entrusted with fiscal responsibility, the provincial governor and
his staff members must have always been guided by the fundamental
principles enunciated under the Local Government Code, viz:
Section 305. - No money shall be paid out of the local treasury
except in pursuance of an appropriations ordinance or law; local revenue
is generated only from sources authorized by law or ordinance, and
collection thereofshall at all times be acknowledged properly; all monies
officially received by a local government officer in any capacity or on
any occasion shall be accounted for as local funds, unless otherwise

provided by law; and trust funds in the local treasury shall not be paid

Tanenggee v. People., G.R. No. 179448,June 26, 2013

Manuel v. Sandiganbayan, G.R. No. 1S8413 & G.R. No. 161133, February 8, 2012
Manuel v. Sandiganbayan, G.R. No. 158413 & G.R. No. 161133, February 8, 2012
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out except in fulfillment of the purposes for which the trust was created
or the funds received.

At this instance, accused Quinte and Palang invoke the equipoise
doctrine to even out the charges in their favor. They allege that out of the 23
beneficiaries involved in Gov. Hofer's grant, it could be stated that 5
beneficiaries (Antonio Laurencio, Agnes Pasotra, Felimon Sagun, Myra
Pescador, and Evangeline T. Daarol)have already been proven to exist and 1
beneficiary(Artemio Catian) actually came to Court. Added to this could be
the 11 confirmation letters sent out to the supposed beneficiaries Avhich could
be given the legal presumption that they have been received in the regular
course of mail. Accused Quinte and Palang thereafter adduce that in all, 17
out of 23 beneficiaries brings out an 85% probability of mixed actual and
presumptive existence which should be interpreted in their favor.
The deduction,to say the least, is presumptuous.
Among the beneficiaries listed in Gov. Hofer's grant, Danilo Tongco

(birth)"^®' and Evangeline Daarol (marriage)'*®^ were shown to have records
with the PSA while Antonio Laurencio**®^ was listed as a resident of

Barangay Dalangin, Titay, Zamboanga Sibigay. Given the benefit of the
doubt, beneficiaries Agnes Pasotra and Felimon Sagun could also be
considered as residents ofBarangay Poblacion, gauged from the testimony of

MLGOO Casianito Berdon,'^^'* Defense witness Artemio Catian, however,
could not be considered as the same beneficiary indicated in the Aid to the
Poor Program for the simple reason that, on the witness stand, he himself
revealed to have personal circumstances different from that ofthe beneficiary

Artemio Catian bearing the same name.'*^^ He is not, therefore, the same
Artemio Catian who was the beneficiary referred to.
This should be enough to build up prosecution's case against accused
Quinte and Palang. Following accused's deduction, 5 existing persons out
of 23 supposed beneficiaries would have amounted to a low probability rate
of 22%. Accused Quinte and Palang, however, would put in a huge deal on
the unretumed 11 confirmation letters, given the disputable presumption
entailed imder Section 3 (v), Rule 131 ofthe Revised Rules ofEvidence. To
reiterate. Section 3(v)provides:
(v) That a letter duly directed and mailed was received in the
regular course of the mail;

Assuming that such disputable presumption prevails, the supposed fact
of "receipt" cannot be taken as proof that the addressee thereof exists. The
Exhibit "M-6-a"(Hofer)

'"2 Exhibit "M-6-a"(Hofer)
Exhibit "I"(Hofer)

^TSN dated March 19,2013, pp. 51-52; Or that Romeo Aguilar,supposed beneficiary of accused Gonzales,
was a previous resident of Barangay Lobo as testified to by Luvisminda F. Enesando;See TSN dated February
24, 2015 (p.m.), pp. 39-40
TSN dated March 19, 2019, pp. 31-34
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disputable presumption only points to the receipt of the letter in the regular
course of mail. It did not effect the same disputable presumption of the
existence ofthe addressee.

If accused Quinte and Palang would have relied on the regular receipt
of such confirmation letters on the addresses given, they could have easily
asked for a subpoena to trace the addressee of such confirmation letters and
prove that the addressees behind them were living persons who were once
recipients of the Aid to the Poor Program. But they did not. If at all, it was
actually the insufficiency of these addresses which provided the deadlock in

Atty. Sumicad's physical search for these beneficiaries.'*®^ That a majority of
these supposed beneficiaries were not found in the list ofresidents or were not
known at all to the barangay units concerned only heightened prosecution's
case on the fictitious nature ofthese financial grants.

Accused Quinte and Palang would now compare the financial grants
under the Aid to the Poor Program with the "ayuda"or Covid-19 emergency
cash subsidies given to low-income families to apparently justify the laxity in
the system they have implemented with the "swift distribution" process and
"quick" response they purportedly had to resort to.
No parallelism can be associated at this point.
For one,the emergency cash subsidies did not allow for cash advances
to be made by local officials. They are ready funds sourced from the realigned
or reallocated savings fi^om the 2020 national budget and extended 2019
budget as provided for under R.A. 11469 or the "Bayanihan to Heal as One
Act." On the other, the beneficiaries are not mere referrals from government
officials but generated from databases of existing beneficiaries submitted by

LGUs and subjected to further evaluation.'*®^ At least, that is, the ideal set-up
ofthe Covid-19 emergency cash subsidies is one that eludes likeness with the
Aid to the Poor Program in more ways than one.
If at all, such reasoning only bares what is now the obvious. The
apparent haste with which these financial dole-outs were allegedly given still
did not justify a chink in the system. Verily, the laxity allowing cash
donations to be advanced by the accused themselves was only meant to cover
up the claims of ghost beneficiaries.

The members of the Sangguniang
Panlalawigan and their staff

The Informations against the members of the Sangguniang
Panlalawigan (accused Gonzales, Modapil, and Castillo) alleged that they
^TSN dated November 9,2011, pp. 18-19,52-56
Accessed at https://www.cnnDhiliPDines.com/news/2020/3/31/cash-aid-beneficiaries-coronavirusauarantine.html on October 2, 2020
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were accountable officers for funds of the Aid to the Poor Program because
such were appropriated for their exclusive use.
At the outset, no evidence was presented that the funds for the Aid to
the Poor Program were realigned for the exclusive use ofthe members ofthe
Sangguniang Panlalawigan. The supposed Resolution and Appropriation
Ordinance were never introduced into evidence.

More importantly, a perusal of the disbursement vouchers releasing
payment to the members of the Sangguniang Panlalawigan showed that they
had no hand in such disbursement, as their signatures were not necessary to
cause the disbursement offunds.

Palpably,therefore, members ofthe Sangguniang Panlalawigan cannot
be considered as accountable officers in the same tenor as that of Gov. Hofer.

In terms of fiscal responsibility, they are not the heads of their offices.
Instead, it is the Presiding Officer of the Sangguniang Panlalawigan, being
the Provincial Vice-Govemor, who is reposed the fiscal responsibility of the
financial affairs of the Sangguniang Panlalawigan. The Local Government
Code provides:
Article Two. - The Provincial Vice-Govemor

SECTION. 466. Powers, Duties, and Compensation. - (a) The
vice-governor shall:

(1) Be the presiding officer of the Sangguniang Panlalawigan and
sign all warrants drawn on the provincial treasury for all

expenditures appropriated for the operation of the Sangguniang
Panlalawigan; [Emphasis supplied]
XXX

XXX

XXX

XXX

XXX.

Board Members Gonzales, Modapil, and Castillo, therefore, cannot be
held criminally liable for Malversation in conspiracy with the members of
their staff for the simple reason that they are not the officers accountable for
the flmds, either by virtue ofthe duties oftheir office or by having custody or
control thereof. The fact that they asked for reimbursements indicated that
they had no custody or control over the funds ofthe Aid to the Poor Program.

As clarified in//m/w/« V. Sandiganbayan,^^^ "[i]f[the accused], being a
public officer, embezzled publicfundsfor which he is accountable, his crime
would be malversation through falsification. But since he misappropriated

public funds for which he is not accountable, his crime is estafa through
falsification."

Since the second element ofMalversation requires that the offender had
custody or control of funds or property by reason of the duties of his office,
accused Gonzales, Modapil, and Castillo, not being accountable officers by
G.R. No.85667, February 23,1995

M
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reason oftheir office, cannot be held liable for Malversation to be complexed
with Falsification of Public Documents. They should thus be acquitted of
Malversation.

While proofon Malversationfails, proof
on Falsification can be sustained against
the Board Members,

The Provincial Board Members' acquittal for Malversation, however,
did not entirely obliterate the source oftheir conviction for Falsification.

As held in Chua v. People:'^^^
A conviction coming from the heels of an acquittal in a complex
or a more serious crime is nothing new. The CA was merely following
the Court's lead in the case of Gonzaludo v. People, where it was held:
The lack of criminal liability for estafa, however, will not
necessarily absolve petitioner from criminal liability arising from the
charge of falsification of public document under the same Information
charging the complex crime of estafa through falsification of public
document. It is settled doctrine that-

When a complex crime has been charged in an information and
the evidence fails to support the charge on one of the component
offenses, can defendant still be separately convicted of the other
offense? The question has long been answered in the affirmative. In
United States v. Lahoylahoy and Madanlog, the Court has ruled to be
legally feasible the conviction of an accused on one of the offenses

included in a complex crime charged, when properly established, despite
the failure of evidence to hold the accused of the other charge. [Emphasis
supplied]

It is the separate charges ofFalsification ofPublic Document,therefore,
which accused Board Members Gonzales, Modapil, and Castillo could not
extricate themselves from.

In People v. Valdez,^^^ the Supreme Court was quick to state that it
cannot run amiss to point that in charging a complex crime, the information
should allege each element ofthe complex offense with the same precision as
if the two (2) constituent offenses were the subject of separate prosecutions.
For it is well settled in this jurisdiction that where a complex crime is charged
and the evidence fails to support the charge as to one of the component

offense, the accused can be convicted ofthe offense proven.'*'^

G.R. No. 183132, February 8, 2012

G.R. No. 216007-09, December 8, 2015 citing People v. Bulalayao, G.R. No., 103497, February 23,1994
411

People V. Valdez, G.R. No. 216007-09, December 8, 2015
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In these cases, the Informations for Malversation Thru Falsification of
Public Documents clearly alleged the crime of Falsification as a means to
commit the Malversation charge, in the same tenor as all charges, as follows:
For accused Gonzales(SB-lO-CRM-0199. 0201.0203)

That on or about October 30,2001,and for sometime prior or subsequent thereto,
in the Province ofZamboanga Sibugay and within the jurisdiction ofthis Honorable Court,

above-named accused EDGAR C. GONZALES, a high-ranking public official being a
Member of the Sangguniang Panialawigan of the Province of Zamboanga Sibugay and
JUANITO C. TARIPE,JR., employee ofthe same Sangguniang Panialawigan, while in
the performance of their official functions, taking advantage of their official positions,
conspiring together and committing the crime in relation to their offices, with gross abuse

of confidence, did then and there, willfully, unlawfully and feloniously falsify
Disbursement Voucher No. 101-0110-1679 and the documents supporting the same,
by making it appear therein that accused EDGAR C. GONZALES personally paid
the beneficiaries named in the documents supporting the said voucher the total
amount of TEN THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED PESOS (PI0,000.00), in order to
effect the issuance and subsequent encashment of Check No.68479 dated October 30,
2001 payable to accused EDGAR C. GONZALES in the said amount which was taken

from the funds of the Aid to the Poor appropriated for the office, and exclusive use,
of accused EDGAR C. GONZLES making said accused accountable therefor
pursuant to Sec. 340 of R.A. No. 7160, when in truth and In fact, both the accused
fully knew that no such payments to the beneficiaries were made; and that once in

possession of the said checl^ accused encashed the same which cash equivalent and
proceeds thereof both the accused willfully, unlawfully and feloniously appropriated for
their personal use and benefit; thereby defiauding, damaging and prejudicing the
government in the same amount.
For accused Modaoil(SB-IQ-CRM-Ol 85)

That on or about December 21, 2001, and for sometime prior or subsequent
thereto, in the Province of Zamboanga Sibugay and within the jurisdiction of this

Honorable Court, above-named accused ARES A. MODAPIL, a high-ranking public
official being a Member of the Sangguniang Panialawigan of the Province of Zamboanga
Sibugay and FHADZRAMA A. MODAPIL, employee of the same Sangguniang

Panialawigan, while in the performance oftheir official functions, taking advantage oftheir
official positions, conspiring together and committing the crime in relation to their offices,

with gross abuse of confidence, did then and there, willfully, unlawfully and feloniously
falsify Disbursement Voucher No. 101-0112-3428 and the documents supporting the
same, by making it appear therein that accused ARES A. MODAPIL personally paid
the beneficiaries named in the documents supporting the said voucher the total
amount of NINETY SEVEN THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED NINETY PESOS

(P97,590.00), in order to efiect the issuance and subsequent encashment of Check No.
70228 dated December 21, 2001 payable to accused ARES A. MODAPIL in the said
amount which was taken from the funds of the Aid to the Poor appropriated for the
office, and exclusive use, of accused ARES A. MODAPIL making said accused
accountable therefor pursuant to Sec. 340 of R.A. No. 7160, when in truth and in fact,
both the accused fully knew that no such payments to the beneficiaries were made;
and that once in possession of the said check, accused encashed the same which cash

equivalent and proceeds thereof both the accused willfully, unlawfully and feloniously
appropriated for their personal use and benefit; thereby defiauding, damaging and
prejudicing the government in the same amount.
CONTRARY TO LAW.

For accused Castillo(SB-lO-CRM-OZl?)

That on or about October 09,2001,and for sometime prior or subsequent thereto,
in the Province ofZamboanga Sibugay and within the jurisdiction ofthis Honorable Court,
above-named accused GEORGE C. CASTILLO, a high-ranking public official being a
Member ofthe Sangguniang Panialawigan ofthe Province ofZamboanga Sibugay and FE
B. PONTANAR, employee of the same Sangguniang Panialawigan, while in the
performance of their official functions, taking advantage of their official positions,
conspiring together and committing the crime in relation to their offices, with gross abuse

of confidence, did then and there, willfully, unlawfully and feloniously falsify
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Disbursement Voucher No. 101-0110-1141 and the documents supporting the same,
by making it appear therein that accused ARES A. MODAPIL personally paid the
beneflciaries named in the documents supporting the said voucher the total amount
of SEVEN THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED PESOS (P7,200.00), in order to effect the

issuance and subsequent encashment of Check No. 60241 dated October 9, 2001

payable to accused GEORGE C. CASTILLO in the said amount which was taken
from the funds of the Aid to the Poor appropriated for the office, and exclusive use,
of accused GEORGE C. CASTILLO making said accused accountable therefor

pursuant to Sec. 340 of R.A. No. 7160, when in truth and in fact, both the accused
fully knew that no such payments to the beneflciaries were made; and that once in
possession of the said check, accused encashed the same which cash equivalent and

proceeds thereof both the accused willfully, unlawfully and feloniously appropriated for
their personal use and benefit; thereby defrauding, damaging and prejudicing the
government in the same amount.
CONTRARY TO LAW.

On their own, gauged from the allegations of the Informations, the
charges ofFalsification can stand as separate crimes.
It would thus appear that although falsification was the initial step of
the grand plan hatched by the accused to allow them to illegally disburse funds
from the Aid to the Poor Program, it is clear that the crime of falsification
has already been consummated by the time the claims for disbursement have
been made. As already averted to, all the accused employed the same scheme
of falsifying the BSCSRs, RERs, and DSWD Forms 200s to make it appear
that the beneficiaries received aid from them, when in fact they did not, as
these beneficiaries turned out to be ghost recipients.

To reiterate, the elements'*'^ of the crime of Falsification by making it
appear that a party participated in an act or proceeding when he/she did not,
are;

1. That the offender is a private individual or a public officer or employee
who did not take advantage of his official position;
2. That the offender caused it to appear that a person or persons have
participated in any act or proceeding;

3. That such person or persons did not in fact so participate in the act or
proceeding;

4. The falsification was committed in a public or official document.

The first element is already taken, with the liability held for all accused
Board Members for Violation ofSection 3(e)ofRA 3019 which required the
same element on the public position of the accused.
The second element is seen from the number of beneficiaries

supposedly referred by accused Board Members to the Aid to the Poor

Program, and processed for documentation by staff member Taripe (for

/

Goodland Co., Inc. v. Co, 6.R. No. 196685, December 14, 2011

;
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accused Gonzales)/'^ As these beneficiaries were made to appear that they
each asked for financial assistance, either for medical augmentation or
hospitalization, the forms required for the documentation - BSCSRs, RERs,
and DSWD Forms 200 - were accomplished to show that the cash donation
was "advanced" by the Board Member concerned, showing an
acknowledgment receipt by the beneficiary, and allowed the Board Members
concerned, reimbursement.
Since the beneficiaries turned out to be fictitious, as later verifications

and confirmations showed, the third element is shown. A ghost beneficiary
only appeared on the surface, but funds in the form of cash advances were
caused to be reimbursed.

The documentation papers, or the BSCSRs, RERs, and DSWD Forms
200, were the official documents attached to the claim for reimbursements,
thereby, satisfying the fourth element.
It is unfortunate that the then newly-established Province of

Zamboanga Sibugay started off on the wrong foot, with projects having noble
purposes being used as a fine cloak to disguise selfish interests. These reveal
themselves eventually, and consequences will have to be faced.
Accused Board Members Gonzales, Modapil, and Castillo, therefore,
now in the twilight of their years, have to face the sad reality that there is a
consequence to every indiscretion, especially if it involved public funds.
Their criminal liability for Falsification is found to have been
sufficiently proven beyond a whisper of doubt.

Prescribed Penaltiesfor the Crimes Charged

For Violation of Section 3(e) of RA 3019 (For
Accused Board Member Gonzales and his staff
Taripe, Board Member Modapil and Board
Member Castillo)

The penalty for Violation of Section 3(e)of RA 3019 is:
Section 9. Penalties for violations. — (a) Any public officer or
private person committing any of the unlawful acts or omissions

enumerated in Sections 3, 4, 5 and 6 of this Act shall be punished with
imprisonment for not less than six years and one month nor more
than fifteen years, perpetual disqualification from public office, and

confiscation or forfeiture in favor of the Government of any prohibited
interest and unexplained wealth manifestly out ofproportion to his salary
and other lawful income.[Emphasis supplied]

Staff member Phadzrama A. Modapil for accused Modapil is still at large and staff member Fe B. Pontanar
for accused Castillo is deceased.

/
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As a special law,the Indeterminate Sentence Law under Act No.4103,

as amended,'**'* is applicable, where Section 1 thereof provides:
Section 1. Hereafter, in imposing a prison sentence for an offense
punished by the Revised Penal Code, or its amendments, the court shall
sentence the accused to an indeterminate sentence the maximum term of

which shall be that which, in view of the attending circumstances, could
be properly imposed under the rules ofthe said Code, and to a minimum
which shall be within the range of the penalty next lower to that
prescribed by the Code for the offense; and if the offense is punished by
any other law, the court shall sentence the accused to an
indeterminate sentence,the maximum term of which shall not exceed
the maximum fixed by said law and the minimum shall not be less

than the minimum term prescribed by the same.[Emphasis supplied]

In thus fixing the minimum and maximum of the indeterminate
sentence for each accused, the penalty of imprisonment of six (6) years and
one(1) month as minimum to eight(8) years as maximum will be imposed.

For the Complex Crime of Malversation through
Falsification of Public Documents (for Accused
Quinte and Palang)

The complex crime of Malversation through Falsification of Public
Documents comes under Article 217, in connection with Article 171, of the
Revised Penal Code, and the penalty prescribed being, pursuant to Article 48
of the said code, that which is provided for the more serious offense to be

applied in its maximum period.'**^
On August 29, 2017,RA No. 10951 was promulgated. It amended Act
No. 3815, otherwise known as the Revised Penal Code, and reduced the
penalties for certain crimes. Pertinently, Section 40 of RA No. 10951

provides:'**^
Sec. 40. Article 217 of the same Act, as amended by Republic Act
No. 1060, is hereby further amended to read as follows:

Art. 217. Malversation ofpublicfunds or property. - Presumption
ofmalversation. - Any public officer who, by reason of the duties of his
office, is accountable for public funds or property, shall appropriate the
same, or shall take or misappropriate or shall consent, through
abandonment or negligence, shall permit any other person to take such
public funds or property, wholly or partially, or shall otherwise be guilty
ofthe misappropriation or malversation of such flmds or property, shall
suffer:

As amended by Act No.4225 and Republic Act No.4203
415

In Re:Correction/Adjustment of Penalty Pursuant to Republic Act no. 10951, in Relation to Hernan v.

Sandiganbayan - Rolando Elbanbuena y Marfil, Petitioner, G.R. No. 237721,July 31, 2018
Ibid.
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1. The penalty ofprision correccional'm its medium and
maximum periods, if the amount involved in the misappropriation or
malversation does not exceed Forty thousand pesos(P40,000).
2. The penalty ofprision mayor m its minimum and medium
periods, if the amoimt involved is more than Forty thousand pesos
(f40,000) but does not exceed One million two hundred thousand pesos
(f1,200,000).
XXX

XXX

XXX

XXX.

On the other hand, Article 171 of the old provisions of the Revised
Penal Code, which is more favorable to the accused, provides:
Art. 171. Falsification by public officer, employee or notary or
ecclesiastic minister. — The penalty ofprision mayor and a fine not to
exceed P5,000 pesos shall be imposed upon any public officer,employee,
or notary who, taking advantage of his official position, shall falsify a
document by committing any of the follovring acts:
1. Counterfeiting or imitating any handwriting, signature or
rubric;

2. Causing it to appear that persons have participated in any act
or proceeding when they did not in fact so participate;
3. Attributing to persons who have participated in an act or
proceeding statements other than those in fact made by them;
4. Making untruthful statements in a narration of facts;
5. Altering true dates;
6. Making any alteration or intercalation in a genuine document
which changes its meaning;
7. Issuing in an authenticated form a document purporting to be a
copy of an original document when no such original exists, or including
in such a copy a statement contrary to, or different from, that of the
genuine original; or
8. Intercalating any instrument or note relative to the issuance
thereofin a protocol, registry, or official book.
The same penalty shall be imposed upon any ecclesiastical
minister who shall commit any of the offenses enumerated in the

preceding paragraphs of this article, with respect to any record or
document ofsuch character that its falsification may affect the civil status
of persons.

The penalty provided for the more serious offense — falsification of a
public document by a public officer — is prision mayor and a fine not to
exceed P5,000. With their restitution ofthe amounts subject of the charges,
accused Quinte and Palang are both entitled to the mitigating circumstance
akin to voluntary surrender, pursuant to the case of Manuel v.

1
9
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Sandiganbayan.^^'' The penalty next lower to that provided by law should be
imposed in accordance with Rule 5, Article 64, ofthe Revised Penal Code,'*^®
Hence, the penalty one degree lower to prision mayor is prision

correccional with a duration ofsix(6)months and one(1)day to six(6)years,
which may be applied in any ofits periods in the discretion ofthe court,taking
into account not only the circumstances attending the crime but such other
circumstances as are material for the determination of a penalty adequate to

the peculiar situation of the accused/'^
Being staff members of Gov. Hofer who stood by his order to falsify
the documentation for his reimbursements but without direct proof that they
obtained pecuniary benefit from the same, the minimum period can be fixed
at eight(8)months ofprision correccional Since the mitigating circumstance
of restitution can be applied to the maximum term, the maximum period is
fixed at six(6) years and one(1)day ofprision mayor.

For the Crime of Falsification (Accused Board
Member Gonzales and his staff member Taripe,
Board Member Modapil and Board Member
Castillo)

The old provision of Article 171 of the Revised Penal Code has earlier
been cited, being more favorable to the accused.

In imposing a prison sentence for Falsification, pursuant to Section 1 of
The Indeterminate Sentence Law, the Court shall sentence the accused to an
indeterminate sentence the maximum term of which shall be that which, in

view of the attending circumstances, could be properly imposed under the
rules of the said Code, and to a minimum which shall be within the range of
the penalty next lower to that prescribed by the Code for the offense.
Hence, the penalty one degree lower to prision mayor is prision
correccional with a duration ofsix(6)months and one(1)day to six(6)years,
which may be applied in any ofits periods in the discretion ofthe court,taking
into account not only the circumstances attending the crime but such other
circumstances as are material for the determination of a penalty adequate to

the peculiar situation of the accused/^®
As Board Members ofthe Sangguniang Panlalawigan who appeared to
have appropriated the funds for themselves, the minimum period can be fixed
at two(2) years and four(4) months and one(1) day ofprision correccional
Since neither mitigating nor aggravating circumstance has been proven, the

G.R. No. 158413, February 8,2012

In Re:Correction/Adjustment of Penalty Pursuant to Republic Act no. 10951, in Relation to Hernan v.
Sandiganbayan - Rolando Elbanbuena y Marfil, Petitioner, G.R. No. 237721, July 31,2018
People V. Gonzales, G.R. No.48293, April 20,1942
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maximum can be fixed in the medium period of the prescribed penalty, or
between eight(8) years and one(1)day to ten(10) years.

WHEREFORE,in view ofthe foregoing,judgment is hereby rendered:

Criminal Case Nos. SB-lO-CRM-0144 to 0147:

1. In Criminal Case No. SB-lO-CRM-0144 and Criminal Case No. SB-

10-CRM~0}46, both accused EDITHA L. QUINTE and LUCIA T.
PALANG a.k.a. Lucia Elopre Tolentino are ACQUITTED of the offenses

charged under Section 3(e)of R.A. 3019 otherwise known as the Anti-Graft
and Corrupt Practices Act with the restitution ofthe amounts involved, where

the element of undue injury has not been fully established."*^'
2. In Criminal Case No. SB-10-CRM~0145 and Criminal Case No. SB-

lO-CRM-0147, accused EDITHA L. QUINTE and LUCIA T. PALANG

a.k.a. Lucia Elopre Tolentino are each found GUILTY beyond reasonable
doubt of the complex crime of Malversation through Falsification ofPublic
Documents. They are each sentenced to suffer an indeterminate penalty of
EIGHT (8) MONTHS of prision correccional as minimum to SIX (6)
YEARS and ONE (1) DAY of prision mayor as maximum. They are
likewise directed to pay FINE in the amount ofFIVE THOUSAND PESOS
(P5,000,00) each.

Criminal Case Nos. SB-lO-CRM-0198 to 0203;

1. In Criminal Case No. SB-lO-CRM-0198, Criminal Case No. SB-10CRM-0200, and Criminal Case No. SB-lO-CRM-0202, accused EDGAR C.

GONZALES and JUANITO C. TARIPE are each found GUILTY beyond
reasonable doubt ofa Violation ofSection 3(e)ofR.A.3019 otherwise known
as the Anti-Graft and Corrupt Practices Act and are each sentenced to suffer
an indeterminate penalty of IMPRISONMENT of SIX (6) YEARS and
ONE (1) MONTH as minimum to EIGHT (8) YEARS as maximum for
every offense charged.
2. In Criminal Case No. SB-lO-CRM-0199, Criminal Case No. SB-10CRM-0201,and Criminal Case No. SB-lO-CRM-0203, accused EDGAR C.

GONZALES and JUANITO C. TARIPE are each found GUILTY beyond
reasonable doubt of the crime of Falsification ofPublic Documents defined
and penalized under Article 171 (4) of the Revised Penal Code and are each
sentenced to suffer an indeterminate penalty of TWO (2) YEARS,FOUR
(4) MONTHS and ONE (1) DAY of prision correccional as minimum to
EIGHT(8)YEARS and ONE(1)DAY ofprision mayor as maximum. They
Accused Quinte and Palang have each posted a Surety Bond with Alpha Insurance & Surety Co. Inc. as
bondsman on December 26, 2013(Records, Volume 4, pp. 33-63,64-94)

- f
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are each directed to pay FINE in the amoimt ofFIVE THOUSAND PESOS
(P5,000.00)for every crime charged.

Criminal Case Nos. SB-lO-CRM-0176 to 0185;

1. In Criminal Case Nos. SB-lO-CRM-0176,SB-lO-CRM-Ol 78, SB-IOCRM-0180, and SB-lO-CRM-0182, accused ARES A. MODAPIL is

ACQUITTED of the offenses charged under Section 3 (e) of R.A. 3019
otherwise known as the Anti-Graft and Corrupt Practices Act for
insufficiency of evidence, the disbursement vouchers and checks subject of

the offenses not having been produced as evidence."^^^
2. For the same reason, in Criminal Case Nos. SB-lO-CRM-0177, SBlO-CRM-0179, SB-lO-CRM-0181, and SB-lO-CRM-0183, accused ARES A.

MODAPIL is ACQUITTED of the crimes of Malversation through
Falsification ofPublic Documents for insufficiency of evidence.
3.

In Criminal Case No. SB-I0-CRM-0J84,

accused ARES A.

MODAPIL is found GUILTY beyond reasonable doubt of a Violation of
Section 3 (e) of RA 3019 otherwise known as the Anti-Graft and Corrupt
Practices Act and is sentenced to suffer an indeterminate penalty of
IMPRISONMENT ofSIX(6)YEARS and ONE(1)MONTH as minimum
to EIGHT(8) YEARS as maximum.
4. In Criminal Case No. SB-lO-CRM-0185,

accused ARES A.

MODAPIL is found GUILTY beyond reasonable doubt of the crime of
Falsification ofPublic Documents defined and penalized under Article 171
(4) of the Revised Penal Code and is sentenced to suffer an indeterminate
penalty of TWO (2) YEARS,FOUR (4) MONTHS and ONE(1)DAY of
prision correccional as minimum to EIGHT(8)YEARS and ONE(1)DAY
ofprision mayor as maximum. He is likewise directed to pay FINE in the
amount of FIVE THOUSAND PESOS ^5,000.00).
Let the cases filed against accused Fhadzrama A, ModapH (SB-10CRM-0176, SB-lO-CRM-0177, SB-IO-CRM-0178, SB-lO-CRM-0179, SBlO-CRM-0182, SB-lO-CRM-0183, SB-lO-CRM-0184, and SB-IO-CRM-

0185) and Erlinda D. Albelda(SB-lO-CRM-0180 and SB-lO-CRM-0181),
who remain at large, be sent to the ARCHIVES. Let an alias warrant of
arrest be likewise issued against them to be brought under the custody oflaw.

Criminal Case Nos. SB-lO-CRM-0216 to 0217:

1. In Criminal Case No. SB-lO-CRM-0216, accused GEORGE C.

CASTILLO is found GUILTY beyond reasonable doubt of a Violation of
Section 3 (e) of RA 3019 otherwise known as the Anti-Graft and Corrupt
Practices Act is sentenced to suffer an indeterminate penalty of
Accused Modapll has posted a Property Bond under TCT No. T-37380(Records, Volume 2, pp. 457-460)
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IMPRISONMENT ofSIX(6)YEARS and ONE(1)MONTH as minimum
to EIGHT(8)YEARS as maximum.
2. In Criminal Case No. SB-lO-CRM-0217, accused GEORGE C.

CASTILLO is found GUILTY beyond reasonable doubt of the crime of

Falsification ofPublic Documents defined and penalized under Article 171
(4) of the Revised Penal Code and is sentenced to suffer an indeterminate
penalty of TWO(2)YEARS,FOUR (4) MONTHS and ONE(1)DAY of
prision correccional as minimum to EIGHT(8)YEARS and ONE(1)DAY
of prision mayor as maximum. He is likewise directed to pay FINE in the
amount of FIVE THOUSAND PESOS(PS,000.00).
SO ORDERED.

\
MA.THERESA DOfflORES
C. GOMEZ-ESTOESTA

Associate Justice, Chairperson

WE CONCUR:

DY V.

SPESES

Associ ^ Justice

GEORGINA Dl HIDALGO
Associate Justice

ATTESTATION

I attest that the conclusions in the above Decision were reached in

consultation before the case was assigned to the writer of the opinion of the
Court's Division.
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CERTIFICATION

Pursuant to Article VIII, Section 13 of the Constitution, and the

Division Chairman's Attestation, it is hereby certified that the conclusions in
the above Decision were reached in consultation before the case was assigned
to the writer of the opinion of the Court's Division.
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